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Abstract
Recent studies of the human genome have uncovered a block-like
pattern of SNP variation. Haplotype blocks are defined as chromosomal stretches in which a small number of multi-marker variants cover
most of the observed variation. It is believed that haplotype blocks
are generated by hotspots of recombination, which account for the
vast majority of crossovers during meiosis.
We formulated a statistical model of haplotype block variation
which takes account of recombinations, mutations and population
genetic effects. Our model is based on a Bayesian Network with a
Markov chain at its core. We developed two heuristic learning algorithms to infer instances of our model which are most suitable for
observed haplotype, genotype or trio data.
Our model and learning algorithms were applied to three biological
problems, with promising results. The first application is haplotype
resolution, which infers pairs of haplotypes underlying a set of genotype observations. The second application is linkage disequilibrium
(LD) mapping, which searches for a hidden genetic factor causing
phenotypic variation. The third application is the inference of recombination structure from a set of raw genomic sequences.
We also addressed two key questions by examining high density
data from the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap) project.
First, we confirmed the role of recombination hotspots in generating
haplotype blocks, which has been the subject of much debate. Second,
we showed that a Markov model over haplotype blocks is uniquely
accurate for representing high density SNP variation.
Our statistical model and algorithms have been implemented
as the HaploBlock software package, which is available online at
http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/haploblock/.
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Common Abbreviations and Symbols
bp
CEPH
DL
DNA
EM
HapMap
htSNP
kb
LD
MAP
Mb
MCMC
MDL
PCR
RNA
SNP

base pairs
Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain
description length
deoxyribonucleic acid
expectation maximization
International Haplotype Mapping Project
haplotype tagging SNPs
kilobases
linkage disequilibrium
maximum a priori
megabases
Monte Carlo Markov chain
minimum description length
polymerase chain reaction
ribonucleic acid
single nucleotide polymorphism

âk,c
D
ek
G
H
M
M
P
qk
sk
θ1,c
θk,c0 →c
µj,a→h
ΨM

sequence of ancestor c of block k
haplotype and/or genotype data
index of last SNP in block k
genotype data
haplotype data
statistical model
ensemble of statistical models
phenotype data
number of ancestors of block k
index of first SNP in block k
probability of ancestor c in first block
probability of ancestor c in block k given c0 in block k − 1
probability of ancestral allele a mutating to h at site j
statistical model parameters
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Chapter 1

Introduction

3

Genetic mapping is the task of discovering the genetic differences which affect susceptibility to
a particular disease. Finding these differences is the first step towards understanding the biological
mechanism which is malfunctioning in those suffering from the disease. Suitable drugs can then
be developed which compensate by performing the function required. It is also hoped that some
diseases will be cured by direct modification of their underlying genetic causes, without the need
for ongoing treatment and medication.
A phenotype is defined as the properties which an individual exhibits in relation to a disease
under study. For example, high blood pressure and cholesterol are two phenotypes which are
related to heart disease. The process of genetic mapping begins by collecting a set of individuals
who exhibit variation in the phenotype, and defining a genomic region which is suspected to cause
this variation. The study focuses on a set of points called markers in the region, at which there is
known to be genetic variability.
The mapping study proceeds by measuring the genetic variant (allele) present at each marker in
the individuals studied. A statistical technique is then applied to correlate these measurements with
the phenotypic differences. If the individuals are related by a known family pedigree, a technique
called linkage analysis is applied, which is based on a model of recombination and inheritance. If
the individuals are not related, a different technique called linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping is
used, which looks for direct correlations in the data observed.
The statistical analysis identifies the markers which are closest to the genetic cause of the
phenotypic differences, so that the region of interest is narrowed. In an early-stage mapping study,
this region might cover an entire chromosome, with markers spread far apart. Later on, the region
might contain just a few genes, with markers spaced every few kilobases. When the region is
sufficiently small, it can be completely resequenced in each individual chromosome, allowing the
genetic cause to be identified by direct comparison.
Several different types of marker are available for mapping in humans. For example, microsatellite markers contain a short nucleotide sequence which is repeated a different number of times in
different chromosomes. Until recently microsatellites were commonly used for genetic mapping due
to their high variability and ease of measurement. However, with the advent of the Human Genome
Project, researchers have now focused on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, at which
chromosomes differ by a single base pair [121]. SNP markers are far more common than other types,
and so pave the way for mapping studies at a very high resolution. For example, the January 2005
build of the dbSNP database contains information on 9,348,745 human SNP markers, leading to
an average spacing of one SNP marker per 320 base pairs in the genome [119].
The haplotype for a set of markers is defined as the sequence of alleles present at those markers
in a single chromosome. Many recent studies of human genetic variation have demonstrated the
presence of haplotype blocks, defined as regions in which a small number of multi-marker haplotypes
cover the observed variation [16, 94, 29, 33, 140, 139]. The low level of variation within haplotype
blocks can be explained by bottleneck effects and genetic drift. Bottlenecks occur when a local
population is descended from a small group of individuals, for example due to migration or strong
selection, resulting in a sharp reduction in genetic variation. Genetic drift refers to the gradual
decrease in variation due to repeated random sampling of the alleles in a population from those
in the previous generation. Since genetic drift is strongest when a population is small, the early
generations following a bottleneck event will undergo the greatest reduction in diversity, leaving
behind a small number of ancestral haplotypes upon which the future population is built.
The presence of haplotype blocks in the genome has many implications for genetic mapping.
As a result, many different computational methods have been developed to infer haplotype blocks
from raw SNP data. Daly et al. [16] identify stretches which have significantly less heterogeneity
than would be expected considering the frequencies of the constituent SNPs. Patil et al. [94] and
Zhang et al. [149, 151] examine the ratio between the number of SNPs in a region and the size of
the smallest subset of these which is sufficient to uniquely identify all of its haplotypes. Gabriel
et al. [29] look for areas within which the allelic correlation between most pairs of SNPs is high.
Wang et al. look for regions in which no two sites exhibit all four possible combinations of alleles
4

[141]. Several different statistical approaches have also been applied to this problem, with varying
degrees of similarity to our work [2, 59, 56].
We developed a new statistical model of haplotype block variation, suitable for high density SNP
data. Chapter 2 describes the model using a Bayesian Network and explains how its parameters
relate to the underlying biological processes. This chapter also explains how the model is extended
to represent marker information from haplotype pairs or father-mother-child trios. Chapter 3
describes the criterion we use for assessing how well a particular model fits a set of observed data,
and explains our algorithm for optimizing this criterion over the space of possible models.
Our use of a statistical model enables a large range of problems to be addressed by querying
the model in different ways. Consequently, our work has broader application than most existing
block identification methods. One such application is haplotype resolution, a problem that has been
extensively studied in the literature. In diploid organisms such as humans, ordinary cells contain
two copies of each chromosome, one of which was inherited from each parent. Standard measuring
processes examine both chromosomes simultaneously, yielding an unordered pair of alleles for each
marker. The genotype for a set of markers is defined as a series of such measurements, with no
information on which alleles are co-located on the same chromosome. Molecular laboratory techniques to measure chromosomal haplotypes have been developed but their cost remains prohibitive
in many cases [84, 144, 72, 20, 134, 19]. As a result, in silico haplotype resolution is performed
to infer the haplotypes underlying the genotype observations for a group of individuals, based on
some assumptions about how populations behave. Chapter 4 shows how our model is applied to
the haplotype resolution problem, obtaining a high degree of accuracy in comparison with several
well-known approaches.
The greatest potential impact of our work is in linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping. The
standard approach to LD mapping looks for correlations between phenotypic status and the alleles
at each marker. The haplotype block structure of a chromosomal region can be incorporated into
this method, by testing the haplotypes of each block for correlations instead of individual SNPs.
This has the potential to dramatically increase the chance of detecting associations and reduce the
probability of false positives [7, 133, 11]. Chapter 5 shows how our statistical model is applied
for block-based LD mapping with haplotype or genotype marker data, enabling a reduction in the
resequencing required.
Our model and algorithms were developed for the purpose of analyzing human SNP data. However with minor modifications the same techniques can be used to analyze raw genomic sequence
data from other organisms to detect and characterize uneven recombination structure. Chapter
6 describes such an analysis performed on two sets of viruses – Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus, in which recombination is suspected to play a role in creating diversity, and some newlyidentified oceanic picornaviruses, for which the mechanism for generating diversity is unknown. This
chapter shows how the parameters learned for a model allow inferences about selection pressures,
mutation rates and recombination structure.
It is widely believed that haplotype blocks are created by recombination hotspots, defined as
small genomic regions in which the probability of recombination is far higher than in the surrounding
area [127, 112, 135, 101, 141, 4]. Since recombination is rare in the area between hotspots, the SNPs
within segregate together from one generation to the next, acting as a multi-marker block allele. For
a few loci, sperm-typing measurements from Jeffreys and others have shown that hotspots exist and
explain some block boundaries [48, 49]. However some recent studies suggest that block boundaries
can arise simply as a result of genetic drift [147, 98]. Chapter 7 analyzes a rich SNP data set in
order to address this question, and shows a highly significant correlation between recombination
probability and haplotype block boundaries.
The core of our model is a Markov chain, which expresses the haplotype block distribution of
a population in terms of the pairwise correlations between adjacent blocks. This distinguishes our
work from most other approaches to block identification, which consider the distribution for each
block independently. Chapter 8 examines the Markov property in depth, showing that a Markov
model of haplotype blocks provides a uniquely accurate way to model high density marker data.
5

This chapter also compares the performance of blocks and individual SNPs under the Markov and
independent models and provides a theoretical explanation for the properties observed.
The empirical studies in Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8 are based on four sets of publicly available
human SNP data. Rieder et al. studied the gene ACE located on chromosome 17, thought to be
related to cardiovascular disease, examining variation at 52 biallelic markers which extend over a
genomic region of 24 kb [107]. They obtained 22 haplotypes from 11 subjects using allele-specific
PCR to ensure that ambiguous genotypes were resolved correctly [84]. Daly et al. examined the
variation in the 5q31 region of chromosome 5, as part of a study on the IBD5 locus related to
Crohn’s disease, examining variation at 103 SNPs over 500 kb [16]. A total of 258 transmitted and
258 untransmitted haplotypes were obtained from 129 trios in a European-derived population. Patil
et al. undertook a full study of chromosome 21, examining variation at 24,047 SNPs over a total
length of 21.7 Mb [94]. They obtained 20 haplotypes from 10 subjects by separating the two copies
of each subject’s chromosome using a somatic cell hybrid technique [20]. Finally, the International
Haplotype Mapping Project (HapMap) recently began producing a high density haplotype map of
the entire human genome [44]. The October 2004 data release of the HapMap included data for
693,114 SNPs spread over all 22 autosomes for 30 European trios.
The field of linkage disequilbrium mapping remains in its infancy, since high density genotypes
over thousands of SNPs have only recently become feasible to obtain. Chapter 9 briefly discusses
some of the ways in which our work might be improved or extended in future, now that a sufficient
quantity of data is becoming available.
Our algorithms for model inference, haplotype resolution and linkage disequilibrium mapping
have been implemented as the HaploBlock software package. HaploBlock provides many other
functions, such as generating a model by simulation, generating data from a model, comparing
models, and so on. HaploBlock is written in ANSI C code and is freely available as a command-line
executable for Linux, Mac OS X and Sun OS. Appendix A is based on the HaploBlock user manual
and describes its features and operation in detail.

6

Chapter 2

Data Modeling

7

Introduction
The core of our work is a statistical model for representing high density SNP data in a genomic
region. Our model contains both observed variables to represent the haplotype data and hidden variables to represent the processes which generated the haplotypes. The model is based on
a Bayesian Network, which makes the dependencies and independencies between these variables
explicit, allowing probability calculations to be performed efficiently.
Section 2.1 describes the model in detail, and provides some background on Bayesian Networks.
This section also outlines some of the biological assumptions which underlie the model’s design.
Section 2.2 explains how we calculate the probability of a set of observed data given an instance
of our model. For haplotype data, this calculation is simple and flows naturally from the model’s
definition. For genotype data, we use an extended model and sum over the different possible
haplotype pairs which are compatible with the observations. Finally, Section 2.3 briefly compares
our statistical model with two others that were recently published.
Different versions of this material were included in several publications [34, 36, 38, 35].

2.1

Statistical Model

Our model for the haplotype block variation in a genomic region is defined by: (a) a partition of
the region into blocks, (b) one or more ancestor haplotypes for each block, (c) a Markov chain
over the blocks defining the ancestor distributions and (d) site-specific mutation rates reflecting the
mutations accumulated since the ancestors were alive.
We partition a genomic region containing l SNPs into adjacent and contiguous blocks, numbered
1 . . . b, with the indices of the first and last SNP of block k defined by sk and ek respectively. Each
block k has qk ancestor haplotypes, numbered 1 . . . qk . The sequence of ancestor haplotype c of
block k is given by âk,c , a string of ek − sk + 1 symbols from the set B = {A, C, G, T, −} of SNP
alleles, which contains the four nucleic acids and a deletion. The probability that an observed
haplotype is descended from ancestor c in the first block is defined by the parameter θ1,c . For
subsequent blocks, θk,c0 →c defines the probability that a haplotype is descended from ancestor c
in block k, given that it is descended from ancestor c0 in the previous block k − 1. The mutation
parameter µj,a→h denotes the probability that ancestral allele a at site j is observed today as allele
h.
The joint distribution defined by our model can be concisely depicted using a Bayesian Network.
A Bayesian Network is a directed acyclic graph, where each vertex v = 1 . . . n corresponds to a
discrete variable Xv [95, 50]. The distribution for each variable Xv is conditional upon the variables
in P av , which is defined as the set of vertices from which there are edges leading to v in the graph.
The joint probability of a full assignment x1 , . . . , xn to variablesQX1 , . . . , Xn is the product of these
conditional probabilities. Thus, P r(X1 = x1 , . . . , Xn = xn ) = v P r(Xv = xv |P av = pav ), where
pav is the joint assignment {xi |Xi ∈ P av } to the variables in P av . We will use the notation P r(y|z)
as an abbreviated form of P r(Y = y|Z = z) for any setsQof variables Y and Z. For example, the
joint probability could be rewritten as P r(x1 , . . . , xn ) = v P r(xv |pav ).
An important query is to compute the probability of a partial assignment xs to variables
Xs ⊆ {X1 , . . . , Xn }. This is defined as the sum
Pof P r(x
P1 , . . . , xn ) over all full assignments x1 , . . . , xn
which are compatible with xs , i.e. P r(xs ) = x1 · · · xn P r(x1 , . . . , xn |xs ). The independence assumptions embedded in the Bayesian Network allow such computations to be performed efficiently,
for example by bucket variable elimination, a technique applied extensively in our work [17]. Also,
suitable parameters for the conditional distributions in a Bayesian Network can be learned from
observed data by the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, which we use extensively as
described in Chapter 3 [68].
The Bayesian Network corresponding to an instance of our model is shown in Figure 2.1. It
contains a random variable Ck for each block k = 1 . . . b and two random variables Aj and Hj for
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Figure 2.1: Bayesian Network for haplotype data
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each SNP j = 1 . . . l. Each variable Ck defines the ancestor from which a haplotype is descended in
block k. For the first block, P r(C1 = c) = θ1,c and for subsequent blocks, P r(Ck = c|Ck−1 = c0 ) =
θk,c0 →c . For each block k, variables Ask . . . Aek define the sequence of the ancestor indicated by the
value of Ck . For SNP j in block k, P r(Aj = a|Ck = c) = 1 if âk,c,j = a and 0 otherwise. Variables
H1 . . . Hl define the observed haplotype data over loci 1 . . . l, where P r(Hj = h|Aj = a) = µj,a→h
for each SNP j. The double borders in Figure 5.1 denote that variables Aj are deterministic and the
black dots indicate that variables Hj are observed. On this point, it is worth noting the similarities
between our model and a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), since in each case there is a Markov chain
of distributions over unobserved variables upon which the observed data is conditional [32].
An assignment of values to the variables in the Bayesian Network reflects the history of a single
observed haplotype. The value of each variable Ck is the index of the ancestor for block k from
which the observed haplotype is descended. The sequence of that ancestor is specified by the values
of Ask . . . Aek , where Ask and Aek are the first and last variables descended from Ck respectively.
The observed haplotype is specified by the values of variables H1 . . . Hl . Clearly, Hj = Aj unless a
mutation has taken place at site j in one of the generations since the ancestor was alive.
Let δ(x, y) = 1 if x = y and 0 otherwise. The Bayesian Network defines the joint distribution
P r(c1 , . . . , cb , a1 , . . . , al , h1 , . . . hl ) as:
θ1,c1

b
Y
k=2

θk,ck−1 →ck

ek
b Y
Y

δ(âk,ck ,j , aj ) · µj,aj →hj

(2.1)

k=1 j=sk

Many biological assumptions underlie our model’s design. Most fundamentally, we assume
our population is in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, so we define our distribution over individual
haplotypes instead of genotypes [45]. The model represents a series of multiple star genealogies,
one for each haplotype block. Each block ancestor corresponds to the center of one star, while
the haplotypes descended from that ancestor correspond to the star’s points. The parameter
independence of each conditional distribution P r(Aj |Ck ) lifts all constraints on the phylogenetic
relationship between each block’s ancestors, since we are only interested in tracing ancestry as far
back as the formative bottleneck event.
The Markov chain expresses the dependencies between the block genealogies, reflecting the fact
that linkage disequilibrium exists between blocks as well as within them. The Markov chain implies
that the probability of a haplotype being descended from a particular ancestor for block k depends
on its ancestor for block k − 1, an assumption which we examine in depth in Chapter 8. The
parameter independence of each conditional distribution P r(Hj |Aj ) allows for both site- and allelespecific mutation rates, justified by evidence for mutation hotspots [127, 28]. The values of qk for
each block k are allowed to differ, since the processes of drift and selection can act independently
on each block.
The mutation rates in a model are constrained in several ways. First, if either a or h are not
observed alleles of site j, we fix µj,a→h = 0, since such mutations are assumed either never to
occur or to be deleterious. For other alleles a 6= h, the range of possible mutation rates is set by
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parameters µmin and µmax , so that µmin ≤ µj,a→h ≤ µmax . The values of µmin and µmax should
ideally be based on the mutability and history of the chromosomal region being studied. However,
since we generally lack such knowledge, suitable guideline values are µmin = 10−6 and µmax = 10−3 ,
based on mutation rates of 1.6 × 10−7 to 5.5 × 10−9 per generation, a generation length of 20 years
and a most recent bottleneck event between 100,000 and 5,000 years ago [90, 60, 120, 63].
The Markov chain parameters θ determine some additional values of interest. For the first
block, the prior distribution for each ancestor c is clearly given by π1,c = θ1,c . For subsequent
blocks k > 1, we obtain thePprior distribution from
that of the previous block and the transition

0 · θk,c0 →c .
parameters, where πk,c =
π
The
conditional entropy ξ(k−1)→k across each
0
k−1,c
c
recombination hotspot provides P
a measure of
the
degree
of
recombination between blocks k − 1 and
P
k and is given by ξ(k−1)→k = − c0 πk−1,c0 c (θk,c0 →c · log θk,c0 →c ).

2.2
2.2.1

Likelihood Calculations
Haplotype Data

Under a particular model M with parameters ΨM = (â, θ, µ), the likelihood P r(h|M, ΨM ) of
a haplotype h = h1 , . . . , hl is obtained by calculating the probability of the corresponding partial assignment in the Bayesian Network. This is given by the summation of the joint probability
function
P
P P over
Pall variables which have not been assigned, i.e. P r(h1 , . . . , hl |M, ΨM ) =
·
·
·
·
·
·
c1
cb
a1
al P r(c1 , . . . , cb , a1 , . . . , al , h1 , . . . hl |M, ΨM ), calculated efficiently by bucket
variable elimination [17]. In some cases, we lack observations for particular sites due to failed
measurements in the laboratory, in which case the variables Hj corresponding to those sites are
unassigned and included in the summation.

2.2.2

Genotype Data

The likelihood P r(g|M, ΨM ) of a genotype g = g1 , . . . , gl is calculated using the Bayesian Network
shown in Figure 2.2. This contains two identical copies of the corresponding haplotype Bayesian
Network in Figure 2.1 for M and ΨM , where the mirrored copy has variables renamed to Ck0 , A0j
and Hj0 . This defines the probability of a genotype as the product of the probabilities of its two
constituent haplotypes, following our assumption of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The new discrete
variables Gj in Figure 2.2 represent the joint genotype observations at each site j. As with the
haplotype model, we calculate the likelihood P r(g1 , . . . , gl |M, ΨM ) by summing the joint probability
P r(c1 , c01 , . . . , cb , c0b , a1 , a01 , . . . , al , a0l , h1 , h01 , . . . hl , h0l , g1 , . . . , gl |M, ΨM ) over all unassigned variables.
Each variable Gj takes values from the set D of possible unordered pairs of SNP alleles, given
by D = {[b1 , b2 ] : b1 , b2 ∈ B}. The conditional distribution for each Gj is deterministic, since it
is fixed by the alleles present on each chromosome at site j, i.e. P r(gj |hj , h0j ) = 1 if gj = [hj , h0j ]
and 0 otherwise. If the genotype site gj is unknown, we define its conditional probability as 1
given any hj and h0j . If gj is partially unknown, for example if only one allele was successfully
measured, we assign its conditional probability according to the combinations of haplotype alleles
which are compatible. For example, the conditional probability for the allele pair [T, ?] is defined
by P r([T, ?]|hj , h0j ) = 1 if hj = T or h0j = T and 0 otherwise.
The calculations in the genotype network in Figure 2.2 are quadratic in terms of the number
of alleles permitted, since summations for each site j must be performed simultaneously over both
Hj and Hj0 . Recall that variables Hj and Hj0 take values from the set B of possible alleles, with
a cardinality of |B| = 5. However the vast majority of SNP data is biallelic by nature, so only
two of these alleles are required. We therefore use a simplified model which only allows two alleles,
mapped to the observed alleles at each site as appropriate. This optimization was implemented in
the biallelic version of the HaploBlock software package, as described in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.2: Bayesian Network for genotype data
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Trio Data

Let (g m , g p , g c ) denote a set of trio genotypes, where g m = g1m , . . . , glm is the maternal genotype,
g p = g1p , . . . , glp is the paternal genotype and g c = g1c , . . . , glc is the child genotype. As before, each
genotype site takes values from the set D of possible unordered pairs of SNP alleles. We define the
probability P r(g m , g p , g c |M, ΨM ) of the trio as the product of the probabilities of the transmitted
and untransmitted haplotypes of each of the two parents. In other words, we consider the two
haplotypes transmitted to the child, as well as the two other haplotypes that would have formed
the genetically complementary child. These four haplotypes contain the same genetic material as
the parent haplotypes, possibly rearranged as a result of recombination.
The evidence from the trio is applied to two copies of the genotype network in Figure 2.2, one
for each parent. The genotypes g m and g p are used to fix the values of variables Gj in each model
respectively, as with ordinary genotype data. We then use the technique described below to infer as
much as possible of the maternal transmitted haplotype hm and untransmitted haplotype h0m , as
well as the corresponding paternal haplotypes hp and h0p . At sites j where these haplotypes could
be determined, they fix the values of variables Hj and Hj0 in the appropriate model. Where the
haplotypes could not be determined, the respective variables are left unassigned and so included
in the summation for the data likelihood. This can occur at sites where (a) all three individuals
in the trio are heterozygous, (b) a Mendelian inheritance error is detected, (c) some or all of the
genotypes are unknown.
We infer the parent haplotypes using the Bayesian Network shown in Figure 2.3. This model
represents the inheritance relationships within the trio at site j, as well as the dependencies between
the hidden haplotypes and the genotypes observed in each individual. Variable HjM represents the
transmitted maternal haplotype allele at site j and Hj0M represents the corresponding untransmitted
allele. Variables HjP and Hj0P represent the respective paternal haplotype alleles. Each haplotype
P
C
variable takes values from the set B of SNP alleles. Variables GM
j , Gj and Gj represent the
maternal, paternal and child genotypes observed at site j, assigned respectively from the trio
genotypes gjm , gjp and gjc . The conditional distribution for each genotype variable is deterministic,
P
given by same formula as for variables Gj in Figure 2.2. For example, P r(gjC |hM
j , Hj ) = 1 if
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Figure 2.3: Bayesian Network for resolving trio data

HjM
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GjM

HjP

GjC
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GjP

P
gjC = [hM
j , hj ] and 0 otherwise. We infer the haplotype alleles from this model by calculating
the posterior probability of each value of each haplotype variable given the genotype evidence,
by bucket variable elimination. If any haplotype allele has a posterior probability of 1 given the
evidence, it is considered fixed, otherwise it is left as unknown. We used this process instead of
a more standard rule-based approach since the latter requires an unwieldy number of rules for all
possible combinations of unknown and partially unknown measurements.

2.3

Discussion

Two other MDL approaches to modeling haplotype block variation have recently been published.
Koivisto et al. [59] identify up to 10 haplotype clusters within each block using k-means clustering. Each haplotype cluster defines an independent distribution for the alleles at each SNP, with
no constraint on the distribution’s parameters. This contrasts with our ancestor plus mutation
model, which expresses the variation within each cluster as the result of mutations since a founding bottleneck event. Koivisto et al. consider the ancestry for each block independently, allowing
the optimal partition to be identified using dynamic programming [149]. In the language of our
approach, their model conflates variables Aj and Hj in Figure 2.1 and removes the Markov chain
connecting variables Ck .
Anderson and Novembre apply a different model, in which they enumerate the different haplotypes observed within each block without clustering by similarity or ancestry [2]. As in our
technique, Anderson and Novembre represent the dependencies between adjacent haplotype blocks
using a Markov chain. However, since their enumeration approach is liable to identify a large number of different haplotypes for each block, they save space in their model description by storing
only selected parameters of this chain, setting the probability of the other haplotypes according to
their marginal frequencies. Anderson and Novembre extend the dynamic programming algorithm
of Zhang et al. to infer a globally optimal block partition in the presence of dependencies between
adjacent blocks [149].
One clear advantage of our statistical model over these others is its ability to represent unphased
genotype data, allowing it to be applied in the absence of phasing information. Another of its
strengths is that missing data is dealt with naturally within the Bayesian Network framework, by
summing over the variables for loci that are not observed. Both Koivisto et al. and Anderson
and Novembre use dynamic programming to infer a single globally optimal partition for a genomic
region. By contrast, we infer an ensemble of locally optimal models to allow for the ambiguity of
block partitioning, as described in Chapter 3. Further research is required to determine which of
these approaches is more fruitful.
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Chapter 3

Model Learning

13

Introduction
This chapter describes how we infer one or more statistical models from a set of observed data. This
task can be formulated as a classical optimization problem, with three elements: (a) a definition of
the search space, (b) a scoring function for each point in that space, and (c) an algorithm to search
for points in the space with optimal score.
In our case, the search space is defined by the set of possible models, as described in Chapter
2. Clearly, for any non-trivial input, the set of possible models is vast – to begin with, there are
2l−1 possible block partitions for l loci. Our scoring function assesses the suitability of a particular
model for the observed data, using the minimum description length (MDL) criterion. Section 3.1
describes this criterion, which takes account of both the model’s complexity and the probability of
the data under the model.
We developed two related search algorithms. Section 3.2.1 describes the first algorithm, which
infers a single model to explain the observed data using a heuristic search strategy. However recent
research has suggested that it is over-simplistic to assume that a single ‘true’ block partition can be
identified for a genomic region, due to the complexity of the patterns generated by recombination
and mutation [113, 5, 143]. Section 3.2.2 describes our second algorithm, which expands the search
strategy to infer an ensemble of models to explain the data observed.
Recall from Chapter 2 that the structure of the Bayesian Network for a statistical model is
defined by the model’s block partition, as well as the ancestor count qk for each block k = 1 . . . b.
Section 3.3 describes the steps used by our learning algorithms to explore these possible structures.
Given a specific Bayesian Network structure, the conditional distributions of the variables within
are defined by the ancestor haplotypes âk , Markov chain probabilities θk , and cumulative mutation
rates µj for each site j = 1 . . . l. Section 3.4 describes how these parameters are inferred from the
set of observed data by a number of different EM algorithms.
A shortened version of this material was presented at RECOMB 2003 and published in the
Journal of Computational Biology [34, 36].

3.1

MDL Criterion

Our input data consists of a set of haplotype observations H and/or genotype observations G. Input
data consisting of trio observations is converted to pairs of genotypes with some additional haplotype
constraints (see Section 2.2.3). Assuming independence,
the likelihood P
Q
Qr(H, G|M, ΨM ) of H and
G under model M with parameters ΨM is given by h∈H P r(h|M, ΨM ) g∈G P r(g|M, ΨM ), where
the likelihoods P r(h|M, ΨM ) and P r(g|M, ΨM ) are calculated as in Section 2.2.
Seeking a model which maximizes this likelihood leads to over-fitting, since any observed distribution is reproduced exactly by a simple model with many ancestors and no recombination or mutation. We therefore use the minimum description length (MDL) criterion, which penalizes models according to their complexity. The MDL criterion seeks to minimize the total number of bits required
to represent data with a model, akin to finding the data’s optimal compressed encoding [109, 43]. If
DL(M, ΨM ) bits are required to represent a model M with parameters ΨM , then the total description length for data D = (H, G) using the model is DL(D, M, ΨM ) = DL(M, ΨM )+DL(D|M, ΨM ),
where DL(D|M, ΨM ) = − log2 P r(D|M, ΨM ). For general Bayesian Networks, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) can be used to calculate DL(M, ΨM ) but we diverge somewhat from that
formulation here [114].
Formally, the description length DL(M, ΨM ) is the number of bits required to represent M
and ΨM with optimal efficiency. When comparing different models or parameters, we can ignore
elements of this description whose lengths are fixed, for example the boolean vector describing
the partition into blocks and the site mutation rates µ. Therefore, we consider only an efficient
representation of the ancestor sequences â and the parameters θ of the Markov chain.
Ancestor sequences are represented using a distribution-based optimal encoding scheme [118].
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First, for each SNP j, the frequency fj (a) in the ancestors of each allele a is calculated independently. If SNP j falls in block k, this is given by fj (a) = q1k |{c : âk,c,j = a}|. These independent Q
frequencies are multiplied to form a distribution over the SNPs in block k, so that
k
fj (âk,c,j ). Using our scheme, the length of the sequence of ancestor c of block k is
P r(âk,c ) = ej=s
k
given by L(â
)
=
− log2 P r(âk,c ), so the representation length of all ancestor sequences for block
Pk,c
k is Sk = c L(âk,c ). Note that we ignore the cost of representing the actual allele frequencies
fj (a), since this is fixed for all models.
Since each parameter θ of the Markov chain is a continuous value with potentially infinite
representation size, a limit must be placed on its accuracy. We apply Rissanen’s result, which
states that the optimal representation size for continuous parameters of a distribution from which
m samples are taken is 12 log2 m bits [110]. Therefore, the cost T1 to represent all θ1,c parameters for
the first block is given by T1 = q12−1 log2 n, where n = |H| + 2|G| is the total number of haplotypes
represented by our data. Similarly, the cost Tk to represent all θk,c0 →c parameters for subsequent
blocks k > 1 is given by Tk = qk2−1 qk−1 log2 n.
P Thus, the total description length of a model M with parameters ΨM is given by DL(M, ΨM ) =
k (Sk + Tk ) and our aim is to find M and ΨM with minimal DL(D, M, ΨM ) = DL(M, ΨM ) −
log2 P r(D|M, ΨM ).

3.2

Search Algorithms

Our search algorithms take advantage of two features of the search space which were observed
during development. First, it was noted that if the optimal model has several block boundaries,
adding these one-by-one tends to incrementally improve the score. This means that boundaries
may be examined individually and accumulated over several iterations. Second, even if the block
boundaries in a model are not quite at their ideal locations, or the number of ancestors for each
block is slightly sub-optimal, the model will nonetheless have a relatively strong score. This means
that an initial quick scan can be used to assess regions of the search space, leading to further
exploration in those areas which look most promising.

3.2.1

Finding one Model

Our first algorithm searches for a single explanation of the observed data with minimal MDL score.
This algorithm uses a myopic strategy, retaining and attempting to improve only the best scoring
model M and parameters ΨM found to date. We assign initial values to M and ΨM by learning the
parameters of a model in which blocks are evenly spaced, as described in Section 3.3.1. Following
this, we repeatedly execute a set of three stages, addition (Section 3.3.2), nudging (Section 3.3.3)
and removal (Section 3.3.4), replacing M and ΨM as we go by any values which give a better
DL score. Each of these stage is applied to every block or boundary in the model in turn, before
proceeding to the next stage. If two full rounds of these three stages produce no improvement, the
algorithm outputs the final values of M and ΨM .
For a given model structure, the parameters â, µ and θ can be inferred from observed data
by the EM algorithm [68]. To speed up our search, we perform EM for â and µ for each block
independently, as described in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. Similarly, we learn θ for the Markov chain
from adjacent pairs of blocks, as described in Section 3.4.3. For haplotypes, this is equivalent to
performing EM on nodes Aj and Hj in the broken Bayesian Network shown in Figure 3.1, followed
by EM on each node Ck with just the single edge from Ck−1 to Ck reintroduced.
Learning in this modular fashion means that during our model search, we need only recalculate
parameters of blocks which are immediately affected by each adding, nudging or removing step.
At the cost of losing some information, this shortcut introduces greater locality into our search
space, reducing calculation time a great deal. For example, having added a boundary within block
k in an existing model M , we only relearn the ancestors âk and âk+1 , mutation rates µsk , . . . , µek+1
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Figure 3.1: Broken Bayesian Network for haplotype data
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and Markov transition probabilities θk , θk+1 and θk+2 . Parameters for unaffected blocks are copied
from M , shifting indices appropriately. Furthermore, to calculate the new value of DL(D, M, ΨM ),
the elements S1 , . . . , Sk−1 , Sk+1 , . . . , Sb and T1 , . . . , Tk−1 , Tk+2 , . . . , Tb can be reused, along with
cached forward probabilities such as P r(hs1 , . . . , hek−1 , ck−1 |M ) and backward probabilities such as
P r(hsk+2 , . . . , heb |ck+1 , M ) for each input haplotype h. As a result the complexity of each step in
our learning algorithm is linear in the total number of SNPs, assuming that the number of SNPs
per block can be bounded.
Note that the EM algorithm is only guaranteed to find values of parameters ΨM which lead to a
local maximum likelihood of the observed data. Therefore, for many of the models examined during
our search, parameters will be independently learned several times, retaining the assignment which
gives the best overall score. In so doing, we also partially address the concern that an assignment
to ΨM which gives a local maximum for the likelihood P r(D|M, ΨM ) does not necessarily give a
local minimum for the description length DL(D, M, ΨM ) = DL(M, ΨM ) + DL(D|M, ΨM ), due to
the complex dependence of DL(M, ΨM ) on parameters â and θ. Nonetheless, it has been observed
that the extrema usually coincide.

3.2.2

Ensemble Sampling

Our second algorithm samples an ensemble of locally optimal models for a set of observed data.
This algorithm lies somewhere between the myopic search outlined in Section 3.2.1 and a fullyfledged Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) approach. The space of possible models is explored
using Gibbs-style iterations, in which the existence and location of each block boundary is treated
as the variable for resampling. The sampling begins with a model containing evenly spaced blocks
and optimal parameters, as described in Section 3.3.1.
During each sampling iteration, each of the boundaries in the current model M is reexamined
in turn, by forcibly removing it by the process described in Section 3.3.4 and then attempting to
add new boundaries into the larger block created. We attempt to introduce the first new boundary
into this larger block by the process described in Section 3.3.2, if this causes an improvement in
the DL score of M and ΨM . If this attempt was successful, the algorithm then attempts to add
another new boundary into the two new blocks created on either side. Since each iteration has
the potential to up to triple the number of boundaries in the current model, models containing
thousands of blocks can be reached quickly within a few sampling rounds.
The running time of the sampling algorithm is highly dependent on the parameters of the
models inferred. If a bound is placed on the maximum number of SNPs and ancestors in any block,
the time complexity is O(l · n · s), where l is the number of SNPs, n is the number of haplotypes
or genotypes and s is the number of models to be sampled. In practice, unphased genotypes take
much longer to analyze than haplotypes, due to the extra complexity of the calculations involved.
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3.3

Model Search

This section describes the four steps used by the search algorithms described in Section 3.2.

3.3.1

Initial Model

We search for an initial model with blocks spaced evenly every l0 SNPs, and then seek to optimize
the number of ancestors qk for each block k in turn. For each k, the ancestors, mutation rates
and Markov parameters of our model are learned with qk ← 1, after which we repeatedly learn
parameters for new models with qk ← b(1.4 · qk ) + 1c, for as long as the target score improves. We
then try removing ancestors from the retained model in ascending order of their prior probability
π, in each case relearning parameters µ and θ, keeping any improvements in score. At this point,
the value qk of the retained model should be close to optimal, so we try learning parameters for new
models with qk0 ≈ qk ancestors, where the number of independent runs for each qk0 is proportional
0
to 2−|qk −qk | . If no more improvements can be found after several attempts, the search is completed
for block k and moves on to block k + 1, until all blocks have been examined. The final outputs of
this step are the model M and parameters ΨM which produced the best score.

3.3.2

Addition

In the addition step, we attempt to insert a new boundary somewhere within a block of the
current model, optimizing the number of ancestors for the new blocks generated on either side. For
addition in block k, we only relearn the parameters in ΨM which are directly affected (âk , âk+1 ,
µsk , . . . , µek+1 , θk , θk+1 , θk+2 ), retaining all others with appropriate shifts in index.
The addition process should thoroughly test every possible boundary location within a block,
however doing so is very costly. Therefore, the search for a suitable addition takes place in two
stages, called scan and isolation. We begin the scan stage by learning a vector Vj of new models
and parameters for each insertion site j = sk + 1 . . . ek − 1, where the number of ancestors for the
two new blocks is equal to qk in the original model M . Then, for each entry in the vector, we try
removing ancestors from each of the two new blocks in ascending order of their prior probability π,
in each case relearning parameters µ and θ, keeping any improvements in score. Having done so,
the score of each Vj is a reasonable guide to the value of adding a block boundary at j.
We begin the isolation stage by discarding all entries in V whose score is lower than that of either
of their neighbors. This search for local minima is guaranteed to remove at least half (rounded
down) of those remaining. Then, we try to improve each remaining entry Vj by slightly moving
the newly placed boundary and relearning parameters, as in the nudging step described in Section
3.3.3. Following this, the search for local minima is repeated, continuing the isolation process until
a single entry remains. In each round of isolation, we double the search time expended on improving
each remaining entry, leading to a constant cost per round.
The single entry in V remaining after the isolation stage replaces the current M and ΨM if it
improves their score.

3.3.3

Nudging

In the nudging step, we try moving an existing block boundary a small distance, also allowing small
changes in the number of ancestors for the blocks on either side. For nudging of the boundary
between blocks k and k + 1, we only relearn the parameters in ΨM which are directly affected (âk ,
âk+1 , µsk , . . . , µek+1 , θk , θk+1 , θk+2 ), retaining all others.
Clearly, the boundary which lies between blocks k and k +1 is located between SNPs j = ek and
j + 1. To nudge a boundary, we learn the parameters of many models with the boundary placed
0
at j 0 ≈ j, where the number of ancestors qk0 ≈ qk and qk+1
≈ qk+1 are close to those in the current
0
model M . The number of independent learning runs tested for each assignment to j 0 , qk0 and qk+1
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0

0

0

is proportional to 2−|j −j|·|qk −qk |·|qk+1 −qk+1 | . As the nudging step proceeds, the current M and ΨM
are replaced by any new model and parameters which improve their score.

3.3.4

Removal

In the removal step, we attempt to remove an existing block boundary, optimizing the number of
ancestors for the newly reunited block. Throughout the removal step for the boundary between
blocks k and k+1, we only relearn the parameters in ΨM which are directly affected (âk , µsk , . . . , µek ,
θk , θk+1 ), retaining all others with appropriate shifts in index. The number of ancestors qk for the
new block k is optimized exactly as in the search for an initial model, described in Section 3.3.1.
The current M and ΨM are replaced by any new model and parameters which improve their score.

3.4

Parameter Inference

This section describes the EM algorithms which are used to learn the parameters ΨM for a given
model M . We describe the EM iterations in terms of a series of parameter sets Ψ0 , Ψ1 , . . ., where
Ψ0 receives initial values and each Ψi+1 is calculated from the previous Ψi . Each Ψi contains
a set of vectors ΨiY |Z , one for each of the conditional distributions P r(Y |Z) whose parameters
we are learning. For example, when learning the mutation rates for block k = 1 of the broken
Bayesian Network in Figure 3.1, Ψi = {ΨiH1 |A1 , ΨiH2 |A2 , ΨiH3 |A3 }. The entries of the vector for each
distribution define its conditional probabilities, so that P r(Y = y|Z = z, Ψi ) ≡ Ψiy|z .
For all EM algorithms, iterations are stopped after round i if the following convergence criterion
is fulfilled: (a) at least 3 rounds have been performedP(i ≥ 3) and (b) for all conditional distributions
i−1
P r(Y |Z) whose parameters are being learned, ∀z y |Ψiy|z − Ψy|z
| < n1 , where n = |H| + 2|G|.
Condition (a) is included in order to allow the EM algorithm to escape from an initial saddle-like
region. When condition (b) is fulfilled, the expected frequency of each assignment Y = y conditional
on a particular Z = z in a sample of size n is guaranteed to have changed by less than 1, indicating
a suitable degree of stability for our data.
Note that in all cases, we give double weight to genotypes since they represent evidence for two
haplotype strands. Also, in our formulations, the symbol ? denotes an unknown measurement.

3.4.1

Ancestor Sequences

To learn the parameters âk containing the sequences of ancestors for block k, we perform EM for
the variables Ask , . . . , Aek in a broken Bayesian Network (shown for haplotypes in Figure 3.1). Note
that we require a deterministic conditional distribution for each ancestor variable Aj , but the EM
algorithm will rarely produce this, due to mutations which have occurred. Therefore, during the
EM iterations, we fix the conditional distribution for each Hsk . . . Hek as if no mutations have taken
place, effectively clustering the observed sequences into qk self-similar clades. Since the edges from
Ck−1 to Ck and Ck to Ck+1 have been removed, the distribution P r(ck ) acts as a simple prior for
each ancestor, so the parameters we learn are Ψck and Ψask |ck , . . . , Ψaek |ck .
The EM algorithm is initialized as follows. The prior over ancestors ck = 1 . . . qk is set to the
uniform distribution, so that Ψ0ck ← q1k . The conditional distribution over alleles aj given ancestors
ck for each site j = sk . . . ek is set to the uniform distribution with significant random perturbation,
so that Ψ0aj |ck ∝ 1 + r where each r is distributed uniformly and independently over [0, 1].
Following this, we repeatedly perform E and M steps, with i = 1, 2, . . . denoting the iteration.
In the E step, for each ancestor ck = 1 . . . qk , we calculate P r(ck |h, Ψi ) for each haplotype h ∈ H
and P r(ck |g, Ψi ) for each genotype g ∈ G. Similarly, for each site j = sk . . . ek , allele aj ∈ B and
ancestor ck , we calculate P r(aj , ck |h, Ψi ) for each h and P r(aj , ck |g, Ψi ) for each g. In the M step,
i+1
we set Ψi+1
ck and Ψaj |ck to their multinomial maximum likelihood values, based on the expected
frequency of each variable value obtained during the E step.
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The details for the E step are shown below. The probability P r(ck |h, Ψi ) of ancestor ck for
haplotype h is obtained by:

P r(ck |h, Ψi ) =
i

where P r(h|ck , Ψ ) =

P r(h|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
P
i
i
ck P r(h|ck , Ψ )P r(ck |Ψ )
ek
Y

(3.1)

P r(hj |ck , Ψi )

j=sk
i

P r(hj |ck , Ψ ) =

X

P r(hj |aj )P r(aj |ck , Ψi )

aj

P r(hj |aj ) =

1 if hj ∈ {aj , ?}
0 otherwise

Similarly, the joint probability P r(aj , ck |h, Ψi ) of ancestor ck and allele aj at site j is:
P r(aj , ck |h, Ψi ) = P r(ck |h, Ψi )P r(aj |h, ck , Ψi )
where P r(aj |h, ck , Ψi ) =

(3.2)

, Ψi )

P r(hj , aj |ck
P
i
aj P r(hj , aj |ck , Ψ )

P r(hj , aj |ck , Ψi ) = P r(aj |ck , Ψi )P r(hj |aj )
Parameters for genotype computations apply for both chromosomes symmetrically, so that
P r(Ck0 = c|Ψi ) = P r(Ck = c|Ψi ) and P r(A0j = a|Ck0 = c, Ψi ) = P r(Aj = a|Ck = c, Ψi ). The
probability P r(ck |g, Ψi ) of ancestor ck for genotype g is obtained by:

P r(ck |g, Ψi ) =
i

where P r(g|ck , Ψ ) =

P r(g|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
P
i
i
ck P r(g|ck , Ψ )P r(ck |Ψ )
X

P r(c0k |Ψi )

c0k

P r(gj |ck , c0k , Ψi ) =

P r(gj |ck , c0k , Ψi )

j=sk

XX
aj

ek
Y

(3.3)

P r(gj |aj , a0j )P r(aj |ck , Ψi )P r(a0j |c0k , Ψi )

a0j

n
o
1 if gj ∈ [aj , a0j ], [aj , ?], [a0j , ?], [?, ?]

P r(gj |aj , a0j ) =

0

Similarly, the joint probability P r(aj , ck |g, Ψi ) of ancestor ck and allele aj at site j is:

P r(aj , ck |g, Ψi ) =

P r(g, aj , ck |Ψi )
P P
i
ck
aj P r(g, aj , ck |Ψ )

P r(g, aj , ck |Ψi ) = P r(ck |Ψi )P r(aj |ck , Ψi )P r(g|aj , ck , Ψi )
X
P r(g|aj , ck , Ψi ) =
P r(c0k |Ψi )P r(g|aj , ck , c0k , Ψi )
c0k

P r(g|aj , ck , c0k , Ψi )

=

P r(gj |aj , c0k , Ψi )

=

X

ek
Y

P r(gi |ck , c0k , Ψi )

i=sk ,i6=j

P r(gj |aj , c0k , Ψi )

P r(a0j |c0k , Ψi )P r(gj |aj , a0j )

a0j
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(3.4)

When using genotypes derived from trio observations, some genotypes gj come with additional
haplotype constraints hj and h0j (see Section 2.2). For these sites, the summations in Equations 3.3
and 3.4 over aj and a0j are replaced with the fixed values hj and h0j respectively. For other sites at
which haplotypes could not be inferred from the trio, the probability calculations are unchanged.
The details for the M step are shown below, where all quantities on the right hand side of the
equations are computed during the E step:

Ψi+1
←
ck

1 X
2X
P r(ck |h, Ψi ) +
P r(ck |g, Ψi )
n
n

Ψi+1
aj |ck

←

where P r(aj , ck |H, G, Ψi )

=

(3.5)

g∈G

h∈H

P r(aj , ck |H, G, Ψi )
P
i
aj P r(aj , ck |H, G, Ψ )
1 X
2X
P r(aj , ck |h, Ψi ) +
P r(aj , ck |g, Ψi )
n
n

(3.6)

g∈G

h∈H

After Ψi+1 is computed, if the convergence criterion described in Section 3.4 is fulfilled, EM
iterations are stopped and ancestor sequences are extracted by setting âk,c,j ← arg maxaj Ψi+1
aj |ck .
Otherwise, we repeat another E step, incrementing i accordingly.

3.4.2

Mutation Rates

To learn the parameters µsk , . . . , µek containing the mutation rates of sites in block k, we perform
EM for the variables Hsk , . . . , Hek in a broken Bayesian Network (shown for haplotypes in Figure
3.1). Note that this will be performed after ancestor sequences have been learned by the EM
algorithm in Section 3.4.1, fixing the deterministic conditional distribution for each Ask . . . Aek . As
in Section 3.4.1, the absence of edges from Ck−1 to Ck and Ck to Ck+1 means that the distribution
P r(ck ) acts as a simple prior, so the parameters we learn are Ψck and Ψhsk |ask , . . . , Ψhek |aek .
The EM algorithm is initialized as follows. The prior over ancestors ck = 1 . . . qk is set to the
uniform distribution, so that Ψ0ck ← q1k . The conditional distribution over alleles hj 6= aj for each
site j = sk . . . ek are based on µmin and µmax as follows: if both hj and aj are observed at site j,
√
then Ψ0hj |aj ← max( µmin · µmax , µ2max ), otherwise Ψ0hj |aj ← 0. For each non-mutation of allele aj ,
P
we initialize Ψ0aj |aj ← 1 − hj 6=aj Ψ0hj |aj .
Following this, we repeatedly perform E and M steps, with i = 1, 2, . . . denoting the iteration.
In the E step, for each ancestor ck = 1 . . . qk , we calculate P r(ck |h, Ψi ) for each haplotype h ∈ H
and P r(ck |g, Ψi ) for each genotype g ∈ G. Similarly, for each site j = sk . . . ek and alleles aj , hj ∈ B,
we calculate P r(hj , aj |h, Ψi ) for each h and P r(hj , aj |g, Ψi ) for each g. In the M step, we set Ψi+1
ck
to
their
multinomial
maximum
likelihood
values,
based
on
the
expected
frequency
of
and Ψi+1
hj |aj
each variable value obtained during the E step, constraining to µmin and µmax as appropriate.
The details for the E step are shown below. The probability P r(ck |h, Ψi ) of ancestor ck for
haplotype h is obtained by:

P r(ck |h, Ψi ) =
where P r(h|ck , Ψi ) =

P r(h|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
P
ck P r(h|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
ek
Y

P r(hj |ck , Ψi )

j=sk

P r(hj |ck , Ψi ) =

1
if hj = ?
P r(hj |âk,ck ,j , Ψi ) otherwise

Similarly, the joint probability P r(hj , aj |h, Ψi ) of alleles hj and aj at site j is:
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(3.7)

P r(hj , aj |h, Ψi ) =

X

P r(hj , aj , ck |h, Ψi )

(3.8)

ck

where P r(hj , aj , ck |h, Ψi ) = P r(ck |h, Ψi )P r(aj |ck )P r(Hj = hj |h, aj , Ψi )
1 if âk,ck ,j = aj
0 otherwise

P r(aj |ck ) =

1
if hj = x
P r(Hj = x|aj , Ψi ) if hj = ?
0
otherwise

P r(Hj = x|h, aj , Ψi ) =

Parameters for genotype computations apply for both chromosomes symmetrically, so that
P r(Ck0 = c|Ψi ) = P r(Ck = c|Ψi ), P r(A0j = a|Ck0 = c, Ψi ) = P r(Aj = a|Ck = c, Ψi ) and P r(Hj0 =
h|A0j = a, Ψi ) = P r(Hj = h|Aj = a, Ψi ). The probability P r(ck |g, Ψi ) of ancestor ck for genotype
g is obtained by:
P r(g|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
P
c P r(g|ck , Ψi )P r(ck |Ψi )
Xk
where P r(g|ck , Ψi ) =
P r(c0k |Ψi )P r(g|ck , c0k , Ψi )
P r(ck |g, Ψi ) =

(3.9)

c0k

P r(g|ck , c0k , Ψi ) =

ek
Y

P r(gj |ck , c0k , Ψi )

j=sk

P r(gj |ck , c0k , Ψi ) =

XX

P r(gj |aj , a0j , Ψi ) =

XX

aj

hj

P r(gj |hj , h0j ) =

P r(gj |aj , a0j , Ψi )P r(aj |ck )P r(a0j |c0k )

a0j

P r(gj |hj , h0j )P r(hj |aj , Ψi )P r(h0j |a0j , Ψi )

h0j

n
o
1 if gj ∈ [hj , h0j ], [hj , ?], [h0j , ?], [?, ?]
0 otherwise

Similarly, the joint probability P r(hj , aj |g, Ψi ) of alleles hj and aj at site j is:
P r(g, hj , aj |Ψi )
P P
aj
hj P r(g, hj , aj |Ψi )
XX
where P r(g, hj , aj |Ψi ) =
P r(ck |Ψi )P r(c0k |Ψi )P r(g, hj , aj |ck , c0k , Ψi )
P r(hj , aj |g, Ψi ) =

ck

(3.10)

c0k

P r(g, hj , aj |ck , c0k , Ψi ) = P r(gj , hj , aj |ck , c0k , Ψi )

ek
Y

P r(gi |ck , c0k , Ψi )

i=sk ,i6=j

P r(gj , hj , aj |ck , c0k , Ψi )

= P r(aj |ck )

X

P r(a0j |c0k )P r(gj , hj |aj , a0j , Ψi )

a0j

P r(gj , hj |aj , a0j , Ψi ) = P r(hj |aj , Ψi )

X

P r(h0j |a0j , Ψi )P r(gj |hj , h0j )

h0j

For trio-derived genotype observations for which haplotype constraints hj and h0j are available,
the summations over hj and h0j in Equations 3.9 and 3.10 are replaced with the fixed values of hj
and h0j .
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The details for the M step are shown below, where all quantities on the right hand side of the
equations are computed during the E step:
Ψi+1
←
ck

1 X
2X
P r(ck |h, Ψi ) +
P r(ck |g, Ψi )
n
n

g∈G
∗i+1
min(µmin , max(µmax , Ψhj |aj ))

(3.11)

h∈H

hj 6= aj :

Ψi+1
hj |aj
Ψi+1
aj |aj

←

X

← 1−

Ψi+1
hj |aj

(3.12)
(3.13)

hj 6=aj

where Ψ∗i+1
hj |aj

=

P r(hj , aj |H, G, Ψi )

=

P r(hj , aj |H, G, Ψi )
P
i
hj P r(hj , aj |H, G, Ψ )
1 X
2X
P r(hj , aj |h, Ψi ) +
P r(hj , aj |g, Ψi )
n
n
g∈G

h∈H

Note that Ψ∗i+1
hj |aj contains the maximum likelihood estimates for mutation rates, whereas the
i+1 is computed, if the convergence criteupdated Ψi+1
hj |aj is constrained by µmin and µmax . After Ψ
rion described in Section 3.4 is fulfilled, EM iterations are stopped and mutation rates are assigned
by setting µj,a→h ← Ψi+1
hj |aj . Otherwise, we repeat another E step, incrementing i accordingly.

3.4.3

Markov Transition Probabilities

To learn the parameters θk containing the Markov chain transition probability from block k − 1 to
k, we perform EM for the variable Ck in a Bayesian Network where for all i 6= k, the edge from
Ci−1 to Ci is removed. Note that this will be performed after ancestor sequences and mutation
rates have been learned by the EM algorithms in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, fixing the conditional
distributions for each Ask . . . Aek and Hsk . . . Hek . When learning θk , we also ensure that all parameters θ1 , . . . , θk−1 have already been learned, so that the distribution πk−1 (see Section 2.1) can
be used as a suitable prior for the values of variable Ck−1 . In this way, the only parameter we learn
is Ψck |ck−1 .
The initial conditional distribution over ancestors ck = 1 . . . qk given prior ancestors ck−1 =
1 . . . qk−1 is set to the uniform distribution, so that Ψ0ck |ck−1 ← q1k . Following this, we repeatedly
perform E and M steps, with i = 1, 2, . . . denoting the iteration. In the E step, for ancestors ck
and ck−1 , we calculate P r(ck , ck−1 |h, Ψi ) for each haplotype h ∈ H and P r(ck , ck−1 |g, Ψi ) for each
genotype g ∈ G. In the M step, we set Ψci+1
to its multinomial maximum likelihood value, based
k |ck−1
on the expected frequency of each variable value obtained during the E step.
The details for the E step are shown below. The joint probability P r(ck , ck−1 |h, Ψi ) of ancestors
ck and ck−1 for haplotype h is obtained by:
P r(ck , ck−1 |h, Ψi ) =

P r(h, ck |ck−1 , Ψi )P r(ck−1 )
P
i
ck−1
ck P r(h, ck |ck−1 , Ψ )P r(ck−1 )

P

(3.14)

where P r(h, ck |ck−1 , Ψi ) = P r(h|ck )P r(h|ck−1 )P r(ck |ck−1 , Ψi )
ek
Y
P r(h|ck ) =
P r(hj |ck )
j=sk

P r(hj |ck ) =

1
µj,âk,c,j →hj

P r(ck−1 ) = πk−1,ck−1

if hj = ?
otherwise
(3.15)

Parameters for genotype calculations apply for both chromosomes symmetrically, so that P r(Ck0 =
0
c) = P r(Ck = c), P r(Ck0 = y|Ck−1
= z, Ψi ) = P r(Ck = y|Ck−1 = z, Ψi ) and P r(Hj0 = h|Ck0 = c) =
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P r(Hj = h|Ck = c). The joint probability P r(ck , ck−1 |g, Ψi ) of ancestors ck and ck−1 for genotype
g is:
P r(g, ck |ck−1 , Ψi )P r(ck−1 )
P
i
ck−1
ck P r(g, ck |ck−1 , Ψ )P r(ck−1 )
XX
where P r(g, ck |ck−1 , Ψi ) =
P r(c0k−1 )P r(g, ck , c0k |ck−1 , c0k−1 , Ψi )
P r(ck , ck−1 |g, Ψi ) =

P

(3.16)

c0k−1 c0k

P r(g, ck , c0k |ck−1 , c0k−1 , Ψi ) = P r(ck |ck−1 , Ψi )P r(c0k |c0k−1 , Ψi )P r(g|ck , c0k )P r(g|ck−1 , c0k−1 )
ek
Y
0
P r(gj |ck , c0k )
P r(g|ck , ck ) =
j=sk

P r(gj |ck , c0k )

=

XX
hj

P r(gj |hj , h0j ) =

P r(gj |hj , h0j )P r(hj |ck )P r(h0j |c0k )

h0j

n
o
1 if gj ∈ [hj , h0j ], [hj , ?], [h0j , ?], [?, ?]
0 otherwise

For trio-derived genotypes for which haplotypes hj and h0j are known, the summations over hj
and h0j in Equation 3.16 are replaced with the fixed values.
The details for the M step are shown below, where all quantities on the right hand side of the
equations are computed during the E step:

Ψi+1
ck |ck−1

←

where P r(ck , ck−1 |H, G, Ψi )

=

P r(ck , ck−1 |H, G, Ψi )
P
(3.17)
i
ck P r(ck , ck−1 |H, G, Ψ )
1 X
2X
P r(ck , ck−1 |h, Ψi ) +
P r(ck , ck−1 |g, Ψi )
n
n
g∈G

h∈H

After Ψi+1 is computed, if the convergence criterion described in Section 3.4 is fulfilled, EM
iterations are stopped and transition probabilities are assigned by setting θk,ck−1 →ck ← Ψi+1
ck |ck−1 .
Otherwise, we repeat another E step, incrementing i.
Clearly, when learning parameter θ1 for the first block in the Markov chain, the target distribution is not conditional on any prior. The above formulation can be adapted for this case by
introducingQa pseudo-prior variable C0 which takes a single value C0 = 1, setting s0 > e0 to remove
0
any terms ej=s
and assigning π0,1 = 1. Once EM is finished, the probabilities for the first block
0
of the Markov chain are assigned by setting θ1,c ← Ψi+1
C1 =c|C0 =1 .
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Chapter 4

Haplotype Resolution
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Introduction
In this chapter we describe how our model is applied to the problem of haplotype resolution.
Haplotype resolution (or phasing) denotes the inference of the hidden haplotype pairs from which
a set of observed genotypes are constituted. Haplotypes are essential for many genetic mapping
methods, which are based on correlations between phenotypes and combinations of alleles on a
single chromosome. A genotype containing s heterozygous sites can be separated into constituent
haplotypes in 2s−1 different ways, so assumptions are required about how the haplotypes in a
population are distributed. One common assumption is that similar haplotypes are likely to be
present in many individuals, due to shared ancestry.
An early approach to haplotype resolution was Clark’s parsimony-based algorithm [10], later
improved by Gusfield [41] and Eskin and Halperin [23, 42]. A likelihood-based EM algorithm
[25, 73, 128] gives far superior results but is infeasible for large experiments, since for genotypes
with s heterozygous loci its complexity is O(2s ). Other methods include MCMC-based algorithms
by Stephens et al. [125] and Niu et al. [92] and an approach based on variable length Markov
chains by Eronen et al. [22]. None of these methods for haplotype resolution directly consider the
haplotype block phenomenon. More recently, Kimmel and Shamir published an algorithm called
GERBIL which uses haplotype blocks, and shares many features with our own approach [56].
Section 4.1 describes how our statistical model and learning algorithms are used to perform
haplotype resolution. By applying standard methods for inference in Bayesian Networks, the resolution is trivial once a suitable statistical model has been learned. Section 4.2 demonstrates the
accuracy of our approach by testing it on some real-world genotype data for which the underlying
haplotypes are known. Finally, Section 4.3 discusses how our algorithm can be extended for an
ensemble of inferred models, and compares it against the approach of Kimmel and Shamir.
This research was presented at RECOMB 2003 and published in the Journal of Computational
Biology [34, 36].

4.1

Method

We perform haplotype resolution in two stages. First, we search for the best model M with
parameters ΨM for observed genotype data G, using the MDL criterion and search algorithm
described in Chapter 3. We then use this model to define a function H(g, M, ΨM ) which gives
a pair of haplotypes (h, h0 ) which is compatible with each genotype g ∈ G and likely under M
and ΨM . Ideally, this function would find the assignment of h1 , . . . , hl , h01 , . . . , h0l with maximum
likelihood in the model’s genotype Bayesian Network, giving arg max(h,h0 ) P r(g, h, h0 |M, ΨM ).
Unfortunately, computing this is infeasible, since it requires a summation over all paths through
the two Markov chains to generate joint distributions over h and h0 before calculating their maximal
assignments, an operation with exponential complexity in terms of l. Instead, we find the joint
maximum likelihood assignment of the haplotype pair h1 , . . . , hl , h01 , . . . , h0l and ancestor indices
c1 , . . . , cb , c01 , . . . , c0b which is compatible with g by bucket variable elimination [17]. In doing so,
we only consider the single most probable path through the Markov chain that could lead to
each haplotype, analogous to applying the Viterbi algorithm on a Hidden Markov Model. This
approximation is reasonable because one path is likely to give a much higher probability for a
particular haplotype than the others, since mutations are rare.

4.2

Results

Many studies of the haplotypes in particular genomic regions have been carried out over the past
few years [3]. However, in most cases, the haplotypes used for the study were obtained using
an existing haplotype resolution algorithm, so they hardly form a suitable basis for a comparison
of such methods. Furthermore, not all studies are based on closely-spaced SNP markers, so our
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block-based approach would be ineffective on the data sets obtained. Our results are based on two
high resolution data sets for which the underlying haplotypes were measured: (a) 22 haplotypes
of 52 SNPs over 24 kb in the ACE region [107], (b) 20 haplotypes of 24,047 SNPs over the whole
of chromosome 21 [94]. These data sets are described in greater detail in Chapter 1. For the
purposes of this comparison, we examined the five contiguous stretches of approximately 100 SNPs
in chromosome 21 which extend over less than 35,000 bp.
To compare the quality of haplotype resolution, we used 10 random pairings of the true haplotypes for each region to generate genotypes, which were then passed to each algorithm for haplotype
resolution. We applied our approach for three different values of µmin and µmax in two ways, first
restricting the search to models which place all the SNPs in a single block (i.e. b = 1) and then
allowing the block divisions to also be learned. The results are compared against those for four
other methods: (i) Clark’s algorithm, slightly modified to deal with unknowns [10], (ii) Our local
variation of the EM algorithm which overcomes its exponential complexity, (iii) The PHASE algorithm developed by Stephens et al. [125], (iv) A beta version of the HAPLOTYPER algorithm
developed by Niu et al. [92]. Table 4.1 compares the quality of haplotype resolution, as measured
by the proportion of individuals phased incorrectly. A finer comparison, shown in Table 4.2, is generated by measuring the proportion of pairs of adjacent sites which are phased incorrectly relative
to each other.
The local EM method overcomes the complexity of the full EM method as follows. It begins by
performing the full EM on the SNPs observed within disjoint subranges of a certain length, say 8.
From each range, a fixed number m of the haplotype segments are then chosen, taking those whose
probabilities were estimated to be the highest. The best haplotypes from adjacent ranges are then
crossed to create a list of m2 possible haplotypes over the combined range. EM is then performed
upon this new set, after which the m best values are again chosen for the next level of iteration,
and so on. An EM algorithm based on this approach was recently published by Qin et al. [103].
The first set of tests, in which the number of blocks b is fixed to 1, demonstrates the effectiveness
of our ancestor and mutation model, even when the possible presence of haplotype blocks is ignored.
In other words, model-based Bayesian clustering is an effective method for haplotype resolution over
closely-linked SNPs. For the high resolution data from chromosome 21, the results are compelling
– our approach consistently outperforms previously published algorithms, with the exception of
some cases where µmax = 10−2 . The contrast is particularly marked in the site pairwise error rates,
indicating the suitability of our method for high resolution disease mapping. Our model-based
approach also obtained better results than our own Local EM algorithm with the exception of data
set C21e, to be discussed further below. For the ACE data set, the results are more mixed, perhaps
because the lower SNP density in that study makes it less suitable for our model.
The second set of tests, in which an unrestricted model search is performed (allowing b ≥ 1),
demonstrates the extra accuracy that is achieved by allowing multiple blocks to be included in a
model. However, for chromosome 21 data sets (a) through (d), there is no significant difference
between the results of the two experiments. This surprising result is explained by the fact that
even in the unrestricted model search, many of the models learned from these regions placed all
the SNPs in a single block. By contrast, the unrestricted searches for data set (e) showed a clear
improvement in mean site pairwise error rate from (0.0161, 0.0171, 0.0116) to (0.0048, 0.0045, 0.0080)
for the three values of µmax , reflecting the fact that they all indicated the presence of more than
one block. Clearly, for data that extends over longer chromosomal regions, the contrast between
the two types of search will increase in prominence.

4.3

Discussion

Our method for haplotype resolution can be extended to infer haplotypes using an ensemble of
sampled models instead of a single model. First, individual haplotype resolutions are obtained
for each model in the ensemble as in Section 4.1. For the final haplotype pair, the alleles at each
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heterozygous site are oriented relative to the previous heterozygous site so as to be compatible with
the maximum number of individual model-based resolutions. Since homozygous sites are irrelevant
in terms of haplotype phasing, they have no role during this operation. Initial studies show that
haplotype resolutions calculated from samples in this way are more accurate on average than those
based on a single model.
Kimmel and Shamir recently published a block-based algorithm for haplotype resolution called
GERBIL [56]. Kimmel and Shamir report that their method improves on our results, so it is
interesting to compare their approach with ours. Both methods share a basic common framework
– the parameters of a statistical model are learned by EM from the observed genotype evidence,
then this model is used to infer the maximum likelihood pair of haplotypes for each individual.
The key difference between the methods lies in the statistical model used.
Recall from Chapter 2 that we describe the distribution of haplotypes in a block using a combination of ancestor sequences and mutation rates. The sequence of each ancestor is deterministic,
with variations on that ancestor haplotype produced by subsequent rare mutation. By contrast, the
statistical model used by Kimmel and Shamir extends the model of Koivisto et al. [59] to genotype
data. It uses a non-deterministic distribution for each ancestor sequence, where each site in the
ancestor has a distribution over the possible alleles, independent of the other sites. Their model is
the equivalent of removing variables Aj and A0j in the Bayesian Network shown in Figure 2.2, and
making each variable Hj and Hj0 non-deterministic given the prior values of Ck and Ck0 respectively.
Our work differs from that of Kimmel and Shamir in a few other ways. We optimize the number
of ancestors for a block in terms of the MDL criterion, which penalizes models which over-fit by using
an excessive number of ancestors. By contrast, Kimmel and Shamir apply a more straightforward
maximum likelihood criterion, and grow the number of ancestor sequences for a block until only a
small improvement in likelihood is obtained. Kimmel and Shamir find the globally optimal partition
by applying a dynamic programming algorithm similar to that of Zhang et al. [149]. By contrast,
we use a weaker heuristic approach since our MDL criterion cannot be decomposed into individual
functions for each block. Lastly, our statistical model infers the Markov chain between blocks as an
integral part of the learning process, and counts the parameters of this chain as part of the MDL
criterion. By contrast, Kimmel and Shamir infer the Markov-like relationship between consecutive
blocks only after the block partition and ancestor sequences have been learned.
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Table 4.1: Mean proportion of subject genotypes phased incorrectly
Proportion of subjectsa
Clark
Local EMc
HAPLOTYPERd
PHASE
HaploBlocke , b = 1, µmax = 10−4
HaploBlock, b = 1, µmax = 10−3
HaploBlock, b = 1, µmax = 10−2
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−4
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−3
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−2

C21ab
.8222
.5889
.6667
.6778
.4222
.4556
.4333
.4556
.4778
.7111

C21b
.7300
.3900
–
.5000
.2200
.2300
.5500
.3400
.3300
.4700

C21c
.5300
.1300
.6000
.4800
.1400
.1000
.0800
.1200
.1200
.1200

C21d
.7900
.5800
.6000
.4800
.2600
.3100
.4600
.2800
.3800
.4300

C21e
.8444
.5667
–
.6556
.6889
.6778
.5667
.5667
.6444
.5667

ACE
.5091
.3545
.2818
.4727
.5364
.5636
.5364
.4818
.6818
.7273

a

Sites with unknowns were excluded from the comparison.
All chromosome 21 regions are from contig NT002836, over the following stretches of base pairs. a: 12624711292884, b: 7490174-7517009, c: 10972404-10996329, d: 13622368-13650628, e: 14999072-15030226.
c
For Local EM and HAPLOTYPER, we took the maximum likelihood result of 20 runs.
d
The HAPLOTYPER beta version failed on data with many unknowns – averages are for successful runs, if any.
e
For each HaploBlock run, we set µmin = µ2max .
b

Table 4.2: Mean proportion of adjacent sites phased incorrectly relative to each other
Proportion of pairs
Clark
Local EM
HAPLOTYPER
PHASE
HaploBlock, b = 1, µmax = 10−4
HaploBlock, b = 1, µmax = 10−3
HaploBlock, b = 1, µmax = 10−2
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−4
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−3
HaploBlock, µmax = 10−2

C21a
.0548
.0095
.0224
.0669
.0052
.0053
.0036
.0039
.0030
.0068
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C21b
.0251
.0042
–
.0403
.0011
.0016
.0074
.0015
.0030
.0058

C21c
.0280
.0009
.0204
.0655
.0007
.0001
.0006
.0001
.0005
.0005

C21d
.0329
.0047
.0077
.0262
.0014
.0012
.0027
.0008
.0015
.0024

C21e
.0234
.0083
–
.0183
.0161
.0171
.0116
.0048
.0045
.0080

ACE
.0381
.0152
.0102
.0419
.0100
.0144
.0185
.0109
.0109
.0173

Chapter 5

Linkage Disequilibrium Mapping
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Introduction
The goal of genetic mapping is to narrow down the location of a hidden genetic factor underlying
some observed phenotypic variation. Specifically, linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping performs
this task based on a set of marker measurements from unrelated individuals. This chapter describes
how our statistical model and learning algorithms are applied to perform LD mapping in the
presence of haplotype blocks.
Until recently, most LD mapping studies were based on correlations between phenotype status
and the allele frequencies at individual markers, with little success [108, 8]. In a study with hundreds
of markers, the strength of the correlation of a single marker close to the phenotypic site is hard
to distinguish from other markers associated by chance [142, 93]. A more powerful approach treats
multi-marker haplotypes as the variable for correlation [77, 53, 6, 26, 24]. The descendants of
a disease founder are more clearly identified by a haplotype than by a single marker since two
haplotypes with different lineages are unlikely to be identical at many sites [132]. Nevertheless,
tests based on haplotypes must consider the possibility that recombinations and mutations have
taken place, complicating the correlation with disease. Many methods for addressing this challenge
have been proposed, based on evolutionary trees [66, 116, 129], haplotype sharing [80, 86], clustering
[70, 74], distance metrics [130, 85] and the coalescent [106, 88, 87].
Unlike these previous methods, our approach to LD mapping specifically considers the implications of the block-like structure of haplotype variation. Section 5.1 describes how our model is
applied to the LD mapping problem. Section 5.2 shows the results of our approach, in comparison
with a method based on individual SNPs and a competing haplotype-based algorithm. Finally, Section 5.3 briefly discusses how our mapping framework could be extended for more complex disease
models and haplotype tagging SNPs (htSNPs).
This research was presented at ISMB 2004 and published in Bioinformatics [35].

5.1

Method

A high density LD mapping study is based on a list H = {h1 , . . . , hn } of n phased haplotypes or
a list G = {g 1 , . . . , g n } of n unphased genotypes over a genomic region of interest. We use the
symbol D to refer to input H or G as appropriate. The other inputs are a list P = {p1 , . . . , pn } of
phenotypes associated with each haplotype or genotype and the distances dj in base pairs between
adjacent SNPs j and j + 1 over j = 1 . . . l − 1. For haplotype mapping, each haplotype hi is a string
of l symbols from the set B of SNP alleles, where l is the number of loci examined. For genotype
mapping, each genotype g i is a string of l elements from the set D of unordered SNP allele pairs.
Each pi is in the range 1 . . . pmax where pmax is the total number of phenotypes observed. In a
simple case-control study, pmax = 2.
We are searching for an unobserved genetic locus within the candidate region that affects the
phenotypes observed. Let Lj denote the hypothesis that this locus is situated in the interval between
SNPs j and j + 1, so that we consider the set of hypotheses {L1 , . . . , Ll−1 }. We express the output
of a mapping study as a posterior distribution P r(Lj |P, D) over these alternatives, normalized so
P
that l−1
j=1 P r(Lj |P, D) = 1. This distribution is calculated in the following four stages.
First, we infer an ensemble M of statistical models which are locally optimal in terms of the
MDL criterion, as explained in Chapter 3. We ignore the phenotypes P during this process, since
they barely affect the data likelihood. Second, for each model M with parameters ΨM in the
ensemble M, we calculate the posterior probability that each block contains the phenotypic locus. Let Uk denote the hypothesis that the locus is in block k of M . The posterior distribution
P r(Uk |P, D, M, ΨM ) is calculated using the method described in Section 5.1.1 or 5.1.2 as appropriate. Note that at this stage the phenotype data is used to assess hypotheses relating to blocks,
rather than SNP intervals, since each model inferred assumes that the alleles within each block
segregate together.
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Third, the posterior distribution P r(Uk |P, D, M, ΨM ) over the blocks in model M is converted
into a posterior P r(Lj |P, D, M, ΨM ) over SNP intervals. For an interval (j, j + 1) in block k, for
which sk ≤ j < ek , we allocate the posterior in proportion to the length dj of the interval, setting
d
P r(Lj |P, D, M, ΨM ) = Vkj P r(Uk |P, D, M, ΨM ), where Vk is the total length of block k. For an
interval (j, j+1) on the boundary between blocks k and k+1, for which j = sk+1 −1 = ek , we assume
d
that half of the interval lies in each block, setting P r(Lj |P, D, M, ΨM ) = 2Vjk P r(Uk |P, D, M, ΨM )+
dj
2Vk+1 P r(Uk+1 |P, D, M, ΨM ).

The block length Vk is obtained by summing the interlocus distances
Pek −1
dj + 12 (dsk −1 + dek ). Note that
dj within the block and half of those at either end, i.e. Vk = j=s
k
V1 and Vb lose elements dsk −1 and dek respectively from this sum, where b is the number of blocks
in the model.
In the fourth and final stage, the individual posterior distributions P r(Lj |P, D, M, ΨM ) obtained from each model M with parameters ΨM in the ensemble
M are combined into a single
1 P
statistic by uniform model averaging, so that P r(Lj |P, D) = |M|
(M,ΨM )∈M P r(Lj |P, D, M, ΨM ).
We use a uniform prior for the averaging since the sampling process has already introduced a strong
bias towards models with a low MDL score.

5.1.1

Haplotypes posterior

Recall that hypothesis Uk states that the phenotypic locus is located in block k of a model. Under Bayes’ Rule, the posterior probability of hypothesis Uk is given by P r(Uk |P, H, M, ΨM ) =
P r(P|Uk ,H,M,ΨM )P r(Uk |H,M,ΨM )
. Since P r(P|H, M, ΨM ) is the same for all k and we assume that
P r(P|H,M,ΨM )
the prior P r(Uk |H, M, ΨM ) does not depend on H, this can be rewritten as:
P r(Uk |P, H, M, ΨM ) ∝ P r(P|Uk , H, M, ΨM )P r(Uk |M, ΨM )

(5.1)

In this equation, P r(Uk |M, ΨM ) is the prior probability that block k of model M with parameters ΨM contains a locus which affects the observed phenotypes, while P r(P|Uk , H, M, ΨM ) is the
posterior probability of phenotypes P given haplotypes H under that assumption.
P

Ck–

Ck

C k+

Aek–

Ask

Aek

Ask+

Hek–

Hsk

Hek

Hsk+

Figure 5.1: Bayesian Network for mapping haplotypes

Phenotype information is expressed as the variable P in our model. Under hypothesis Uk , P
is directly dependent only on variable Ck , as depicted in Figure 5.1. This simple dependency is
sufficient because the differences in ancestry reflected by variable Ck capture the ancestral variation
at all loci within block k, including those which are not observed.
We approximate the term P r(P|Uk , H, M, ΨM ) of Equation 5.1 by assuming sample independence and inferring maximum likelihood parameters for P r(P |Ck , M, ΨM ). These parameters are
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obtained using the EM algorithm with the haplotypes H and phenotypes P as evidence [68]. The
subsequence of each haplotype for block k is usually compatible with only one value of Ck , so the
EM algorithm converges uniquely and quickly.
The prior probability P r(Uk |M, ΨM ) of Equation 5.1 is based on two elements. The first
element assigns probability in proportion to Vk , the length of block k. The second element adjusts
for the fact that blocks with more ancestors have more parameters for maximizing the likelihood
P r(P|Uk , H, M, ΨM ). We compensate by considering the optimal number of bits Wk required to
represent P r(P |Ck , M, ΨM ). Using a standard encoding, Wk = q2k (pmax − 1) log2 n, where qk is
the number of ancestors for block k, pmax is the number of phenotypes and n is the number of
samples observed [110]. Applying the MDL schema, elements Vk and Wk are combined to obtain
P r(Uk |M, ΨM ) ∝ Vk · 2−Wk [109].

5.1.2

Genotypes posterior

For genotype data, the posterior distribution P r(Uk |P, G, M, ΨM ) is obtained in a similar manner
as for haplotypes. Equation 5.1 is trivially rewritten as:
P r(Uk |P, G, M, ΨM ) ∝ P r(P|Uk , G, M, ΨM )P r(Uk |M, ΨM )
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C'k

P

Gs k +

C' k+

Figure 5.2: Bayesian Network for mapping genotypes
As before, we represent phenotype information as the variable P in our model. For dominant,
recessive and codominant disease models, the phenotype is affected by genetic variation in both
chromosomes. Therefore, under hypothesis Uk , P depends on both variables Ck and Ck0 , as depicted
in Figure 5.2. The differences between haplotype and genotype posterior calculations stem only
from this more complex dependency.
Element P r(P|Uk , G, M, ΨM ) of Equation 5.2 is calculated as before by assuming sample independence and inferring the parameters of P r(P |Ck , Ck0 , M, ΨM ) by EM. This distribution is symmetrical for the two variables Ck and Ck0 , reflecting the functional symmetry between the maternal
and paternal chromosomes in a cell.
The prior probability P r(Uk |M, ΨM ) of Equation 5.2 is also calculated as before, based on
the length Vk and the number of bits Wk required to represent P r(P |Ck , Ck0 , M, ΨM ). Since the
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distribution P r(P |Ck , Ck0 , M, ΨM ) is symmetrical, we set Wk = qk ·(q4k +1) (pmax − 1) log2 n. The two
elements are combined as before so that P r(Uk |M, ΨM ) ∝ Vk · 2−Wk .

5.2
5.2.1

Results
Full penetrance haplotype mapping

We assessed our mapping technique using two large sets of empirically determined human haplotypes: (a) 258 transmitted haplotypes of 98 SNPs over 464 kb in the 5q31 region [16], (b) 20
haplotypes of 24,047 SNPs over the whole of chromosome 21 [94]. These data sets are described in
greater detail in Chapter 1.
Each test set was generated from a set of haplotypes by randomly selecting a target SNP to be
converted into phenotype information. Each haplotype was assigned the phenotype corresponding
to the allele it possessed for this SNP, which was then removed from the marker data – the goal of
the mapping algorithm was to recover its location. Since all SNPs were biallelic, haplotypes which
had the more common allele for the target SNP were labeled as ‘healthy’ while the others were
labeled ‘diseased’. This mirrors the LD mapping problem for high penetrance diseases, where a
hidden locus which determines phenotypic differences must be found.
For the 5q31 data, we created five separate test sets, selecting SNPs as the target with probability in proportion to the distance between their neighboring SNPs. For chromosome 21, we used 5
randomly selected contiguous subsets of 201 SNPs from the NT002836 contig, then created a single
test set from each subset as before. We removed those few haplotypes from test sets for which the
target SNP allele was unknown.
For each test set, we obtained the distribution P r(Lj |P, D) by inferring an ensemble of 100
models. For comparison, we also obtained posteriors from the BLADE algorithm, allowing it to
optimize the number of founders using the MAP criterion [70]. We further calculated a distribution
using a version of our model with no inter-locus dependencies, considering each SNP individually
as an independent ‘block’. We tried to include three other software packages in our comparison,
however each proved unobtainable or unsuitable for data sets with a large number of SNPs [66, 80,
106].
Table 5.1: Mapping results for full penetrance haplotype tests
Data set and
SNP range
5q31

Target
SNP
3
7
21
80
84
Mean

Individual
Rank Sequence
1
7 kb
5
43 kb
5
14 kb
69
336 kb
54
255 kb
13
131 kb

BLADE
Rank Sequence
8
71 kb
1
80 kb
18
17 kb
54
277 kb
9
273 kb
9.6
144 kb

Chr 21:3877–4077
8538–8738
15510–15710
15855–16055
16807–17007

4063
8597
15607
15870
16918
Mean

2
28
1
2
36
13.8

114
7
104
9
27
16.4

2 kb
101 kb
17 kb
8 kb
38 kb
33 kb

140 kb
20 kb
267 kb
52 kb
60 kb
107 kb

HaploBlock
Rank Sequence
3
7 kb
1
68 kb
1
5 kb
7
111 kb
1
9 kb
2.6
40 kb
3
1
1
1
33
7.8

12
17
24
10
57
24

kb
kb
kb
kb
kb
kb

Table 5.1 lists the results for each test set. For each algorithm, the first column shows the
position of the interval containing the target SNP, in a ranking of intervals according to their
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posterior probability. The ranking compared 96 intervals for the 5q31 data, and 199 intervals for
each chromosome 21 test set. Note that larger intervals rank higher under any algorithm, so this
statistic is not ideal for comparative study.
To generate a better statistic, we used the posterior density of each interval (i.e. P r(Lj |P, D)/dj )
to determine a resequencing prioritization. We assumed that SNP intervals would be resequenced
in descending order of posterior density until the target SNP was found. The second column for
each algorithm shows how much of the candidate region would have to be resequenced under this
scheme. In the absence of any mapping information, we would expect this to be half of the region’s
length, i.e. 232 kb for the 5q31 data and 99 kb, 82 kb, 248 kb, 167 kb and 201 kb respectively for
each of the chromosome 21 test sets.
In 6 out of the 10 tests, our HaploBlock algorithm ranked the target SNP interval first, whereas
the individual SNP and BLADE approaches did so twice and once respectively. In terms of the
resequencing prioritization, HaploBlock also comfortably outperformed the other two approaches.
This is particularly notable for the 5q31 region, in which it required an average of 40 kb instead of
131 kb and 144 kb, saving around 70% in resequencing costs.
BLADE
Individual
HaploBlock

-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

10

15

20

Offset from target SNP location (kb)
Figure 5.3: Posterior densities for SNP 21 in haplotype data set 5q31

It is instructive to examine the results for the 5q31 data set with target SNP 21, in which all
three algorithms performed reasonably well. Figure 5.3 depicts the posterior density curve assigned
by each algorithm in the immediate vicinity of the hidden target SNP. The BLADE algorithm failed
to find any significant peak in this area, although it did assign a posterior density to a 50 kb window
containing the target which was slightly higher than in the rest of the region. The individual SNP
method assigned a peak window between SNP 23 (5.5 kb downstream of target) and SNP 25 (13.5
kb downstream), reflecting a strong assocation between the phenotypes and SNP 24. While close
by, this window failed to include SNP 21, since both SNPs 22 and 23 were poorly correlated with
the phenotypes. By contrast, HaploBlock assigned a wider peak which was well centered around
the target, reflecting its location within a block whose haplotypes were strongly associated with
the phenotypes. It is interesting to note that the original 5q31 analysis assigned a block from SNP
16 (8 kb upstream of target) to SNP 24 (6 kb downstream) [16]. Similarly, 84 of the 100 models
sampled by HaploBlock placed SNPs 16 to 23 in a single block.
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HaploBlock performed relatively poorly in terms of resequencing length for SNPs 7 and 80 in
the 5q31 region and the last test set for chromosome 21. In all three cases, the target SNP was
strongly associated with several haplotype blocks in the surrounding region, reducing the resolution
that HaploBlock was able to achieve. Nonetheless, it is encouraging to note that the target was
always included in the window of high posterior density output by HaploBlock, while this was not
the case for the other two approaches (graphs not shown).

5.2.2

Genotypes and partial penetrance

We also assessed the effectiveness of our LD mapping method using unphased genotype marker
measurements and/or a partial penetrance model. We based the genotype tests on the 129 offspring
in region 5q31, while the haplotype tests used the same 258 haplotypes from 5q31 as before. The
chromosome 21 data was not used since it contains too few samples for partial penetrance mapping
to be viable.
For a phenotype with penetrance p, the disease status was assigned with probability p to
haplotypes with the rare allele for the target SNP, while all others were assigned healthy. For
genotypes, this model was applied independently to both alleles before combining the results under
a codominant model to generate 3 phenotype assignments.
Table 5.2: Mapping results for HaploBlock for genotype and partial penetrance tests
Data type
(statistic)
Haplotypes
(rank)

Penetrance
100%
50%
25%
10%

Index of target SNP in 5q31 data set
3
7
21
80
84
3
1
1
7
1
3
1
1
10
3
3
1
1
4
17
3
1
13
16
11

Genotypes
(rank)

100%
50%
25%
10%

3
5
5
5

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
3

7
17
18
21

Haplotypes
(sequence)

100%
50%
25%
10%

7 kb
66 kb
78 kb
78 kb

68
68
68
68

kb
kb
kb
kb

5 kb
5 kb
5 kb
104 kb

111
117
244
229

Genotypes
(sequence)

100%
50%
25%
10%

7 kb
123 kb
39 kb
61 kb

55
68
55
87

kb
kb
kb
kb

5 kb
5 kb
13 kb
13 kb

Mean
2.6
3.6
5.2
8.8

3
11
16
11

3.2
7.2
8.4
8.2

kb
kb
kb
kb

9 kb
42 kb
51 kb
109 kb

40 kb
60 kb
89 kb
118 kb

76 kb
133 kb
217 kb
237 kb

42 kb
130 kb
179 kb
167 kb

37 kb
92 kb
100 kb
113 kb

Table 5.2 compares the results of mapping haplotypes and genotypes with varying degrees of
penetrance. The results show that our approach remains effective in the absence of phasing information. For genotypes with full penetrance, a mean rank and resequencing length of (3.2, 37 kb)
was achieved, compared to (2.6, 40 kb) for haplotypes. Furthermore, our technique exhibits a
similar deterioration in performance for haplotypes and genotypes, achieving (8.8, 118 kb) and
(8.2, 113 kb) respectively at 10% penetrance.
On a 2 GHz Pentium IV workstation, HaploBlock took about 15 minutes of CPU time to analyze
each chromosome 21 test set (200 SNPs, 20 haplotypes) and about 3 and 40 hours respectively for
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each set of 5q31 haplotypes and genotypes (97 SNPs, 258 haplotypes or 129 genotypes).

5.3

Discussion

Although we demonstrated our method using real-world haplotypes and genotypes, we were forced
to simulate phenotypes using a target SNP, since we could locate no publicly available data sets
which combine high density SNP data with phenotype information. We wish to apply our approach
to such data in future, either as part of a new mapping study or to confirm the effects of a locus
whose position is known.
The experiments performed were based on a model in which phenotypes were affected by a
single locus in the region of interest. However, it is expected that LD mapping techniques will also
prove useful for mapping complex diseases, in which phenotypes are the product of interactions
between multiple loci as well as non-genetic factors. To fully address this problem, our model would
have to be extended to allow multiple haplotype blocks to influence the phenotypes, via an explicit
model of interaction that reduces the number of parameters to be inferred. Nonetheless, the results
for the partial penetrance tests indicate that our method is already useful for individually detecting
loci with simple additive or multiplicative interactions.
We described a mapping method which uses a full set of SNP measurements taken from a
group of subjects. However, it is hoped that haplotype blocks will lead to cost savings in LD
studies by reducing the number of SNP measurements required [148, 51]. A pilot study is initially
performed on a few subjects, from which the structure of haplotype block variation is inferred.
Haplotype tagging SNPs (htSNPs) are then selected to identify the common variants within each
block [115, 126]. Measurements taken at these htSNPs from the full set of subjects are extrapolated
into full haplotypes based on the pilot study. Our statistical model could be applied to this strategy,
using the full SNP measurements taken in the pilot study to infer an ensemble of models. The
most informative SNPs in the context of this ensemble would then be chosen as the htSNPs.
Measurements taken at these htSNPs would be used with our technique by setting the alleles at all
other SNPs to be unknown. Since our Bayesian Network model deals naturally with any number
of unobserved variable values, ancestry would be inferred from the htSNPs as intended and the
unmeasured loci would be ignored.
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Chapter 6

Recombination in Viruses
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Introduction
Our statistical model and learning algorithms were designed to infer haplotype blocks from SNP
marker data. However with minor modifications they can also be used to analyze raw genetic
sequence data from regions with uneven recombination structure. This chapter applies our work
to assess the potential role of hotspots of recombination in generating the variability observed in
K1, a unique gene in Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV). KSHV is implicated in all
forms of Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS), now the most common tumor in HIV positive individuals [123].
K1 lies at the far left hand end of the 140kb double-stranded DNA of KSHV, and is highly
variable compared to the rest of the virus, with a preponderance of amino acid altering (nonsynonymous) mutations [91, 46, 78, 154]. It has recently been shown that at an individual codon
level, specific sites in K1 appear to undergo a considerably greater positive selective pressure than
sites in other highly variable mammalian or viral genes, yet there are no known mechanisms to
explain this [122]. K1 does not appear to change over time within an individual, nor does it differ
between different tumor sites within the same patient, unlike retroviruses such as HIV [124, 138].
Section 6.1 describes the method we used to analyze 269 raw K1 genetic sequences, by converting
them to haplotypes. Section 6.2 describes the results of this analysis, in terms of hotspot strength,
block diversity and cumulative mutation rates over the length of the K1 gene. This section also
describes a similar analysis performed on a different set of viruses with high diversity, yielding
strongly contrasting results. Finally, Section 6.3 considers the consequences of our discoveries for
K1 as well as some wider implications.
This research was performed in collaboration with Justin Stebbing at the Department of Immunology, Imperial College of London, and published in the Journal of Molecular Evolution [38, 39].

6.1

Method

Nucleotide sequences encoding the KSHV K1 open reading frame were obtained from NCBI GenBank. These were derived from nested PCR reactions [12, 13, 64, 65, 67, 82, 83, 145, 152]. No two
K1 sequences were identical and all 269 K1 sequences were derived from different hosts.
Traditionally, it has been considered that KSHV can be subdivided into strains according to
the K1 sequence, which is thought in turn to correspond to geographical origins of the virus. The
KHSV A strain is found in Northern Europe and America, the B strain (thought to be the most
ancient) is from Africa and the C strain, often associated with classical Kaposi’s sarcoma, is found
in Mediterranean countries [12]. A KSHV D strain containing nucleotide insertions has also been
recently described from Pacific Islands [102, 153]. The evolution and changes in these strains are
thought to reflect patterns of migration commencing in Africa [46, 122].
However, sequences in different strains are often closer than two sequences of the same strain.
This may reflect recent events where travellers contribute to the spread of viral diversity worldwide,
an important contributing factor being world migration of rural populations due to poverty, famine
and wars [75, 99, 104]. Approximately 30% of the sequences we analyzed could not be placed in
defined strains A-D. Therefore, unlike previous analyses of K1 variability and evolution [122], K1
was not divided into strains and no sequences were excluded.
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Figure 6.1: Predicted secondary structure for K1
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The 269 K1 sequences were converted to amino acids and these were used to create a consensus sequence using MultAlin [14]. This consensus was used to predict secondary structure with
PSIPRED, as shown in Figure 6.1 [52, 76, 79]. The variable regions (VR1 and VR2) are repeated
strand-helix-strand motifs while the immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif (ITAM) and
transmembrane domains are coils. Consensus sequences from K1 derived from each KSHV strain
show no significant differences in their structure in spite of amino acid variability.
The K1 genomic sequences were prepared by multiple alignment using the ClustalW algorithm
[131]. The results of the alignment were converted to haplotypes by converting each column in the
alignment to a marker, and each row to a haplotype sequence over the markers. The nucleotide
(or gap symbol) at each position in the alignment was converted to the allele for the respective
haplotype and marker. Columns at which no variation was observed were excluded from the
haplotypes, since they are of no statistical interest.
We sampled a set of models to produce the minimum length description of the aligned sequences,
using the methods described in Chapter 3. The only parameter required by the model search is the
maximum cumulative mutation rate, which constrains the distributions for variables Hj . In general,
as we allow more mutation, less recombination will be inferred. We chose to use three different
maximum mutation rates of 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01, to allow different degrees of variation within the
offspring of each inferred ancestor. Values greater than 0.5 are meaningless in the context of our
technique, since we have no basis on which to infer that a particular allele belongs in an ancestor
sequence if a different allele usually appears in its place.
There are four key differences between our model-based approach and traditional phylogenetic
tree construction. Firstly, by inferring specific recombination points, our model divides sequences
into contiguous stretches, examining the relationships separately within each. This is justified
by the observation that a region of high recombination will result in the areas either side having
different evolutionary histories. Secondly, we explicitly allow for the presence of mutation hotspots,
inferring their presence as part of a model. This is consistent with the observation that mutation
occurs in an uneven fashion within the K1 gene and appears clustered in two areas, termed variable
regions 1 and 2 (VR1 and VR2). Thirdly, within each inferred stretch, we do not seek to create
a complete family tree, accepting instead that distant relationships between sequences are difficult
to accurately ascertain and recover. This approach is justified by population genetic considerations
which suggest that bottlenecks, genetic drift and selection pressures will narrow a population’s
genepool, losing the vast majority of ancient strands. The fourth and final difference is that within
each such group, we do not attempt to infer relationships between the sequences, opting instead to
consider them all as offspring of a single founding ancestor. As before, this is justified by population
genetics – if a viral population grows rapidly from a few founders then the most recent common
ancestor (MRCA) of any two contemporary sequences is likely to be very close to those founders.
In summary, whereas traditional phylogenetic analysis attempts to create a complete tree topology
to relate the observed sequences, we infer a set of disconnected stars, each of which centers around
a consensus sequence which may itself remain unobserved.

6.2

Results

For each of the three maximum mutation rates, we chose to sample 100 models, from which we calculated the mean values of our summary statistics. Each sampled model contains a full description
of the variation structure of a set of observed sequences. For our purposes here, the most important
parameters of the model are: (a) the location of the recombination hotspots (or block boundaries),
(b) the number of inferred ancestors for each stretch between hotspots, and (c) cumulative mutation
rates for each site. The cumulative mutation rates represent the probability that the allele observed
in a sequence is different from the allele in the ancestor from which it is descended. It should be
noted that the full model also describes the linkage dependencies between stretches which are separated by recombination hotspots but we will not be using that information here. By examining
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an inferred sample of suitable models, we identify recombination hotspots within conserved and
non-conserved areas of K1, thus postulating one mechanism by which it generates its remarkable
variability. Each iteration of the sampling algorithm took up to 3 hours of processing time on a 2
Ghz Pentium Xeon workstation, leading to a total running time of several weeks.

6.2.1
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Figure 6.2: Proportion of each set of inferred models with a hotspot at each site

For each of the 3 maximum mutation rates and for each individual base pair, Figure 6.2 demonstrates the proportion of the 100 sampled models which placed a recombination hotspot (i.e. block
boundary) at that site. The midlines on each graph represent the point at which 50% of the inferred
models have a hotspot, so any peak that reaches or is close to this point is a likely position of a
recombination hotspot. High areas which are more spread out suggest a region in which there is a
hotspot whose exact location is unclear. Low areas near the zero-line represent regions in which it
appears that no recombination hotspots are present. As expected, the less mutation allowed in the
model, the more recombination is inferred.
For the 2 higher mutation rates (0.1 and 0.5), codons 212 (base pair 616) and 230 (base pair
690) were identified as recombination hotspots. Base pair 616 is located 27 nucelotides upstream of
the second variable region (VR2) of K1. While VR2 is an area characterised by insertions, deletions
and non synonymous mutations, base pair 616 is in a relatively conserved area of this gene. Base
pair 690 is located mid-way within VR2 itself. At a maximum mutation rate of 0.1, a further site
was identified at base pair 606 in the most conserved area of K1 between the variable regions. At
these mutation rates, no sites in or around VR1 were identified as recombination hotspots in spite
of the known positive selection occurring here (> 85% of nucleotide substitutions in this region
lead to amino acid changes). At the lowest mutation rate (0.01), base pair 606 (codon position
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202) was also identified as a likely recombination hotspot. The highest likelihood of recombination
was found with a maximum mutation rate of 0.01 at base pair 210 (codon 70), located within
the hypervariable area of the first variable region (VR1). VR1 was not flanked by recombination
hotspots at any mutation rate.
As groups of small peaks in one area suggest a likely hotspot without an exact site, our data
also provides evidence of recombination occurring near the start codon, within VR1, following VR2
and, interestingly, within the cytoplasmic ITAM motif (base pairs 909 to 960). There were no
recombination hotspots within the transmembrane region (Figure 6.1).

6.2.2
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Figure 6.3: Average number of ancestors inferred for block containing each site

Clades of shared ancestry can be visible because of bottlenecks and genetic drift, both of which
serve to reduce the variability within each region of low recombination. Although we do not know
when KSHV or ORF-K1 first appeared or underwent significant reductions in variation, we can
assume that such formative processes have taken place in the past.
Full ancestral sequences among the K1 pool are unknown, and it is unlikely that any are present
since they can be expected to have recombined out of recognition. However, for each block between
recombination hotspots, our model infers the number of ancestral sequences that appear to be
present for that particular block. This is converted to a value for each base pair, by endowing each
base pair with the same number of ancestors as the block which contains it. For each of the 3
mutation rates described above, Figure 6.3 shows the number of ancestors inferred for each base
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pair, averaged over the 100 samples. As for recombination, the less mutation inferred, the less
ancestors are required to explain the observations.
A reduction in clades within a certain region may reflect greater selection in that region. We
observe this reduction at the 5’ end of K1, around base pairs 469 and 607 (between VR1 and VR2)
and in a stretch of nucleotides between base pair 787 and 909. Selective pressures here are negative
as they lead to conservation of nucleotides as opposed to variability.
Results were similar at all 3 mutation rates with variation around a mean of 4 ancestors. The
highest number of putative ancestors (6 to 7 ancestors) are located in the hypervariable area of
VR1. Other peaks are located within and beyond VR2 and the lowest number (3 ancestors) are
located in the relatively conserved area between VR1 and VR2 and near the start codon.

6.2.3

Cumulative Mutation Rates
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Figure 6.4: Average cumulative mutation rates at each site for each set of models

For each of the 3 mutation rates described above and for each pair, the average cumulative
mutation rate over the 100 sampled models is shown in Figure 6.4. Although each model specifies
the full allele-to-allele cumulative mutation matrix for each site, we report only on each site’s overall
cumulative rate of mutation, as calculated from this matrix and the ancestor distribution. The scale
is the same for maximum mutation rates 0.1 and 0.5, with the top line for 0.01 magnified by a
factor of ten. As expected, the highest probability of mutation is observed within VR1, less so
within VR2. There are small peaks suggesting mutation within the conserved areas between VR1
and VR2, but none within the ITAM motif.
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6.2.4

Comparison with Picornaviruses

Recently, Culley et al. described the high diversity of unknown picorna-like viruses in the sea
[15]. They analyzed the sequences of multiple picornavirus RNA-dependent RNA polymerases
and produced unknown phylogenies that fell outside established picorna-like families. Instead,
the polymerase sequences were located in 4 distantly related groups (termed A, B, C and D) with
high intra-clade sequence conservation (97.7-100%) and low sequence identity between clades (38.954.6%). As their results indicate a diverse but previously unknown community of persistent and
widespread viruses, we applied our technique to establish whether recombination may have a role in
generating the observed diversity in these single stranded RNA viruses that have a double stranded
RNA step in their replication cycle.
We obtained the sequences of the 22 RNA samples used by Culley et al. from GenBank and
constructed a multiple alignment using ClustalW as before. The allelic distribution at variable
sites within this multiple alignment was examined for evidence of recombination using our model
sampling technique. To account for several possible population models, we applied three different
maximum cumulative mutation rates of 0.5, 0.02 and 0.001, representing a spectrum of probabilities
of a mutation having taken place at single nucleotide sites since the ancestral viruses were present
in the population.
In each case, the model sampling procedure provided no evidence for the presence of any recombination events. In other words, for each maximum mutation rate assessed, all models sampled
placed all of the variable sites within a single block. Four ancestral clades were consistently identified for this block, corresponding to the four picorna-like virus families newly identified. This
result appears in stark contrast to that obtained for K1, from which we inferred several points
of recombination with a high degree of confidence. The negative result for the picornavirus data
provides additional validation for our K1 results.

6.3

Discussion

This study enables comparisons to be drawn in genealogical history between different regions of
K1. Recombination hotspots are identified in K1 at both conserved and unconserved nucleotide
positions. The mechanism of recombination at the different sites may therefore involve separate
mechanisms. The processes of generating variability in this DNA viral gene are termed recombination shift or drift based on the time scale in which they are postulated to affect the viral
sequence [31, 137]. Recombination shift involves changes that affect variable positively selected
sites wherein immediate effects will be evident. Recombination drift is thought to occur when
homologous recombination occurs in conserved regions, resulting in longer term sequence changes
over generations.
Amongst the challenges of the analysis of the role of recombination in evolution is the detection
and estimation of recombination in genomes where the rate of substitution is sufficiently high
that some sites have experienced multiple mutational events. Viral genes evolve at a high speed
compared with genes of higher organisms and hence viral evolution provides interesting material for
the study of molecular evolution by recombination. Although recurrent mutations in viruses can
generate patterns of genetic variability that resemble the effects of recombination [81], our model
inference technique adopts the more suitable explanation for each region of the observed data.
We used different maximum mutation rates, comparing the results of allowing different degrees
of mutation. We observed a high degree of consistency between the models, especially between
mutation rates 0.1 and 0.5, suggesting that our conclusions are independent of whether KSHV is
an ancient [46] or relatively recent pathogen [111]. We do not know however when KSHV was
introduced and it is likely that many of its genes have been acquired, presumably by recombination
from the host genome over time [89, 91]. Since then, these genes have apparently evolved to facilitate
viral survival [91]. However, while most KSHV open reading frames have known homologs or at
least suggested homologs, BLAST searches of non-recombinant stretches of K1 (and K15; data not
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shown) reveal no sequences that suggest a pirated origin from human genes.
PCR based studies examining the predominant and minor forms of K15 have demonstrated
evidence for recombination within KSHV. The first of these used classical linkage analysis and the
criterion of lack of co-segregation at multiple genetic loci. This led to the hypothesis that an original
recombination event occurred that introduced exogenous sequences from a related primate virus of
unknown source and that subsequent mutations led to certain KSHV lineages [102]. A conflicting
study showed that the proposed introduction of these exogenous sequences did not occur via a single
recombination event [54]. Overall however, analysis of K15 sequences from individuals within the
same family provides evidence for recombination in approximately 20-30% of cases.
Positive and negative selective pressures influence nucleotide changes within all genes that
change or preserve them respectively. The neutral theory of evolution predicts that the stronger
the selective constraint against nucleotide changes, the lower the rate of base substitutions [57].
This prediction is supported by a large number of observations at the DNA sequence level. For
example, the rate of synonymous or silent substitutions that produce no alteration in translated
proteins is usually much larger than the rate of non-synonymous substitutions [21]. However, that
positive selection in K1 favors change is evident by the large number of nucleotide changes in the
middle position of a codon triplet, a substitution always resulting in amino acid alterations. The
recombination hotspots within this highly variable gene provide a possible mechanism by which
positive selective pressures exert their effects over time.
Herpesviruses have evolved through co-speciation with their hosts [78, 122]. Evasion from all
host immune control mechanisms will lead to overwhelming viral infection with subsequent death
of the host and therefore the virus. For these viruses to persist as a latent infection without
causing harm, an equilibrium between pathogen and host must be established. Unlike the error
prone reverse transcriptase of retroviruses, herpesviruses do not have a mechanism that will result
in rapid sequence variation. Previous data show that the pressure causing this selection is partly
to facilitate immune recognition [122]. As K1 is expressed predominantly in the early lytic cycle
of viral replication, a certain level of viral replication occurs prior to immune recognition and
the subsequent death of the infected cell. Recombination provides a mechanism here to generate
diversity in response to selective pressures that could lead to the attraction of an immune response
to this variable oncogene. This would ensure that the virus-host equilibrium is established and that
latent infection may be achieved. This effect may be most important when the virus is introduced
into a new population group containing, for example, new MHC alleles.
Although no homologs of K1 have been identified, it is possible that the K1 sequences represent
divergent forms of key genes that evolved very rapidly with all intermediate forms being lost as
each subtype of the virus occupied a new biological niche. Alternatively, conserved areas within K1
may represent relics of older forms of the virus or of related viral species that persist as small areas
of their original genomes by virtue of rare recombination events with more modern forms. The
continuous expansion of viral diversity over time is influenced by social, behavioral and biological
forces [99]. Such biological forces are driven by host immune responses to K1, antiviral drugs, the
rapid turnover of virus and by mutation events. In retroviruses, the error prone reverse transcriptase
makes significant contributions to these mutation events. Our results suggest that recombination
contributes to the extreme diversity of a DNA viral gene.
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Chapter 7

Blocks and Hotspots
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Introduction
There has been considerable debate in the literature over whether recombination hotspots are
required to explain the presence of haplotype blocks. Hotspots clearly provide a possible explanation
of block-like patterns of variation, since they divide a genomic region into stretches of co-segregating
alleles. However, some argue that these same patterns could be generated by genetic drift alone
[147, 98]. In this chapter we address this question empirically by analyzing a set of high density
marker data taken from a 3-generation pedigree in which recombinations can be detected.
Our statistical model is neutral regarding the connection between hotspots and blocks. However,
the question is relevant for the MDL criterion we described in Chapter 3. The description length
of a model is based on a full transition matrix for the Markov chain, which assigns a probability to
every possible combination of ancestor haplotypes across each block boundary. This representation
is sensible if multiple historical recombinations took place at each boundary, since this would cause
many ancestor combinations to occur. However if block boundaries are due to just one or two
historical recombinations, very few ancestor combinations would appear. In the latter case, a
sparse representation for the Markov transition matrices would be more appropriate.
Section 7.1 explains the pedigree SNP data used for our analysis, as well as the techniques applied to detect recombination points and haplotype block boundaries. Section 7.2 details the results
of the analysis, quantifying the correlation between recombinations and blocks, and estimating the
proportion of recombination events that occur on boundaries. Finally, Section 7.3 provides a brief
interpretation of our results and describes how they might be improved.
This research was performed with Richard Durbin on site at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, UK. It was presented in a Keystone Symposium [40].

7.1
7.1.1

Methods
Data Model

Our study was based on a set of high density unphased marker data from chromosome 20, produced
as part of the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap) project [44]. The main data set consisted
of genotypes of 33,395 SNPs distributed over a 62.7 Mb region, measured for 12 CEPH families of
European ancestry. Each family consisted of four grandparents, two parents and two children (see
pedigree in Figure 7.1). A second data set was also used, consisting of genotypes for 33,381 SNPs
from 42 unrelated Japanese individuals. The set of SNP markers genotyped for this Asian set was
nearly identical to that for the CEPH families.
The maternal grandmother (MGM) was missing in one CEPH family, as was the paternal
grandfather (PGF) in another. Excluding these two missing grandparents, the CEPH data was

Figure 7.1: Structure of CEPH families
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Figure 7.2: Bayesian Network to represent one locus in one individual
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characterized by a 1.0% rate of unknowns (for the Asian data, this figure was 0.9%). All genotypes
were specified to contain a maximum error rate of 0.3%, where an error is defined as an incorrect
genotype measurement for a single marker in an individual. We reestimated this error rate from
the observed data, and confirmed the specified bound (results not shown).
The pedigree structure of the CEPH data enabled a near-complete pair of haplotypes to be
inferred for the father, mother, son and daughter in each family, by using the genotypes of their
respective parents. This process only failed for sites at which the child and both parents in a trio
were heterozygous, or a Mendelian error occurred. Recombinations that took place during the
creation of each child’s chromosomes could also be inferred by noting when the haplotypes passed
on by the parent changed origins from one grandparent to the other.
All inferences were performed using a Bayesian Network model to represent the inheritance
relationships within the CEPH pedigrees, as well as the possibility of genotyping errors [95, 50].
Bayesian Networks cope naturally with unknowns, allowing failed genotype measurements to be
handled naturally as an unassigned variable. The Bayesian Network was queried in a number of
ways to infer the desired information from the genotype evidence, with all calculations performed
by bucket variable elimination [17].
Figure 7.2 shows the part of the Bayesian Network which represents a single locus for a single
individual. Smaller circles indicate variables relating to adjacent loci or related individuals. Table
7.1 describes the variables in this Bayesian Network that relate to the individual and locus represented, alongside their possible values and conditional distributions. Bracketed lists in Table 7.1
denote the respective probabilities for each of the variable’s values as listed. Variables that relate
to other individuals or loci are explained in Table 7.2.
Note that some variables are not required for some loci or individuals. For the first locus
− are absent because there is no previous locus, so the distributions
examined, Rp , Rm , Sp− and Sm
for variables Sp and Sm become (0.5, 0.5). Since the grandparents constitute the founders of the
pedigree, all variables topologically prior to Ap and Am are absent for grandparent loci, and the
prior distributions for variables Ap and Am are set according to the marginal allele frequencies
observed in the data.
In total, each locus (except the first) defines 56 variables. A comprehensive model representing
the 33,395 SNPs in the CEPH data would contain almost 2 million variables, with the distributions
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Table 7.1: Description of variables in Bayesian Network in Figure 7.2
Symbol
Rp
Rm
Sp
Sm
Ap
Am
G
E
M

Description
Recombination in father
Recombination in mother
Source grandparent in father
Source grandparent in mother
Allele in father
Allele in mother
Actual genotype
Error occurred in measuring
Measured genotype

Values
0, 1
0, 1
0, 1
0, 1
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2, h
0, 1
1, 2, h

Distribution
Query-dependent
Query-dependent
If Rp = 0 then Sp = Sp− , else Sp = 1 − Sp−
− , else S = 1 − S −
If Rm = 0 then Sm = Sm
m
m
p
If Sp = 0 then Ap = Ap , else Ap = Apm
m
If Sm = 0 then Am = Am
p , else Am = Am
If Am = Ap then G = Am , else G = h
(0.997, 0.003)
If E = 0 then M = G, else (0.25, 0.25, 0.5)

Table 7.2: Description of variables for other individuals and loci in Figure 7.2
Symbol
Sp−
Sp+
App
Apm
−
Sm
+
Sm
Am
p
Am
m
Acx

Description
Source grandparent for previous locus in father
Source grandparent for next locus in father
Allele at this locus in paternal chromosome of father
Allele at this locus in maternal chromosome of father
Source grandparent for previous locus in mother
Source grandparent for next locus in mother
Allele at this locus in paternal chromosome of mother
Allele at this locus in maternal chromosome of mother
Allele at this locus in child, x = p or m depending on my gender

Values
0, 1
0, 1
1, 2
1, 2
0, 1
0, 1
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

for variables Rp and Rm determined by recombination distances. The Markov-like structure of the
model (from one locus to the next) suggests that computations would be feasible but slow. However, models representing individual loci or pairs of nearby loci sufficed to extract the information
required for our purposes, as explained below.

7.1.2

Detecting Recombinations

We inferred the location of the recombination events that took place in the chromosomes passed
from the CEPH mothers and fathers to their children. First, the posterior distributions P r(Sp ) and
P r(Sm ) for each locus in the children’s chromosomes were computed, given all of the data observed
in the pedigree at that locus. If the grandparental source could be ascertained with 99% certainty,
it was considered to be correct, otherwise it was left as unknown. The output of this analysis
was examined by eye to locate windows of the children’s haplotypes in which the origin switched
between the grandfather and grandmother. At this stage, uncertainty over the exact position of the
switch arose mostly due to homozygous stretches in the parents from which the chromosome was
inherited, obscuring the source grandparent of the inherited alleles. However, some heterozygous
sites in the parent were also ambiguous, inviting further effort to resolve their origin.
We targeted each parentally heterozygous locus within these windows, by examining its inheritance pattern together with loci nearby. Each target locus was tested in conjunction with each
of the 1,000 closest loci, under the assumption that no recombinations happened in the intermediate region except in the child chromosome of interest. These tests were performed by creating
a Bayesian Network model representing the two loci, as described in Section 7.1.1. We assigned a
probability of zero to every variable Rp and Rm in the network, except that relating to the child’s
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chromosome which was given an uninformative recombination prior of 0.5. The posterior distributions P r(Sp ) or P r(Sm ) at the locus of interest were then calculated given the observed data,
generating a likelihood assignment for the grandparent of origin. By performing this task for each
of the 1,000 loci closest to the target site, a vote was produced regarding its source grandparent.
In most cases, the vote was unanimous, so the origin could be clearly assigned. In a few cases
where the vote was split due to another recombination having occurred elsewhere in the pedigree,
the grandparent was inferred by voting with only the 100 loci nearest the target site.
Figure 7.3: Midpoints of recombination event windows

Paternal
Maternal

The grandparental source of almost every parentally heterozygous locus was determined by this
method, allowing the recombination event windows to be narrowed further. Nonetheless, many
of these windows remained large due to long stretches of parental homozygosity, which hid the
origin grandparent of the loci within. We briefly tested the theory that recombination events
tend to occur more in long homozygous stretches, but this was not borne out by the data (results
not shown). In total, 51 recombination event windows were identified. 29 events occurred in
a maternal chromosome, while 22 were paternal, reflecting an expected bias towards maternal
recombination. The three largest windows include a 880kb region in which no SNPs were available.
The chromosomal locations of the paternal and maternal recombination events were very different,
as shown in Figure 7.3. The median window size was 23kb.

7.1.3

Detecting Blocks

We inferred the block structure of the region from the haplotypes of the parents in the CEPH
pedigree. First, the parents’ haplotypes were obtained by using a separate Bayesian Network for
each SNP and computing the posterior distributions P r(Ap ) and P r(Am ) for each parent given the
observed data (see Section 7.1.1). An allele was assigned to a haplotype locus if it had a posterior
probability of 0.99 or more, otherwise the locus was left as unknown. Unknowns were due either
to heterozygosity in both the grandparents and the parent, or missing genotype measurements.
In total, 48 CEPH parent haplotypes were inferred, with a 7.3% rate of unknown alleles. HaploBlock was used to infer the block structure of these 48 haplotypes, with all input parameters left
at their default values. An ensemble of 12 models was obtained, from which the first two were
discarded because they had not yet filled out with block boundaries. All statistics were averaged
over the remaining 10 models, giving each a uniform prior probability.
The haplotype blocks inferred are summarized in Figure 7.4. As the graph shows, most blocks
were between 2 kb and 50 kb in length, and contained 2 to 5 clades co-descended from a single
identified ancestor. The density of block boundaries is compared with the density of SNPs in Figure
7.5, averaged for a 2 Mb sliding window over the chromosome. This graph shows that areas with
higher SNP density also have more block boundaries, an effect which is likely to be artifactual.
However, there are also differences in block density that are not explained by SNP density – for
example, the relative block density near the telomeres is higher than the relative SNP density,
whereas near the centromere the opposite effect can be seen. This reflects the expected increase in
recombination activity towards the edge of the chromosomes, as observed in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.4: CEPH parent haplotype block summary
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Haplotype block boundaries were also ascertained from the CEPH haplotypes using the |D0 |
linkage disequilibrium method, as implemented in the HaploBlockFinder program [150]. In this
case, a block was defined as a stretch in which the |D0 | value between every pair of SNPs was above
0.9. Naturally, there are many other block identification algorithms that could also have been used.
Finally, we inferred an ensemble of 12 models from the Asian genotypes using HaploBlock,
and the first two models were discarded as before. This enabled us to test the extent to which
recombination struture is shared between different human populations. HaploBlockFinder requires
haplotypes as input, so it could not be used to apply the |D0 | method to the Asian data.

7.2
7.2.1

Results
Correlation between Boundaries and Recombination

We assessed the extent to which the recombination event windows detected in the CEPH child
chromosomes were correlated with the haplotype block boundaries detected in the CEPH parents.
Such a correlation would imply that the hotspots responsible for an increase in recombination
frequency are also related to the haplotype block phenomenon.
The correlation was measured by comparing the block boundary density for the whole of chromosome 20 against the average density of the 51 recombination windows. The density of a region
is defined by the total number of block boundaries within the region, divided by either the number
of SNPs in the region or its physical length in base pairs. These calculations yield the respective
measurements of boundaries/SNP and boundaries/kb. We also calculated a second pair of density
statistics from the conditional entropies of the Markov transition matrices straddling each boundary (see Section 2.1). The entropy density for a region is defined by the sum of the conditional
entropy across each block boundary within the window, divided by the number of SNPs or physical
length as appropriate.
Table 7.3 summarizes the statistics correlating the recombination event windows with the CEPH
block boundaries. On all measures, the recombination windows had a much higher boundary
density than the chromosome as a whole. The table also shows P values for the null hypothesis of
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Figure 7.5: Boundary and SNP density over chromosome
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no systematic correlation between block boundaries and recombination events. The P values were
calculated by randomly relocating the event windows a million times, and counting how many of
these relocations produced a statistic at least as strong as that observed. During each relocation, the
recombination locations were drawn randomly and uniformly over the chromosome, then extended
along homozygous stretches in the parent to simulate detectable event windows.
Table 7.3 also shows the degree of correlation between recombination events and block boundaries inferred using the |D0 | > 0.9 method. As with the HaploBlock-inferred boundaries, the results
are highly significant on all measures, suggesting that our results are not overly sensitive to the
block partition algorithm used. Figure 7.6 shows an example region which depicts the correlation
between block boundaries and two recombination events that were narrowed to within 2 SNP intervals. As the figure shows, both recombination events fall squarely on strong block boundaries,
as identified by both HaploBlock and the |D0 | method.

Table 7.3: Correlation between CEPH block boundaries and event windows
Method
HaploBlock

|D0 | < 0.9

Statistic
Boundaries/kb ×10−2
Boundaries/SNP ×10−2
Entropy/kb ×10−2
Entropy/SNP ×10−2
Boundaries/kb ×10−2
Boundaries/SNP ×10−2

Chromosome
4.78
8.97
2.40
4.52
7.73
14.53
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Event windows
14.28
22.85
8.51
13.36
17.64
29.51

Factor
3.0×
2.3×
3.5×
3.0×
2.3×
2.0×

P value
0.00197
0.00006
0.00105
0.00037
0.00857
0.00043

Figure 7.6: Example of correlation between blocks and recombination events
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Table 7.4 shows the degree of correlation between the recombination event windows and the
block boundaries inferred from the unphased Asian data. Suprisingly, the correlation between the
CEPH event windows and the Asian boundaries is even stronger than that with the CEPH boundaries. This supports the claim that recombination hotspots are similar in different populations, in
contrast to studies suggesting otherwise [71].
Finally, we assessed the degree to which the observed correlations are localized, i.e. due to
short range rather than long range variation in recombination rates. Figure 7.7 shows the effect of
artificially growing the recombination event windows symmetrically around their center, and then
recalculating the four HaploBlock correlations with the CEPH boundaries accordingly. The graph
shows that growing the windows by 20 kb removes over half of the observed increase in boundary
density, relative to the chromosome average. This supports the theory that hotspots of increased
recombination frequency are focused in a narrow area. Nonetheless, there is also some correlation

Table 7.4: Correlation between Asian block boundaries and CEPH event windows
Method
HaploBlock

Statistic
Boundaries/kb ×10−2
Boundaries/SNP ×10−2
Entropy/kb ×10−2
Entropy/SNP ×10−2

Chromosome
4.15
7.80
2.21
4.15

52

Event windows
12.15
19.79
8.13
14.03

Factor
2.9×
2.5×
3.7×
3.4×

P value
0.00165
0.00003
0.00082
0.00000

Figure 7.7: Effect on statistics of artificially growing recombination event windows
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with long-range variation in block boundary density, corresponding to the chromosomal variation
in recombination levels shown earlier in Figure 7.5.

7.2.2

Proportion of Recombination on Boundaries

Our previous results show that the rate of recombination is higher near haplotype block boundaries
than in the chromosome as a whole. We therefore attempted to quantify the proportion 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 of
recombination events which occurred on block boundaries, assuming the following generative model:
(a) A proportion b of events occur after SNP j with distribution S(j), where S(j) is proportional
to the number of models sampled which placed a boundary between SNPs j and j + 1. (b) A
proportion 1 − b of events occur after SNP j with distribution D(j), where D(j) is proportional to
the physical distance between SNPs j and j + 1, i.e. uniform recombination density.
We estimated the value of b from the observed recombinations and CEPH block boundaries
using three methods: an EM algorithm, trend analysis and rejection sampling. The EM algorithm
searched for the value of b which maximized the probability of the observed recombination event
window locations. We initialized b ← 0.5, then calculated the posterior probability for each recombination event window that the recombination occurred on a haplotype block boundary, rather than
at a uniformly random location. Averaging these posterior probabilities over all the event windows
generated a new estimate for b, and this process was repeated until it converged on b = 0.77. We
also did an additional run, weighting block boundaries by their conditional entropy. In this case
the EM algorithm converged on a value of b = 0.76.
The second estimate of b was by trend analysis, in which the relationship between b and the
boundary density statistics was examined by simulation. For values of b ranging from 0 to 1, we
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Figure 7.8: Histogram of b values retained from rejection sampling
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simulated a million random relocations of the recombination events. These locations were then
extended based on homozygous stretches in the parent to simulate detectable event windows from
which boundary/bp and boundary/SNP statistics were calculated. The observed boundaries/bp
statistic matched the mean simulated value for b = 0.44, but it also fell in the 80% confidence
interval for any value of b between 0.21 and 0.91. The analogous boundaries/SNP point estimate
was b = 0.75, with a range of 0.49 to 1.0. Clearly, neither of these bounds is narrow enough to
estimate b accurately. One problem is that only a small number of the event windows were short
enough to give a strong signal as to whether the event fell on a block boundary or not. However,
even if all 51 events could be unambiguously identified as one type or the other, we would still be
estimating b as the parameter of a binomial distribution with too few samples.
The third method of estimating b was by rejection sampling. We repeated a process in which
the value of b was drawn uniformly between 0 and 1, after which recombination event windows
were simulated as before. If both the boundaries/bp and boundaries/SNP statistics for these event
windows matched to within 1% of the true statistics, the value of b was retained, otherwise it
was discarded. 25,000 samples of b were produced in this way and then analyzed, with a mean of
b = 0.71. A histogram representing the spread of values is shown in Figure 7.8. The median value
obtained was b = 0.72 with an 80% confidence interval of 0.48 to 0.92.
In summary, there is not enough information in this data set to estimate b with a high degree
of confidence, and the true value could reasonably be anywhere between 0.4 and 0.9. Our best
estimate is somewhere between 0.7 and 0.8, but this would have to be confirmed by more data.
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7.3

Discussion

The goal of this analysis was to assess whether haplotype blocks arise due to recombination hotspots,
or whether they can be explained purely in terms of genetic drift and random recombination. We
addressed this question by examining whether the recombinations observed between the second
and third generations of a pedigree were correlated with the haplotype block boundaries observed
in the second generation. The results show a highly significant correlation, with P values of 0.002
and less, depending on the measure used. It has already been shown by Jeffreys and others that
recombination hotspots exist in the human genome [48, 49]. Our results confirm that recombination
hotspots also play a significant role in the genesis of haplotype blocks.
We also showed that the recombination events observed in the CEPH pedigrees are strongly
correlated with the haplotype block boundaries inferred from the Asian population sample. This
is important for two reasons. First, it removes the suspicion that the result derived from the
CEPH data was artifactual, due in some way to the common data set underlying the block and
recombination inferences. Second, it suggests that patterns of recombination and blocks are shared
between different human populations, meaning that inferences made from one population are likely
to be helpful when analyzing another.
We estimated in Section 7.2.2 that anywhere between 40% and 90% of recombinations take
place on haplotype block boundaries, with the highest level of confidence in the range 70%–80%.
Since we do not expect to observe all recombination hotspots as block boundaries, the proportion
of recombination events taking place at hotspots could be even higher. A more accurate estimate
would require a pedigree with higher SNP density and more recombinations observed.
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Chapter 8

Markov Property
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Introduction
Our model for the haplotype block variation in a genomic region uses a Markov chain to approximate
the joint distribution over all the blocks in a population. In the Markov model, the probability
of a haplotype being descended from each block ancestor is conditional on its ancestor for the
previous block. Markov models have been applied in many haplotype block models besides our own
[2, 56, 16]. They are also commonly used in LD mapping algorithms for representing background
genetic variation [80, 86, 88, 70].
A simpler approximation of the joint distribution over blocks is a model which assumes that all
blocks are independent, i.e. that the probability of a haplotype is the product of the frequencies of
each block variant within. This type of model is common, and constitutes an implicit assumption in
many LD mapping studies which examine correlations between phenotypes and individual markers.
The independent model has the advantage of requiring a small number of parameters, namely the
frequencies for each block. However, this model breaks down when representing the variation over
short distances, since markers which are close together tend to exhibit a high degree of linkage
disequilibrium that cannot be captured by an independent approximation.
In this chapter, we analyze data taken from the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap)
project to compare the performance of the Markov and independent models. For any given joint
distribution, a Markov approximation will clearly be more accurate than an independent approximation, since it has more parameters available for optimization. However we found an important
additional property of the Markov approximation that we consider surprising – when used to model
haplotype blocks, the Markov approximation is most accurate in the presence of high levels of linkage disequilibrium. Consequently, the Markov model is more accurate for blocks which are close
together than those which are far apart. We also found that when modeling individual SNPs instead of haplotype blocks, this property of the Markov model is not exhibited. In other words, a
Markov model over haplotype blocks provides a uniquely accurate way to represent background
genomic distributions at high resolution.
Section 8.1 explains how we measure the accuracy of the Markov and independent approximations for haplotype blocks and individual SNPs. Section 8.2 performs these measurements on
the HapMap data, showing how the accuracy of the approximations varies with physical distance
and local recombination rates. Section 8.3 provides a theoretical explanation of the observed phenomena, with a full mathemetical proof in Section 8.4. Finally, Section 8.5 explores some of the
implications of our findings, and discusses ways in which this work could be expanded in future.
This chapter has been submitted for publication [37].

8.1
8.1.1

Method
Independent and Markov Approximations

Consider a genomic region which contains l markers, placed at physical locations z1 . . . zl along the
chromosome (measured in base pairs). Each marker j = 1 . . . l has rj alleles, labelled 1 . . . rj . We
consider a population in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, so the background variation for the region
is given in terms of a joint distribution over haplotype frequencies [45]. Let P (x1 , . . . , xl ) be the
frequency of haplotype x1 . . . xl in the population, where each xj takes the values 1 . . . rj .
Under the independent model, each marker is assumed to be independent. The maximum
likelihood independent approximation T (x1 , . . . , xl ) of the joint distribution P is as follows:

T (x1 , . . . , xl ) =

l
Y

P (xi )

i=1

where P (xi ) =

X
x1 ...xi−1 ,xi+1 ...xl
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P (x1 , . . . , xl )

Under the Markov model, the distribution for each marker is dependent on the allele present at
the preceding marker. The maximum likelihood Markov approximation Q(x1 , . . . , xl ) of the joint
distribution is as follows:

Q(x1 , . . . , xl ) = P (x1 )

l−1
Y

P (xi+1 |xi )

i=1

where P (xi+1 |xi ) =

P

P (x1 , . . . , xl )

P

P (x1 , . . . , xl )

x1 ...xi−1 ,xi+2 ...xl

x1 ...xi−1 ,xi+1 ...xl

8.1.2

Error Measures

Given a distance d and a number n ≥ 3 of markers, we generate statistics Yd,n and Zd,n to quantify
the average error of the independent and Markov approximations respectively over a genomic region.
We set a minimum of n = 3 since a Markov model can represent any joint distribution over 1 or 2
loci perfectly, rendering our measure meaningless.
The statistics Yd,n and Zd,n for a genomic region are generated by averaging the respective sets
of statistics Yd,n (j) and Zd,n (j) over all valid start markers j within that region. Each statistic
Yd,n (j) or Zd,n (j) measures the error of the independent or Markov approximation over n markers,
where the first marker j1 = j and the other markers j2 . . . jn are chosen to be spread approximately
evenly over total distance d. Each marker ji is selected to minimize |zji − zj1 − d · (i − 1)/(n − 1)|.
If any two of the marker indices j1 . . . jn are identical, we conclude that there is insufficient marker
density for n, d and j. In this case, j is not a valid start marker and we omit Yd,n (j) and Zd,n (j)
from their respective averages.
We set Yd,n (j) = ||P (xj1 , . . . , xjn )−T (xj1 , . . . , xjn )||, the variation distance between the observed
joint distribution P and the independent approximation T for markers j1 . . . jn . Similarly, we set
Zd,n (j) = ||P (xj1 , . . . , xjn ) − Q(xj1 , . . . , xjn )||, the variation distance between P and the Markov
approximation Q. The variation distance between two distributions is defined as follows:

||A(z1 , . . . , zn ) − B(z1 , . . . , zn )|| =

1 X
|A(z1 , . . . , zn ) − B(z1 , . . . , zn )|
2 z ...z
1

n

This measure is also known as the total variational distance, Kolmogorov distance, or L1 distance. It has an intuitive definition as the total amount of probability mass that must be moved
in order to make one distribution equal to the other. For example, ||P − T || is the percentage of
the population distributed as P which is misrepresented by the independent approximation T .
The variation distance between the joint distribution P and its independent approximation T
is closely related to the D measure of linkage disequilibrium for two biallelic markers. Consider
two markers A and B, each with two alleles a1 , a2 , b1 and b2 at frequencies p1 , p2 , q1 and q2
respectively. Let p11 , p12 , p21 and p22 be the respective frequencies of the four gametes a1 b1 , a1 b2 ,
a2 b1 and a2 b2 . The linkage disequilibrium measure D is defined as D = p11 − p1 q1 = p1 q2 − p12 =
p2 q1 − p21 = p22 − p2 q2 [18]. For example, if A and B are in perfect linkage equilibrium, then
p11 = p1 q1 , p12 = p1 q2 , p21 = p2 q1 and p22 = p2 q2 , and so D = 0. By comparison, the variation
distance between P and T is:

||P − T || =
=

1
(|p11 − p1 q1 | + |p12 − p1 q2 | + |p21 − p2 q1 | + |p22 − p2 q2 |)
2
1
(|D| + |D| + |D| + |D|) = 2|D|
2

Thus, for two biallelic markers, the variation distance between the joint distribution P and its
independent approximation T is twice the absolute value of D.
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8.1.3

HapMap Analysis

We used the October 2004 data release of the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap) project
to profile the error rates of the independent and Markov approximations for the human genome [44].
We inferred the transmitted and untransmitted haplotypes for all 22 autosomes of both parents
in the 30 CEPH trios, so that 2640 chromosome haplotypes were examined in total. Haplotype
alleles that could not be determined were left as unknown. This occurred at sites for which (a) a
genotype was absent, (b) a Mendelian error was detected, or (c) all three members of the trio were
heterozygous.
We examined the HapMap data using two approaches: (a) treating each SNP as an individual
marker, and (b) grouping the SNPs into haplotype blocks. For the first approach, each SNP marker
had rj = 2 alleles, since all SNP data in the HapMap is biallelic. Trivially, zj was set to the physical
location of each SNP.
For the second approach, we used the program HaploBlock to partition the marker data for each
chromosome into l blocks and find up to 4 common variants for each block [35]. These variants
were considered as the block’s alleles, so that rj ≤ 4 for all blocks j. The physical location zj
of each block j was set to the midpoint of the chromosomal section containing the SNPs within.
To prevent a bias in favor of the Markov approximation, we removed the dependencies between
adjacent ancestor variables in the HaploBlock statistical model [35].
Recall from Section 8.1.2 that we omit values Yd,n (j) and Zd,n (j) from the averages Yd,n and
Zd,n if n markers are not available with roughly equal spacing over distance d starting at marker
j. Furthermore, to prevent a bias arising from clustered unknowns, we did not calculate statistics
Yd,n (j) and Zd,n (j) if less than half of the 120 haplotypes had known alleles for markers j1 . . . jn .
In the case of haplotype blocks, we also omitted individual haplotypes from a calculation if the
required block alleles could not be assigned with at least 50% certainty under the HaploBlock
statistical model [36].

8.2
8.2.1

Results
Distance Profiles

We assessed how the error rates of the independent and Markov approximations varied over different
distances d. The distance profiles were generated by calculating average values of Yd,n and Zd,n
over the entire autosome for values of 3 ≤ n ≤ 5.
Figure 8.1 shows the error measures Zd,n for the Markov approximation for haplotype blocks
over different distances d. Values are shown relative to Zd,n at the longest distance, where linkage
disequilibrium is minimal. These baseline error measures Zd,n are 0.133, 0.307 and 0.512 for n =
3, 4, 5, respectively. To avoid a bias at short distances towards genomic regions with particularly
high levels of variation, the graph in Figure 8.1 only shows the average for distances d ≥ 100 kb
for which at least 75% of the values Zd,n (j) could be generated.
The graph in Figure 8.1 highlights our core observation – that the Markov approximation
performs best for haplotype blocks which are close together and between which there are high
levels of linkage disequilibrium. For example, for n = 4 blocks spread over d = 250 kb, the Markov
approximation shows a 10% improvement in average accuracy compared to 4 blocks spread over
an entire chromosome. For n = 5 blocks, the improvement is over 15%. Figure 8.1 also shows that
the relationship between distance and accuracy is not monotonic – at intermediate distances, the
approximation performs worse than at both shorter and longer distances. This phenomenon can
be seen most clearly for n = 3 blocks, where the average accuracy of the Markov approximation at
d = 250 kb is equal to that at long distances, but is less accurate at distances between. These results
are explained in Section 8.3 by reference to two contrasting processes of mixing and perturbation.
Figure 8.2 shows the corresponding error measures Yd,n for the independent approximation for
haplotype blocks over different distances d. In contrast to Figure 8.1, this graph shows a monotonic
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Figure 8.1: Distance profile of Markov approximation for haplotype blocks
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Figure 8.2: Distance profile of independent approximation for haplotype blocks

decrease in the independent approximation’s error with physical distance. This reflects the fact
that the accuracy of the independent approximation improves as the linkage disequilibrium between
blocks decreases. One would naturally expect the Markov approximation to behave similarly, yet
the results in Figure 8.1 show otherwise. The values in Figure 8.2 are shown relative to baseline
error measures Yd,n of 0.192, 0.362 and 0.560 for n = 3, 4, 5, respectively. The baseline increases
with the number n of markers due to the increase in the cardinality of distribution P (x), which
represents 4n different haplotypes for blocks with 4 alleles.
We generated similar profiles for the case where each SNP is treated as an individual marker
with 2 alleles. Figure 8.3 compares the distance profiles obtained for individual SNPs against those
for haplotype blocks, using n = 4 in all cases. This graph shows that, for modeling individual
SNPs, both the independent and the Markov approximations perform best over longer distances,
i.e. where there is less linkage disequilibrium between the markers modeled. In other words, the
Markov model performs best at short distances only when used with haplotype blocks. As explained
later in Section 8.3, this difference in behavior between blocks and SNPs stems from the difference
in allele diversity.
The baseline error measures do not converge to zero at large genomic distances, as would be the
case in the absence of linkage disequilibrium. The main reason for this is that our sample size is
small – even if a pair of markers are in perfect linkage equilibrium in a population, a small sample
from that population will contain some LD due to sampling error. A second possibility is that some
long-range LD is present in the population, due for example to admixing or preferential mating.

8.2.2

Position Profiles

We now assess how the accuracy of the independent and Markov approximations varies along each
chromosome in comparison with local recombination rates. Statistics Yd,n and Zd,n and average
recombination rates were calculated for a sliding window of 20 Mb across each autosome. We
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of all distance profiles

used fixed values of d = 250 kb and n = 4 for both haplotype blocks and individual SNPs. Local
recombination rates were taken from the deCODE map and aligned against the genome build for
our HapMap data using the UCSC Table Browser [61, 55].
Table 8.1 shows the correlation coefficients between the error measures and the recombination
rates over the window positions for each chromosome. Windows with low SNP density due to their
proximity to a centromere were excluded from these calculations. As can be seen in Table 8.1, only
the Markov approximation for haplotype blocks shows a positive correlation between recombination
rates and approximation error, with an average coefficient over the chromosomes of 0.535 ± 0.271.
This contrasts with the independent approximation for haplotype blocks, with average correlation
coefficient −0.760 ± 0.263.
When considering SNPs individually, a different picture emerges. Both the independent and
Markov approximations have lower error rates in regions of high recombination, just as the independent approximation for blocks. This confirms our observation from Section 8.2.1 that the Markov
model’s accuracy in the presence of high LD applies only when it is used with haplotype blocks.
The correlations coefficients for chromosomes 21 and 22 in Table 8.1 differ significantly from the
mean values in many cases. This is because the HapMap data covers just 37 Mb of chromosome 21
and 35 Mb of chromosome 22, so that a sliding window of 20 Mb produces a weak signal. If these
chromosomes are removed from the sample, the average coefficients for blocks under the Markov
and independent models are 0.558 ± 0.230 and −0.822 ± 0.145 respectively. The performance of
the individual SNP models for chromosome 16 is also a strong outlier, for which the explanation is
unclear.
It is instructive to look at one chromosome in more depth, to see how the error measures vary
in comparison to local recombination rates. We examine here chromosome 11, since its correlation
coefficients as shown in Table 8.1 are close to the averages over all of the chromosomes. A full set
of profiles for all 22 autosomes is available online along with the haplotype block models inferred.
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Table 8.1: Correlation between recombination rates and error measures
Chromosome
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Mean
S.D.

Haplotype blocks
Markov Independent
0.715
-0.833
0.477
-0.753
0.519
-0.885
0.637
-0.833
0.341
-0.868
0.606
-0.815
0.023
-0.890
0.758
-0.816
-0.013
-0.749
0.556
-0.818
0.569
-0.832
0.735
-0.937
0.864
-0.945
0.411
-0.905
0.680
-0.872
0.566
-0.697
0.564
-0.883
0.780
-0.968
0.587
-0.866
0.786
-0.274
0.756
-0.456
-0.157
0.178
0.535
-0.760
0.271
0.263
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Individual SNPs
Markov Independent
-0.431
-0.611
-0.509
-0.748
-0.810
-0.867
-0.675
-0.804
-0.816
-0.883
-0.695
-0.936
-0.852
-0.904
-0.458
-0.835
-0.210
-0.484
-0.748
-0.877
-0.555
-0.809
-0.811
-0.893
-0.878
-0.956
-0.854
-0.941
-0.309
-0.818
0.482
0.026
-0.715
-0.626
-0.801
-0.922
-0.790
-0.897
-0.843
-0.859
0.790
-0.613
-0.521
0.042
-0.546
-0.737
0.429
0.279
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Figure 8.4: Position profiles for individual SNP models over chromosome 11

Figure 8.4 shows how the individual SNP approximation errors vary with recombination rates over
the chromosome. As can be seen, the error rates of the two approximations follow each other
closely, and are strongly anti-correlated with recombination rates. At the ends of the chromosome
where recombination rates are highest, both approximations perform well. At the centromere,
where recombination rates are generally lower, the opposite effect is seen. In particular, recombination rates near the centromere are about 50% of the average, while the Markov and independent
approximation error is 20%-30% higher than the average.
Figure 8.5 shows how the haplotype block approximation errors vary over chromosome 11 with
local recombination rates. The independent approximation performs best at the chromosome ends
where recombination rates are highest, and worst near the centromere where they are low. The
behavior is very similar to that presented in Figure 8.4 for individual SNPs. By contrast, the
Markov approximation for blocks performs worst at the ends of the chromosome, and best near the
centromere. Consequently, unlike the SNP approximations shown in Figure 8.4, the independent
and Markov approximations for haplotype blocks are significantly out of phase.

8.3
8.3.1

Theory
Mixing and Perturbation

The process by which markers on a chromosome are mixed into linkage equilibrium by recombination is well understood [30]. The speed of this mixing process depends on two key factors: (a)
mixing is faster between more distant markers due to the higher probability of recombination, (b)
mixing is faster between markers with fewer alleles (e.g. SNPs) since each recombination is more
likely to bring the marker distribution closer to equilibrium [136, 105, 3]. Since the independent
approximation error stems from linkage disequilibrium, the speed of mixing also determines the
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Figure 8.5: Position profiles for haplotype block models over chromosome 11
Crossover points

2 parents
Offspring

Figure 8.6: Meiotic recombination

accuracy of this approximation at different distances. An independent model is a special case of
a Markov model, so the mixing process also contributes to the accuracy of the Markov approximation. To convert an independent model to a Markov model, one simply makes the conditional
distribution for each marker in the Markov model identical for each allele of the previous marker.
If a set of markers are in linkage equilibrium, they can be modeled with perfect accuracy by either
an independent or a Markov approximation.
We introduce here a second process related to recombination which specifically affects the
Markov approximation. This perturbation process refers to the long-range correlations generated
by double recombinations which contribute to inaccuracy in the Markov model. Let us assume that
two parent haplotypes are completely distinct from each other. The joint distribution over any set
of markers in the parent haplotypes can be represented perfectly by a Markov model, since the allele
at each variable site completely determines that at the next site. However, offspring haplotypes
produced by double recombination from these parents receive two disjoint sections from one parent,
separated by a section from the other parent, as shown in Figure 8.6. In these cases, the correlation
between the disjoint sections cannot be expressed in terms of the intermediate region. Since the
Markov model only represents dependencies between immediately adjacent markers, these double
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Figure 8.7: Intermixing

recombinations introduce inaccuracy in the Markov approximation for the offspring that was not
present in the parents. As with the mixing process, this perturbation effect is strongest where
the probability of recombination is higher, since this also means a higher probability of double
recombinations.
The perturbation process constitutes a key difference between the dynamics of the independent
and Markov models. In an infinite population, the accuracy of the independent approximation for a
set of markers increases monotonically from one generation to the next. By contrast, the accuracy
of the Markov approximation can increase or decrease, depending on the relative intensity of the
mixing and perturbation processes. As we show later, the perturbation process is strongest for
markers with a large number of alleles, rendering it is more visible for multi-allelic haplotype
blocks than for biallelic SNP markers. This explains why we see a positive correlation between
recombination rates and Markov approximation error for blocks, where perturbation is pronounced,
but do not see this effect when modeling individual SNPs where perturbation is weaker.
The complex relationship shown in Figure 8.1 between physical distance and the accuracy of the
Markov approximation for haplotype blocks is also explained by the balance between mixing and
perturbation. At short distances, the Markov approximation over blocks is accurate due to the low
probability of double recombination and the consequent lack of perturbation. At long distances,
the Markov approximation over blocks is accurate due to the high probability of recombination
and the consequent strong mixing. At intermediate distances, some perturbation takes place but
mixing is weak, so the performance of the Markov approximation over haplotype blocks is at its
worst.

8.3.2

Intermixing

For meiotic recombination under random mating, an offspring haplotype is generated from two
parent haplotypes by the process depicted in Figure 8.6. Two parent haplotypes are selected
independently from the source population. The offspring haplotype is generated from these parents
by a reading process which crosses over from one parent to the other with probability θj between
markers j and j + 1, where θj is the recombination fraction between the markers. As a result, the
offspring haplotype can contain alternating stretches of genetic material from the two parents.
Our proof makes use of a different process called intermixing. Figure 8.7 depicts the intermixing
process with the same crossover points as the meiosis in Figure 8.6. In intermixing, a large number of
parent haplotypes are selected independently from the source population. The offspring haplotype
is generated from these parents by a reading process which moves to a new parent with probability
θj between markers j and j + 1. An offspring haplotype generated by intermixing with x crossovers
will contain genetic material from x + 1 independently selected parents. In contrast to normal
meiosis, the theoretical intermixing process cannot introduce new long-range dependencies, since
the reading process never returns to a parent previously used.
The key point for our purposes is that if the first two intermixing parents are the same as
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those for meiosis, the results of meiosis and intermixing are identical if no more than one crossover
took place. With less than two crossovers, intermixing only uses the first two parent haplotypes,
producing the same offspring haplotype as meiosis. Differences only arise due to double crossovers,
after which meiosis returns to the first parent haplotype whereas intermixing selects a new parent.
The proof that follows is based on this similarity between the two processes and the fact that
intermixing preserves the Markov properties of a population regardless of how many crossovers
take place.

8.3.3

Theorem

Consider a population of infinite size in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. This population undergoes
random mating and meiotic recombination without interference in a series of discrete generations.
Consider a set of n markers numbered 1 . . . n, with recombination fraction θj between each pair of
adjacent markers j and j + 1.
Define Pu (x1 , . . . , xn ) as the Q
haplotype distribution over sites 1 . . . n in generation u and distribution Qu (x1 , . . . , xn ) = Pu (x1 ) n−1
i=1 Pu (xi+1 |xi ) as its Markov approximation. Similarly, Pu+1 is
the haplotype distribution that emerges in generation u + 1 and Qu+1 is its Markov approximation.
We define Zu = ||Pu − Qu || as the variation
distance between distributions Pu and Qu , and
P
Zu+1 = ||Pu+1 − Qu+1 ||. Let Du (j) = 1− xj (Pu (xj ))2 be the heterozygosity of site j in generation
u, defined by the probability that two haplotypes chosen randomly from distribution Pu differ at
site j. Our theorem states that for n ≤ 5:

Zu+1 ≤ Zu +

1
2

n−1
X

!2
θi

i=1


· min 1,

n
X


Du (j)

(8.1)

j=3

Thus, the error Zu+1 of the Markov approximation in generation u + 1 is bounded by the error
Zu in generation u, plus an additional term which depends on two factors. The first factor is the
square of the total of the intermarker recombination fractions. The second factor is the sum of the
heterozygosities of sites 3 . . . n, bounded to be no more than 1.
A full proof of Equation 8.1 for n ≤ 5 is provided in the Section 8.4. The outline is as follows.
0
Let Pu+1
be the distribution that emerges from performing intermixing on generation u and Q0u+1 be
0
its Markov approximation. We use Pu+1
and Q0u+1 to prove the bound on Zu+1 = ||Pu+1 − Qu+1 ||
by applying the triangular inequality:
||Pu+1 − Qu+1 || ≤

0
0
Pu+1 − Pu+1
+ Pu+1
− Q0u+1 + Q0u+1 − Qu+1

0
The first step is to prove an upper bound on ||Pu+1 − Pu+1
||, the variation distance between
the haplotype distributions generated by meiosis and intermixing. This distance is bounded by

2
P
1 Pn−1
θ
·min(1, nj=3 Du (j)). The intuition here is that the results of meiosis and intermixing
i
i=1
2
P
2
n−1
differ only if there was a double recombination, the probability of which is bounded by
θ
i=1 i .
If a double recombination did occur, the probability that the offspring haplotype will differ between
meiosis and intermixing is bounded by the sum of the heterozygosities Du (j) for sites j = 3 . . . n,
since j = 3 is the first site that can be affected by a double recombination. A proof of the bound
for all n is provided in Section 8.4.2.
0
The second step is to bound ||Pu+1
− Q0u+1 ||, the variation distance between the distribution
resulting from intermixing and its Markov approximation. We prove that for n ≤ 5, this distance
is no greater than ||Pu − Qu || = Zu . This result arises because each crossover event in intermixing
selects a new parent haplotype at random, so no new long-range dependencies are introduced. A
proof of this bound for n ≤ 5 is provided in Section 8.4.3. We also conjecture that this bound holds
true for all values of n, as suggested by extensive simulation.
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The final step is to prove that ||Q0u+1 − Qu+1 || = 0, namely that the Markov approximations of
the distributions arising from meiosis and intermixing are identical. The intuition here is that the
Markov approximation is entirely determined by the joint distribution over each pair of adjacent
sites, and this joint distribution is identical for both intermixing and meiosis. A proof of this result
for all n is provided in Section 8.4.4.
These results are combined under the triangular inequality to yield Equation 8.1:

||Pu+1 − Qu+1 || ≤
≤

0
0
Pu+1 − Pu+1
+ Pu+1
− Q0u+1 + Q0u+1 − Qu+1


!2
n−1
n
X
X
1
θi · min 1,
Du (j) + Zu
2
i=1

j=3

The average heterozygosity for individual SNPs in the HapMap data is 0.267 ± 0.182. By
contrast, the average heterozygosity of blocks in our inferred models is 0.596 ± 0.124, more than
double that for SNPs. This explains why the perturbation process is significantly stronger for
haplotype blocks than for individual SNPs.

8.4

Proof

Here we prove in full the steps outlined in Section 8.3.3.

8.4.1

Definitions

Under meiotic recombination, each offspring haplotype over n sites is formed from two parent
haplotypes y 1 = (y11 . . . yn1 ) and y 2 = (y12 . . . yn2 ). Each meiosis entails a crossover vector r =
(r1 . . . rn ) ∈ {0, 1}n−1 , in which ri = 1 if a crossover took place between sites i and i + 1 and ri = 0
otherwise. Let F (y 1 , y 2 , r) denote the offspring haplotype that is generated by meiosis from y 1 and
y 2 assuming a crossover vector r:
S(r,1)

F (y 1 , y 2 , r) = y1

. . . ynS(r,n)

(8.2)

In
PEquation 8.2, S(r, i) is the index of the parent of site i in the offspring, namely S(r, i) =
1 + i−1
k=1 rk modulo 2. If there is an even number of recombinations up to site i then S(r, i) is
1, otherwise S(r, i) is 2. Since both parents are selected randomly from the same distribution, we
assumed without loss of generality that the first site in the offspring comes from parent y 1 .
The probability of a crossover occurring between sites i and i + 1 is denoted by θi . We define
the probability G(r) of a crossover vector r in terms of these pairwise probabilities:
G(r1 , . . . , rn−1 ) =

n−1
Y

θiri · (1 − θi )1−ri

(8.3)

i=1

Recall that Pu (x) denotes the frequency of haplotype x in generation u. The frequency Pu+1 (x)
of haplotype x in generation u + 1 due to meiotic recombination is the sum of the probabilities of
all joint assignments to y 1 , y 2 and r which yield x:
Pu+1 (x) =

X

G(r)Pu (y 1 )Pu (y 2 )

(8.4)

y 1 ,y 2 ,r|F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x

For intermixing over n sites, each offspring haplotype can inherit sections from up to n haplotypes in the previous generation, although in most cases less than n will be used. Let F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r)
denote the haplotype generated from y 1 , . . . , y n by intermixing under a crossover vector r:
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S 0 (r,1)

F 0 (y 1 , y 2 , r) = y1

0

. . . ynS (r,n)

(8.5)

In
8.5, S 0 (r, i) is the index of the parent of site i in the offspring, namely S 0 (r, i) =
PEquation
i−1
1 + k=1 rk . The function S 0 (r, i) counts the number of crossovers that have taken place up to
0
site i. The frequency Pu+1
(x) of haplotype x in generation u + 1 due to intermixing on parent
distribution Pu is as follows:

X

0
Pu+1
(x) =

G(r)

y 1 ...y n ,r|F 0 (y 1 ,...,y n ,r)=x

8.4.2

n
Y

Pu (y i )

(8.6)

i=1

Intermixing and Meiosis

In this section, we prove the following bound on the variation distance between the haplotype
0
distribution Pu+1 arising from meiosis on generation u, and the distribution Pu+1
arising from
intermixing:

0
Pu+1 − Pu+1

≤

1
2

n−1
X



!2
θi

· min 1,

n
X

i=1


Du (j)

(8.7)

j=3

Recall
that Du (j) is defined as the heterozygosity of site j in generation u, where Du (j) =
P
2
(P
u (xj )) is the probability that two haplotypes randomly chosen from Pu differ at site j.
xj
Let P
R = {0, 1}n−1 denote the set of all possible crossover vectors r. Let R− be the subset
{r ∈ R| j rj ≤ 1} consisting of crossover vectors representing one or less crossovers, and let R+ =
P
{r ∈ R| j rj ≥ 2} denote the subset representing two or more crossovers. Clearly, R = R− ∪ R+
and R− ∩ R+ = ∅. The frequency of haplotype x after meiosis, given in Equation 8.4, can therefore
be written as:

1−

Pu+1 (x) =

X

G(r)Pu (y 1 )Pu (y 2 )

(8.8)

y 1 ,y 2 ,r∈R− |F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x

+

X

G(r)Pu (y 1 )Pu (y 2 )

y 1 ,y 2 ,r∈R+ |F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x

Similarly, the frequency of x after intermixing, given in Equation 8.6, can be written as:

0
Pu+1
(x)

=

+

X

G(r)

n
Y

y 1 ...y n ,r∈R− |F 0 (y 1 ...y n ,r)=x

i=1

X

n
Y

y 1 ...y n ,r∈R+ |F 0 (y 1 ...y n ,r)=x

G(r)

Pu (y i )

(8.9)

Pu (y i )

i=1

P
0
Recall that if r ∈ R− then
j rj ≤ 1. In these cases, S(r, i) = S (r, i) for all i, yielding
F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r) = F (y 1 , y 2 , r). In other words, when less than two crossovers occur, the haplotype
obtained by meiosis is identical to that obtained by intermixing for the same parents y 1 and y 2 .
Consequently, we rewrite Equation 8.9 as follows:
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X

0
Pu+1
(x) =

G(r)Pu (y 1 )Pu (y 2 )

(8.10)

y 1 ,y 2 ,r∈R− |F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x

X

+

G(r)

y 1 ...y n ,r∈R+ |F 0 (y 1 ...y n ,r)=x

n
Y

Pu (y i )

i=1

Since the sums in Equations 8.8 and 8.10 corresponding to no more than one crossover are
0
identical, the variation distance between Pu+1 and Pu+1
is due to two or more crossovers:
P
1
(y 2 )
1X
y 1 ,y 2 ,r∈R+ |F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x G(r)Pu (y )P
P
Qun
=
Pu+1 −
(8.11)
2 x − y1 ...yn ,r∈R+ |F 0 (y1 ,...,yn ,r)=x G(r) i=1 Pu (y i )
P
Q
By introducing the unity sum y3 ...yn ni=3 Pu (y i ) = 1 into the first term of Equation 8.11, we
obtain:
0
Pu+1

Pu+1 −

0
Pu+1

=

P
Qn
Pu (y i )
1X
1 ...y n ,r∈R+ |F (y 1 ,y 2 ,r)=x G(r)
i=1Q
y
P
n
2 x − y1 ...yn ,r∈R+ |F 0 (y1 ,...,yn ,r)=x G(r) i=1 Pu (y i )

(8.12)

0
We now derive the bound for ||Pu+1 − Pu+1
||, as given by Equation 8.7. Let [a = b] denote the
function that returns 1 if a = b and 0 otherwise, and define [a 6= b] = 1 − [a = b]. Equation 8.12 is
reformulated as follows:

Pu+1 −

0
Pu+1

=

Qn
P
i
1X
+ G(r)
i=1 Pu (y )
y1 ...yn1,r∈R
2
0
1
2 x · [F (y , y , r) = x] − [F (y , . . . , y n , r) = x]

≤

X

G(r)

r∈R+

=

X

G(r)

r∈R+

n
X Y
y 1 ...y n i=1
n
X Y
y 1 ...y n

Pu (y i ) ·

1X
[F (y 1 , y 2 , r) = x] − [F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r) = x]
2 x

Pu (y i ) · [F (y 1 , y 2 , r) 6= F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r)]

(8.13)

i=1

The last equality follows because if F (y 1 , y 2 , r) = F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r) then the variation distance [F (y 1 , y 2 , r) = x] − [F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r) = x] is equal to 0 for all x, and if F (y 1 , y 2 , r) 6=
F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r), then [F (y 1 , y 2 , r) = x] − [F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r) = x] is equal to 1 for exactly two values of x, namely x = F (y 1 , y 2 , r) and x = F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r).
The value [F (y 1 , y 2 , r) 6= F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r)] is 1 if the haplotype that arises from meiosis is
different from that arising from intermixing. This condition is fulfilled if the haplotypes differ in at
least one site. The haplotypes are always identical at sites 1 and 2 since the earliest an observed
double recombination can occur is between sites 2 and 3. In other words, S(r, 1) = S 0 (r, 1) and
S(r, 2) = S 0 (r, 2) for any crossover vector r. By summing the possibilities for the remaining sites
3 . . . n, we obtain a simple bound:

1

0

2

1

n

[F (y , y , r) 6= F (y , . . . , y , r)] ≤

n
X

S(r,j)

[yj

S 0 (r,j)

6= yj

]

(8.14)

j=3

Equations 8.13 and 8.14 yield:

0
Pu+1 − Pu+1

≤

X
r∈R+

G(r)

n X Y
n
X
j=3 y 1 ...y n i=1
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S(r,j)

Pu (y i ) · [yj

S 0 (r,j)

6= yj

]

(8.15)

Since, in the worst case, every site from the third onwards has a different source under meiosis
P
Q
S(r,j)
S 0 (r,j)
6= yj
] is the probability that two independently
and intermixing, y1 ...yn ni=1 Pu (y i ) · [yj
selected haplotypes from distribution Pu differ at site j. This is precisely the definition of heterozygosity Du (j), so:

0
Pu+1 − Pu+1

X

≤

n
X

G(r)

r∈R+

Du (j)

(8.16)

j=3

Since [F (y 1 , y 2 , r) 6= F 0 (y 1 , . . . , y n , r)] ≤ 1 by definition, an additional bound is obtained for
0
||Pu+1 − Pu+1
|| from Equation 8.13:

Pu+1 −

0
Pu+1

≤

X

G(r)

r∈R+

n
X Y

Pu (y i ) =

X

G(r)

Finally, using the probability G(r) of a crossover vector r (Equation 8.3), we bound
by summing the probability of every possible pair of crossovers:

X

G(r) ≤

r∈R+

n−1
X
i=1

n−1
X

θi

k=i+1

(8.17)

r∈R+

y 1 ...y n i=1

1
θk ≤
2

n−1
X

P

r∈R+

G(r)

!2
θi

(8.18)

i=1

0
Equations 8.16, 8.17 and 8.18 yield the bound for ||Pu+1 − Pu+1
||, given by Equation 8.7.

8.4.3

Markov Accuracy after Intermixing

0
Recall that Pu+1
(x) is the haplotype distribution that results from intermixing parent haplotype
0
distribution Pu and that Q0u+1 (x) is the Markov approximation of Pu+1
(x). In this section we prove
that for n ≤ 5:

0
Pu+1
− Q0u+1 ≤ ||Pu − Qu ||

(8.19)

For haplotypes with n > 5 sites, this problem remains open. However, we conjecture that it is
true for all values of n, as confirmed by extensive simulation studies up to n = 16.
0
The formula for Pu+1
(x) in Equation 8.6 is now rewritten in terms of contiguous sections
inherited from a parent, using the probability G(r) of each crossover vector r and the probability
of the parent haplotype sections that lead to x under r:
S 0 (r,n)
0
Pu+1
(x)

=

X

G(r)

r∈R

Y

Pu (x(r,k) )

(8.20)

k=1

where x(r,k) = xL(r,k) . . . xU (r,k)

L(r, k) = min i|S 0 (r, i) = k

U (r, k) = max i|S 0 (r, i) = k
In Equation 8.20, the functions L(r, k) and U (r, k) denote respectively the first and last sites
in the offspring haplotype which originate from parent S 0 (r, i) = k under crossover vector r.
Recall that S 0 (r, i) is the index of the parent haplotype for site i of the offspring haplotype
when intermixing with crossover
vector r. The term Pu (x(r,k) ) denotes the marginal distribution
P
Pu (xL(r,k) , . . . , xU (r,k) ) = x1 ...xL(r,k)−1 ,xU (r,k)+1 ...xl Pu (x1 , . . . , xl ).
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The process of intermixing can be viewed as the transformation of a parent haplotype distribu0
tion Pu into an offspring distribution Pu+1
. This transformation can be decomposed into a series
0i
of atomic transformations, one over each possible crossover point. Let Pu+1
be the haplotype distribution obtained from intermixing if crossovers are only allowed over sites 1 to i. In other words,
0i
Pu+1
is the result of intermixing on Pu if all values θi . . . θn−1 are set to zero. Clearly, the distri01
01
bution Pu+1
equals the parent haplotype distribution Pu , since Pu+1
is the result of intermixing
0n
0
if no crossing over is allowed. Similarly, the distribution Pu+1 equals the distribution Pu+1
that
emerges from intermixing over all sites, since the full set of crossovers between sites 1 and n are
0
allowed. As a result, the transformation Pu → Pu+1
can be expressed as a series of transformations
0i+1
01
02
0n
0i
Pu+1 → Pu+1 → · · · → Pu+1 , where each step Pu+1 → Pu+1
in the series introduces an additional
crossover point between sites i and i + 1.
Let Ri be the set of crossover vectors in which crossovers only occur between sites 1 to i, i.e.
Ri = {r ∈ R|ri = 0 . . . rn−1 = 0}. Let Gi (r) be the probability of crossover vector r ∈ Ri , defined
as follows:
i−1
Y

Gi (r1 , . . . , rn−1 ) =

r

θj j · (1 − θj )1−rj

j=1
0i (x) of haplotype x after intermixing over sites 1 . . . i
Using these definitions, the probability Pu+1
0
is analogous to Pu+1 (x), given in Equation 8.20:
S 0 (r,n)
0i
Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn )

=

X

Y

i

G (r)

r∈Ri

Pu (x(r,k) )

k=1





S 0 (r,n)−1

=

X

Y

Gi (r) 

r∈Ri

Pu (x(r,k) ) Pu (xL(r,S 0 (r,n)) , . . . , xn )

(8.21)

k=1

0i+1
0i+1
0i
(x) into two:
and Pu+1
is explicated by splitting Pu+1
The recurrence relation between Pu+1
S 0 (r,n)
0i+1
(x)
Pu+1

X

=

G

r∈Ri+1 |r

i+1

(r)

Y

S 0 (r,n)

Pu (x(r,k) ) +

r∈Ri+1 |r

k=1

i =0

X

G
i =1

i+1

(r)

Y

Pu (x(r,k) )

k=1

S 0 (r,n)

X

= (1 − θi )

Gi (r)

r∈Ri+1 |ri =0

Y

Pu (x(r,k) )

k=1





S 0 (r,n)−1

X

+ θi

Gi (r) 

r∈Ri+1 |ri =1

Y

Pu (x(r,k) ) Pu (xL(r,S 0 (r,n)) , . . . , xn )

k=1

If ri = 0 then no recombination took place between sites i and i + 1, so the sum over r ∈ Ri+1
is the same as that over r ∈ Ri . If ri = 1 then the last recombination took place between i and
i + 1, so U (r, S 0 (r, n) − 1) = i and L(r, S 0 (r, n)) = i + 1. Consequently,
S 0 (r,n)
0i+1
Pu+1
(x)

= (1 − θi )

X

i

G (r)

r∈Ri

Y

Pu (x(r,k) )

k=1





S 0 (r,n)−1

+ θi

X
r∈Ri+1 |ri =1

Gi (r) 

Y

Pu (x(r,k) ) Pu (xL(r,S 0 (r,n)) , . . . , xn )

k=1
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0i
= (1 − θi )Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn )
(8.22)
 0

S (r,n)−2
X
Y
+ θi
Gi (r) 
Pu (x(r,k) ) Pu (xL(r,S 0 (r,n)−1) , . . . , xi )Pu (xi+1 , . . . , xn )
r∈Ri+1 |ri =1

r0

k=1

We now replace the sum over r ∈ Ri+1 |ri = 1 by a different sum over r0 ∈ Ri , where each vector
corresponds to a vector r without the crossover between sites i and i + 1:
0i+1
0i
Pu+1
(x) = (1 − θi )Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn )
(8.23)
 0 0

S (r ,n)−1
X
Y
i 0 
+ θi
G (r )
Pu (x(r0 ,k) ) Pu (xL(r0 ,S 0 (r0 ,n)) , . . . , xi )Pu (xi+1 , . . . , xn )
r0 ∈Ri

k=1

0i
0i
= (1 − θi ) · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn ) + θi · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xi )Pu (xi+1 , . . . , xn )

We have replaced Gi (r) with Gi (r0 ) in the transformation from Equation 8.22 to Equation 8.23
since the function Gi is not affected by crossovers after site i. The function S 0 (r, n) in Equation
8.22 counts the total number of crossovers represented by vector r. It is replaced by S 0 (r0 , n) + 1
in Equation 8.23 since r0 has one fewer crossover than r. The product of marginal distributions
QS 0 (r,n)−2
QS 0 (r0 ,n)−1
Pu (x(r,k) ) in Equation 8.22 is replaced by the product k=1
Pu (x(r0 ,k) ) in Equation
k=1
8.23 since it is related only to chromosomal sections preceding site i, whose parent haplotypes are
identical under r and r0 . Similarly, L(r, S 0 (r, n)−1) in Equation 8.22 is replaced with L(r0 , S 0 (r0 , n))
in Equation 8.23 since the left edge of the penultimate contiguous section in r that ends at site i
becomes the left edge of the last contiguous section in r0 .
0i is the result of intermixing only up to site i, so its marginal P 0i (x
The distribution Pu+1
u+1 i+1 , . . . , xn )
over sites i + 1 . . . n is the same as the parent marginal Pu (xi+1 , . . . , xn ). Consequently, Equation
8.23 implies:
0i+1
0i
0i
0i
Pu+1
(x) = (1 − θi ) · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn ) + θi · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xi )Pu+1
(xi+1 , . . . , xn )

(8.24)

Equation 8.24 states that the effect of introducing the additional crossover point between sites
i and i + 1 is to reconstitute a proportion θi of the population from the marginal distributions on
either side of the crossover point, leaving the remaining proportion 1 − θi untouched. Equation 8.24
also holds in the following marginal form by summing over x1 , . . . , xi−1 , xi+2 , . . . , xn :
0i+1
0i
0i
0i
(xi , xi+1 ) = (1 − θi ) · Pu+1
(xi , xi+1 ) + θi · Pu+1
(xi )Pu+1
(xi+1 )
Pu+1

We now show a similar result for the Markov approximation Q0iu+1 , defined as follows:

0i
Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) = Pu+1
(x1 )

n−1
Y

0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

j=1
0i
The recurrence relation between Q0i+1
u+1 and Qu+1 is explicated as follows:

0i+1
Q0i+1
u+1 (x) = Pu+1 (x1 )

n−1
Y

0i+1
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

j=1
0i
= Pu+1
(x1 )

i−1
Y

0i+1
0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj ) · Pu+1
(xi+1 |xi ) ·

j=1

n−1
Y
j=i+1
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0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

(8.25)

= Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xi ) ·
= Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xi ) ·

0i+1
Pu+1
(xi , xi+1 )
0i+1
Pu+1
(xi )

·

n−1
Y

0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

j=i+1

n−1
0i (x , x
0i
0i
Y
(1 − θi )Pu+1
i i+1 ) + θi Pu+1 (xi )Pu+1 (xi+1 )
0i
·
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )
0i (x )
Pu+1
i
j=i+1

0i
= (1 − θi ) · Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xi ) · Pu+1
(xi+1 |xi ) ·

n−1
Y

0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

j=i+1
0i
+ θi · Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xi ) · Pu+1
(xi+1 ) ·

n−1
Y

0i
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj )

j=i+1

Q0i+1
u+1 (x)

= (1 − θi ) ·

Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xn )

+ θi ·

Q0iu+1 (x1 , . . . , xi )

· Q0iu+1 (xi+1 , . . . , xn )

(8.26)

0i+1
0i (x ) at several points above since the intermixing process
We replaced Pu+1
(xi ) with Pu+1
i
does not affect the marginal allele frequencies for any individual site. Similarly, we replaced
0i+1
0i (x
Pu+1
(xj+1 |xj ) with Pu+1
j+1 |xj ) for any j 6= i since the additional crossover permitted between
sites i and i + 1 only affects marginal distributions containing both xi and xi+1 . Equation 8.26
0n
states the analogous result for the series of Markov approximations Q01
u+1 . . . Qu+1 as Equation 8.24
01
0n
states for the series of distributions Pu+1 . . . Pu+1 .
0
01
Recall that we aim to prove ||Pu+1
− Q0u+1 || ≤ ||Pu − Qu || for n ≤ 5. Since Pu+1
= Pu and
0
0n
0n
01
01
0n
Pu+1 = Pu+1 , this inequality can be expressed as ||Pu+1 − Qu+1 || ≤ ||Pu+1 − Qu+1 ||. To establish
this inequality, we prove that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1:

0i+1
Pu+1
− Q0i+1
u+1

≤

0i
Pu+1
− Q0iu+1

(8.27)

We split the proof of Equation 8.27 into two cases, i = 1 and i = 2. By considering the
haplotypes from their other end points, these proofs also apply respectively for i = n − 1 and
i = n − 2, due to symmetry. This covers all values of 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 provided n ≤ 5.
Two properties of variation distance are needed.
distributions A(x, y)
PGiven two multivariate P
and B(x, y) with marginal distributions A(x) =
y B(x, y), the first
y A(x, y) and B(x) =
property states that ||A(x, y) − B(x, y)|| ≥ ||A(x) − B(x)||. Given two mixture distributions A(x) =
αA1 (x) + (1 − α)A2 (x) and B(x) = αB1 (x) + (1 − α)B2 (x), the second property states that
||A(x) − B(x)|| ≤ α||A1 (x) − B1 (x)|| + (1 − α)||A2 (x) − B2 (x)||. Proofs of these two properties are
provided in Section 8.4.5.
02
01
01
For i = 1, we prove Equation 8.27 by rewriting Pu+1
and Q02
u+1 in terms of Pu+1 and Qu+1 ,
using the recurrence relations in Equations 8.24 and 8.26:
02
01
01
01
Pu+1
(x) = (1 − θ1 ) · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ1 · Pu+1
(x1 ) · Pu+1
(x2 , . . . , xn )
01
01
01
Q02
u+1 (x) = (1 − θ1 ) · Qu+1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ1 · Qu+1 (x1 ) · Qu+1 (x2 , . . . , xn )
01
01
= (1 − θ1 ) · Q01
u+1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ1 · Pu+1 (x1 ) · Qu+1 (x2 , . . . , xn )

The last equality follows because the marginal distribution for an individual site is identical for
01 and its Markov approximation Q01 . The proof of Equation 8.27 for i = 1 is completed
both Pu+1
u+1
using the two properties of variation distance:
02
Pu+1
− Q02
u+1

01
≤ (1 − θ1 ) · Pu+1
− Q01
u+1 +
X
1
01
01
01
θ1 ·
Pu+1
(x1 )Pu+1
(x2 , . . . , xn ) − Pu+1
(x1 )Q01
u+1 (x2 , . . . , xn )
2 x ...x
1

n

01
= (1 − θ1 ) · Pu+1
− Q01
u+1 +
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θ1 ·

X
1 X 01
01
Pu+1
(x2 , . . . , xn ) − Q01
Pu+1 (x1 )
u+1 (x2 , . . . , xn )
2 x
x ...x

≤
=

n

2

1

01
(1 − θ1 ) · Pu+1
01
Pu+1
− Q01
u+1

−

Q01
u+1

01
+ θ1 · Pu+1
− Q01
u+1

For i = 2, the proof of Equation 8.27 proceeds similarly:
03
02
02
02
Pu+1
(x) = (1 − θ2 ) · Pu+1
(x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ2 · Pu+1
(x1 , x2 ) · Pu+1
(x3 , . . . , xn )
02
02
02
Q03
u+1 (x) = (1 − θ2 ) · Qu+1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ2 · Qu+1 (x1 , x2 ) · Qu+1 (x3 , . . . , xn )
02
02
= (1 − θ2 ) · Q02
u+1 (x1 , . . . , xn ) + θ2 · Pu+1 (x1 , x2 ) · Qu+1 (x3 , . . . , xn )

(8.28)

The last equality follows since the joint distribution over any two adjacent sites is unchanged
by the Markov approximation. The proof of Equation 8.27 for i = 2 is completed using the two
properties of variation distance:
03
Pu+1
− Q03
u+1

02
− Q02
≤ (1 − θ2 ) · Pu+1
u+1 +
1 X
02
02
02
θ2 ·
Pu+1
(x1 , x2 )Pu+1
(x3 , . . . , xn ) − Pu+1
(x1 , x2 )Q02
u+1 (x3 , . . . , xn )
2 x ...x
n

1

02
= (1 − θ2 ) · Pu+1
− Q02
u+1 +
X
X
1
02
02
θ2 ·
Pu+1
(x1 , x2 )
Pu+1
(x3 , . . . , xn ) − Q02
u+1 (x3 , . . . , xn )
2 x ,x
x ...x
1

≤
=

2

n

3

02
(1 − θ2 ) · Pu+1
02
Pu+1
− Q02
u+1

−

(8.29)

02
− Q02
+ θ2 · Pu+1
u+1

Q02
u+1

The proofs for i = n − 1 and i = n − 2 are obtained by reversing the order of the conditional
probabilities in the Markov chain. Since this covers all possible values of 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 provided
0i+1
0i
0i
0
− Q0i+1
n ≤ 5, this establishes the inequality ||Pu+1
u+1 || ≤ ||Pu+1 − Qu+1 || and therefore that ||Pu+1 −
0
Qu+1 || ≤ ||Pu − Qu || for n ≤ 5, as stated in Equation 8.19.
For n > 5, this method breaks down in Equation 8.28 for i = 3 since the marginal distribution Q03
u+1 (x1 , x2 , x3 ) of the Markov approximation cannot be substituted by the marginal
03 (x , x , x ). This in turn prevents the common factor P 03 (x , x , x ) from being extracted in
Pu+1
1 2 3
u+1 1 2 3
P
Equation 8.29 and summed over x1 ,x2 ,x3 to unity. A different form of proof would therefore be
required to establish Equation 8.19 for all n, as we conjecture.

8.4.4

Markov Invariance

In this section we prove that the Markov approximations of the distributions arising from intermixing and meiosis are identical:
Qu+1 − Q0u+1 = 0

(8.30)

0
To prove Equation 8.30, it is sufficient to prove that Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) = Pu+1
(xi , xi+1 ) for all
0
i = 1 . . . n − 1 since the Markov approximations Qu+1 and Qu+1 are defined solely in terms of these
joint distributions between adjacent sites.
We compute Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) by marginalizing Pu+1 (x), as given in Equation 8.4:

Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) =

X
r

X

G(r)
S(r,i)

y 1 ,y 2 |yi

S(r,i+1)

=xi ,yi+1
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1
2
Pu (yi1 , yi+1
)Pu (yi2 , yi+1
)
=xi+1

We now split the sum over r into two. If ri = 0 then there is no crossover between sites i and
i + 1. In this case, S(r, i) = S(r, i + 1) yielding that both sites in x originate from the same parent.
If ri = 1 then there is a crossover between sites i and i + 1. In this case, S(r, i) 6= S(r, i + 1) yielding
that each site in x originates from a different parent. Therefore:

Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) =

X

G(r)Pu (xi , xi+1 ) +

X

G(r)Pu (xi )Pu (xi+1 )

r|ri =1

r|ri =0

P
P
Using the definition of G(r) in Equation 8.3, it follows that r|ri =0 G(r) = 1−θi and r|ri =1 G(r) =
θi . Consequently, Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) = (1−θi )·Pu (xi , xi+1 )+θi ·Pu (xi )Pu (xi+1 ). This result corresponds
with the intuition that the offspring joint distribution over sites i and i + 1 is the average of the parent joint distribution and parent marginal distributions, weighted by the probability of a crossover
0
and no crossover respectively. By similar means, it can be shown that Pu+1
(xi , xi+1 ) = (1 − θi ) ·
0
Pu (xi , xi+1 )+θi ·Pu (xi )Pu (xi+1 ), yielding the desired equality Pu+1 (xi , xi+1 ) = Pu+1
(xi , xi+1 ). This
proves Equation 8.30.

8.4.5

Properties of Variation Distance

The first property relates the variation distance between two multivariate distributions
P A(x, y) and
B(x, y) P
to the variation distance between the two marginal distributions A(x) = y A(x, y) and
B(x) = y B(x, y):
||A(x, y) − B(x, y)|| =

≥
=

1 XX
|A(x, y) − B(x, y)|
2 x y
1X X
{A(x, y) − B(x, y)}
2 x
y
1X
|A(x) − B(x)|
2 x

= ||A(x) − B(x)||
The second property relates the variation distance between two mixture distributions A(x) =
αA1 (x) + (1 − α)A2 (x) and B(x) = αB1 (x) + (1 − α)B2 (x) to the variation distances between the
respective mixture elements:

||A(x) − B(x)|| =
=
≤

1X
|A(x) − B(x)|
2 x
1X
|α (A1 (x) − B1 (x)) + (1 − α) (A2 (x) − B2 (x))|
2 x
1X
1X
|α (A1 (x) − B1 (x))| +
|(1 − α) (A2 (x) − B2 (x))|
2 x
2 x

= α ||A1 (x) − B1 (x)|| + (1 − α) ||A2 (x) − B2 (x)||

8.5

Discussion

Our original choice of model was based on extensive population simulations, which showed that a
first-order Markov model was able to accurately capture the effects of many generations of random
mating, recombination and drift in a growing but finite population. In this chapter we empirically
assessed the accuracy of the independent and Markov approximations for representing background
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variation in the human genome. Using data taken from the HapMap project, we showed how the
approximation error varies for different physical distances and along each autosome, when modeling
both haplotype blocks and individual SNPs. Our core observation is that the Markov model over
haplotype blocks is particularly accurate at representing markers in strong linkage disequilibrium.
By reference to the perturbation process, we explained why the Markov approximation exhibits
this behavior only when modeling haplotype blocks, rather than individual SNPs.
Our motivation was to assess whether it is important to use a Markov chain to represent haplotype block variation, or whether an independent model suffices. Clearly, a Markov approximation
can represent the variation for a set of markers more accurately than an independent approximation, due to the larger number of parameters available. However our results show an important
additional benefit of the Markov model – that when used with haplotype blocks, it is uniquely
suited for modeling genomic variation at high density. Models of background variation combining
haplotype blocks and a Markov chain have been used by ourselves and others [36, 2, 56, 16].
The error measure we employed is based on the variation distance between a joint distribution
and its maximum likelihood approximation. We used this measure because it permits direct comparison between the independent and Markov approximations, and has an intuitive interpretation
in terms of the proportion of a distribution misrepresented by its approximation. However, this
measure is not ideal, since it is biased by the allele frequencies at individual markers, just like the
|D| measure of linkage disequilibrium to which it is related. It would be fruitful to develop an
equivalent of the D0 linkage disequilibrium measure for the Markov model, in order to overcome
this disadvantage. Nonetheless, since our observations in Section 8.1.3 were based on averages over
large numbers of sites, this shortcoming bears little relation to the overall patterns observed.
We showed that the unusual accuracy of the Markov model for representing haplotype blocks
over short distances stems from the fact that blocks have higher heterozygosity than individual
SNPs. It is interesting to ask whether this phenomenon is preserved if SNPs are grouped more
simply into multi-allelic markers, without specifically looking for haplotype blocks. Our initial tests
show that if sets of 4 or more adjacent SNPs are grouped in this way, the same properties arise
as we saw for haplotype blocks. This confirms our result in Section 8.3 that the behavior of the
Markov approximation depends on allele diversity, rather than a more specific feature of haplotype
blocks. Nonetheless haplotype blocks offer other advantages over arbitrary groups of SNPs in terms
of model simplicity and the selection of haplotype tagging SNPs (htSNPs).
In Section 8.3 we referred to the dependency of the Markov model on the balance between the
mixing and perturbation processes. Beyond our initial observations, there is work to be done in
understanding how these two processes interact, and developing more precise criteria for determining when each plays a more dominant role. It is also desirable to ascertain whether a population
must contain highly distinct haplotypes in order for the perturbation effect to be seen. On this
point, recent research has found an abundance of common haplotypes which differ at almost every
site in human populations [146]. Finally, it would be valuable to generalize the proof in Section 8.3
to a population of finite size, and to extend it to more than n = 5 sites.
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Chapter 9

Future Work
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Introduction
Our research can be divided broadly into two aspects. The first aspect consists of our statistical
model and its associated learning algorithms, as described in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapters 7 and
8 are also relevant for our model, in that they address two key questions relating to its design.
The second aspect consists of applications of our model to three biological problems – haplotype
resolution, LD mapping and the inference of recombination structure, described in Chapters 4, 5
and 6 respectively. In this chapter we briefly revisit these two aspects, discussing ways in which
they could be expanded in future.

9.1

Statistical Model and Learning

Chapter 2 describes our Bayesian Network model for the multi-variate distribution underlying a set
of haplotype or genotype observations. The model considers the haplotypes within each block as
descended from a small number of ancestor sequences, upon which subsequent mutations have taken
place with site-specific probabilities. It allows each block to have a different number of ancestors,
and represents the linkage disequilibrium between blocks using a Markov chain.
Our statistical model was developed when there was little high density SNP data available.
As a result, its design was based on population simulations rather than empirical data. Recently
this constraint has been removed, due to the rapid development of high-throughput genotyping
techniques [9, 1]. Genotyping arrays that measure 100,000 marker sites simultaneously are now
available, and this number is set to rise to 500,000 in the coming year. This technology has enabled
the International Haplotype Mapping (HapMap) project to reach a density of one SNP per 3 kb
[44]. At this level, most high resolution haplotype structure becomes apparent in our model.
By analyzing data from the HapMap project, we validated two of the assumptions that motivated our work. Chapter 8 showed that the Markov chain over haplotype blocks is well suited
to representing the variation over closely linked SNPs. Chapter 7 confirmed that haplotype block
boundaries are related to recombination hotspots. This means that multiple recombinations have
taken place historically on the boundaries between adjacent blocks, supporting our use of a full
transition matrix for the Markov model.
One model of the relationship between the ancestor sequences for each block is worth further
consideration. We assume that the ancestor sequences are independent, given the allele frequencies
of the SNPs within. This ignores any inter-founder relationships that might have been present,
especially if the founders of a population came from another population which was itself recently
descended from a bottleneck. Ancestor sequences might be better represented via a coalescent-based
model, which assigns a prior probability to a set of haplotypes by integrating over unknown factors
such as mutation rates, population size and genealogy [58, 62]. A simpler but related alternative is
to find the maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree connecting the ancestor sequences, calculating its
probability under suitable assumptions [27]. Recently, Li and Stephens model developed a model
using an approximation of the coalescent and a model of recombination hotspots that does not
assume the presence of haplotype blocks [69].
In Chapter 3 we detailed our heuristic model learning algorithm, which explores the search
space of possible models using the addition, nudging and removal steps. It would be valuable to
develop a new algorithm which is guaranteed to find the globally optimum model for a given set
of observed data. This might be a variation on Zhang et al’s dynamic programming algorithm
with an appropriate scoring function [149]. Promisingly, Anderson and Novembre developed such
an algorithm for their statistical model with a scoring function based on pairs of adjacent blocks,
however further work would be required to adapt their algorithm for our model [2].
The description length (DL) schema described in Chapter 3 could be generalized to assess
the suitability of competing models for representing genomic variation. Any statistical model M
effectively acts as a compression algorithm for data D, reducing it to − log2 P r(D|M ) bits with
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optimal encoding [118]. Therefore, different statistical models such as those by Koivisto et al. [59]
and Anderson and Novembre [2] could be assessed in terms of their efficiency at compressing a large
set of HapMap data. This comparison would also have to consider the number of bits required to
express the model itself.

9.2

Application to LD Mapping

The core application of our work is high density linkage disequilibrium (LD) mapping, described
in Chapter 5. By testing for association on haplotype blocks instead of individual SNPs, our
method has the potential to both increase mapping sensitivity and reduce the number of false
positives. Unfortunately, due to the lack of publicly-available high density SNP data with associated
phenotype information, the analyses in Chapter 5 required phenotypes to be simulated. It is hoped
that a publicly funded project will make real-world data available in future, to enable a more
realistic evaluation of the performance of our model for LD mapping.
There are three ways in which our work on LD mapping could be expanded. First, the disease
model could be generalized to model the phenotypic effects of complex diseases which are dependent
on several different but proximate genetic factors (i.e. in different blocks). Second, an algorithm
could be developed for identifying haplotype tagging SNPs (htSNPs) on the basis of an ensemble
of statistical models, in order to save on genotyping costs in large studies. Third, a finer-grained
technique could be developed to perform mapping at a higher resolution than the individual block.
This would be especially relevant in a model which considered the relationship between ancestor
sequences (see above).
Much of our work has been focused on genotypes, which contain no information on which
of the two alleles observed at each site are co-located on the same chromosome. However three
recent developments suggest that the genotype phasing problem might become less relevant in
future. First, the rapid reduction in laboratory costs has increased the feasibility of genotyping
trios instead of unrelated individuals, allowing haplotypes to be inferred at most sites. Second,
researchers are constantly developing new techniques for measuring the haplotypes in individual
chromosomes in the laboratory – if one of these methods becomes economically viable, in silico
haplotyping algorithms will no longer be required.
Finally, there has been recent interest in DNA pooling, in which many haplotypes which share
some phenotype are pooled together, to generate a frequency measurement for the alleles at each
SNP [117, 100]. Both haplotypes and genotypes are special cases of pooled observations, containing
one and two haplotypes respectively. The advantage of large DNA pools is that the alleles of many
individuals can be measured simultaneously at a reasonable cost. However, as the size of the
pool increases, it becomes increasingly difficult to infer phasing information, though some limited
approaches have been published [47, 96, 97]. In theory our statistical model can be extended to
deal with DNA pools by generalizing the genotype model for more than 2 haplotypes. However
the complexity of performing calculations on this model increases exponentially with the number
of haplotypes represented, so this will not be practical for pools of more than two individuals.
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HaploBlock Manual
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Introduction
HaploBlock (http://bioinfo.cs.technion.ac.il/haploblock/) is a software package for inferring statistical models of haplotype block variation and applying them for high density haplotype
resolution and linkage disequilibrium mapping. HaploBlock is described in these papers:
• Model-based Inference of Haplotype Block Variation, Proceedings of the Seventh Annual International Conference on Computational Molecular Biology (RECOMB 2003). Also to appear
in Journal of Computational Biology, Volume 11, Number 2-3.
• High Density Linkage Disequilibrium Mapping using Models of Haplotype Block Variation.
Accepted for the Twelfth International Conference on Intelligent Systems for Molecular Biology (ISMB 2004) and to appear in Bioinformatics.
HaploBlock is written in ANSI C and available as a command-line executable for Linux, Mac
OS X and Sun OS. The HaploBlock package comes with two executables, compiled to deal with
two different encodings for SNP marker alleles. The base pair version (haploblock_b) reads and
writes files where alleles are represented as their bases (i.e. A, C, G, T, −) and so can deal with up
to five allelic variants at each site. The numerical version (haploblock_n) reads and writes files
where alleles are represented numerically (i.e. 1, 2) and can only deal with biallelic data. If possible,
haploblock_n should be used, since it runs considerably faster than haploblock_b. HaploBlock
includes utility functions for converting between base pair and numerical encoding.

A.1

Quick Start

HaploBlock is most commonly used for high density haplotype resolution or linkage disequilibrium
mapping with biallelic marker data. This section explains the minimum required for these operations – HaploBlock has many additional parameters which should be understood before using it as
part of a scientific study. Almost all of the processing time will be taken by the model inference
stage (-W) which can be interrupted since models are output while the algorithm progresses. For
reasonable results, 10 models should be sampled at the very least.

A.1.1

Haplotype resolution

• Arrange the genotypes in file genofile, formatted as per Section A.2.1 with numerical encoding.
• Run ./haploblock_n -W -g genofile -m modelfile to sample 100 models in file modelfile.
• Run ./haploblock_n -S -g genofile -m modelfile -h haplofile to resolve the genotypes using the sampled models, placing the results in file haplofile.
• Interpret the haplotype pairs in file haplofile according to Section A.2.1.

A.1.2

Linkage disequilibrium mapping

• Arrange the haplotype or genotype data with phenotype indicators in file phenofile, formatted
as per Section A.2.1 with numerical encoding.
• Arrange the physical SNP locations in file mapfile, formatted as per Section A.2.4.
• If phenofile contains haplotypes, run ./haploblock_n -W -h phenofile -m modelfile to sample 100 models in file modelfile. Otherwise, substitute -g for -h.
• If phenofile contains haplotypes, run ./haploblock_n -X -h phenofile -m modelfile -y mapfile. Otherwise, substitute -g for -h.
• Read the posterior probabilities and densities output for each SNP interval.
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A.2

File Formats

On any platform, HaploBlock can read files with Unix (LF), PC (CR+LF) or Mac OS (CR) line
endings. Files will be written with the native line endings of the platform on which the executable
is running (currently Unix in all cases). In all file formats, each line can end with an optional
comment, preceded by a # character. Blank lines and leading white space are ignored.
For data representing a possible SNP marker alleles, we require a + 1 symbols to represent
each haplotype site, since we allow for unknown values. To encode each genotype allele pair, we
require (a + 1)(a + 2)/2 symbols, to represent all possible unordered pairs of haplotype alleles,
including unknowns. The symbols used for haplotype and genotype data in base pair format (for
haploblock_b) are shown in Table A.1, following IUPAC conventions where possible. The symbols
for data in numerical format (for haploblock_n) are shown in Table A.2. In each table, ? represents
an unknown allele. Note that alleles in base pair encoding are case sensitive.

A.2.1

Marker data

SNP marker data is represented as a flat file, with each line encoding a single haplotype or genotype, with an optional phenotype indicator. Alleles are encoded by the symbols in Table A.1 for
haploblock_b and Table A.2 for haploblock_n. Each haplotype or genotype in the file must have
the same number of SNP markers. An example genotype file with base pair encoding containing 3
SNPs for 2 individuals without phenotypes is shown below:
RYP
PCZ
The genotypes defined by this file are ([A, G], [C, T ], [G, −]) and ([G, −], [C, C], [−, ?]). HaploBlock can also read marker data in FASTA format, where each haplotype or genotype is preceded
by a line which begins with the > character. In FASTA format, haplotypes or genotypes can be
broken over multiple lines since > acts as a delimiter.
Each haplotype or genotype can have an optional phenotype attached (excluding FASTA format). Phenotypes are indicated by a leading integer ≥ 0 separated by white space from the marker
data for that haplotype or genotype. Haplotypes or genotypes without a phenotype indicator are
treated as having unknown phenotype for the purposes of mapping. An example file with numerical
encoding containing 48 SNPs for 5 haplotypes, 4 of which have phenotypes:
0 212212121121221211000111211121222211212201221122
1 221212010121121111222111212211222111221112122111
2 221112122221121212121221212112112212112021212112
0 112111122211121002112112212112112111122001111121
121212101121222121121211121220212121111211212112
When using the option -o to indicate that input genotypes are trios, each set of three consecutive
genotypes in an input file represents a trio. The first two genotypes are for the parents and the last
is for the child. Thus a genotype file for n trios would contain 3n lines, with the parent genotypes
of trio i ≥ 1 in lines 3i − 2 and 3i − 1 and the child genotype in line 3i. The probability of a
trio genotype under the HaploBlock statistical model is considered to be the probability of the two
parent genotypes, with the additional phasing contraints that stem from the child genotype.
For some of HaploBlock’s functions, marker data is interpreted as pairs of haplotypes belonging
to individuals. In this case, each sequential pair of haplotypes belongs to the same individual, so
that individual i’s haplotypes are in positions 2i − 1 and 2i in the file.
In haploblock_b only, there is an option -i which should be used if marker data was generated
by multiple alignment. With this option, HaploBlock will interpret a series of - symbols that reaches
the start or end of a sequence as unknown alleles, since it is usually a consequence of sequences in the
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alignment containing different amounts of genetic data. For example, the sequence ---CT-G-A-would be read under option -i as ???CT-G-A??.

A.2.2

Statistical models

A HaploBlock statistical model defines a distribution over haplotypes. The Bayesian Network below
depicts an example model, with a random variable Ck for each block k = 1 . . . b and two random
variables Aj and Hj for each SNP j = 1 . . . l. Each variable Ck defines the ancestor from which a
haplotype is descended in block k. For each block k, variables Ask . . . Aek define the sequence of
the ancestor indicated by the value of Ck , where the first and last SNPs of block k are numbered
sk and ek respectively. Variables H1 . . . Hl define the observed haplotype data over loci 1 . . . l.
C

C

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

H

H

H

H

H

H

H

A particular statistical model is defined by a block partition and parameter vectors θ, â and
µ, which specify ancestor distributions, ancestor sequences and mutation rates respectively. For
the first block, P r(C1 = c) = θ1,c and for subsequent blocks, P r(Ck = c|Ck−1 = c0 ) = θk,c0 →c .
For SNP j in block k, P r(Aj = a|Ck = c) = 1 if âk,c,j = a and 0 otherwise. For SNP j,
P r(Hj = h|Aj = a) = µj,a→h . For a fuller explanation of this model and its extension to represent
genotypes, consult the papers cited in Section A.
A statistical model file represents one or more such models, separated by a line which begins
with a hyphen (-). For example, the following file contains two trivial models:
2
B 1 1.0 AG
- Here is the other
1 2
B 1 1.0 C
T 2 1.0 C T
The first line for each model contains a series of integers separated by white space, one for each
block k = 1 . . . b in order. Each integer on this line contains the index ek of the last SNP in block
k, so that the last integer gives the total number of SNPs l represented by the model. Multiple
models contained within a file must have the same value for l.
Every subsequent line of a model description begins with a symbol B, T or M. Lines beginning
with B specify an ancestor sequence â, those with T specify a Markov transition probability θ and
those with M specify a mutation rate µ.
An ancestor sequence line is formatted as either ‘B k πk,c âk,c ’ or ‘B k πk,c vk,c âk,c ’, specifying
an ancestor with sequence âk,c and marginal probability πk,c for block k. In the second form, vk,c
sets a label which may subsequently be used as a shortcut for âk,c in the model. The index c is not
specified and is assigned automatically. Sequences âk,c must contain ek − sk + 1 characters and are
specified using base pair or numerical encoding as appropriate. Labels vk,c must be unique within
each block and must not begin with a character that encodes an allele (lower case letters are safe).
To aid readability, model files generated by HaploBlock automatically list ancestors for each block
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k in descending order of their prior probability πk,c and use labels for the ancestors of blocks which
contain more than a few SNPs.
A Markov transition line is formatted as ‘T k θk,c0 →c âk−1,c0 âk,c ’, specifying the conditional
probability θk,c0 →c of the ancestor with sequence âk,c for block k given that ancestor âk−1,c0 was
present for block k − 1. As with B lines, the indices c0 and c are assigned automatically. Sequences
âk,c and âk−1,c0 must contain ek − sk + 1 and ek−1 − sk−1 + 1 characters respectively. If previously
set, a label can be used instead of sequence âk,c and/or âk−1,c0 . Omitted transitions are assumed
to have zero probability. However, if no transitions are specified for block k, it is assumed to be
independent of the previous block, with the marginal distribution specified by the block’s B lines.
A mutation rate line is formatted as ‘M j a h µj,a→h ’, specifying the mutation rate at site j
from allele a to allele h 6= a. The alleles a and h are specified using base pair or numerical encoding
as appropriate. Omitted mutations are assumed to have
P zero probability and the probability of
each non-mutation is automatically set to µj,a→a = 1 − h6=a µj,a→h .
Note that model files contain redundancy in order to make them more readable. Ancestor
sequences for each block are picked up from both B lines and T lines. If there are any T lines for
block k, all of the marginal probabilities specified by its B lines are ignored and calculated directly
from the Markov chain. In practice, this means that B lines are only required for the first block.
An example model file with numerical encoding describing a distribution with 2 blocks over 8
SNPs, each with 2 ancestors, is shown below:
3 8
M 3 1 2 0.005
M 7 2 1 0.025
B 1 0.6 111
B 1 0.4 221
B 2 0.6 a 21121
B 2 0.4 b 12212
T 1 0.6 111
T 1 0.4 221
T 2 0.8 111 a
T 2 0.2 111 b
T 2 0.3 221 a
T 2 0.7 221 b
The parameters defined by this model file are: b = 2, l = 8, s1 = 1, e1 = 3, s2 = 4, e2 = 8,
q1 = 2, q2 = 2, µ1,1→1 = 1.0, µ1,1→2 = 0.0, µ1,2→1 = 0.0, µ1,2→2 = 1.0, . . . , µ3,1→1 = 0.995,
µ3,1→2 = 0.005, µ3,2→1 = 0.0, µ3,2→2 = 1.0, . . . , µ8,1→1 = 1.0, µ8,1→2 = 0.0, µ8,2→1 = 0.025,
µ8,2→2 = 0.975, â1,1 = 111, â1,2 = 221, â2,1 = 21121, â2,2 = 12212, v2,1 = a, v2,2 = b, θ1,1 = 0.6,
θ1,2 = 0.4, θ2,1→1 = 0.8, θ2,1→2 = 0.2, θ2,2→1 = 0.3, θ2,2→2 = 0.7.

A.2.3

Allele mapping

An allele mapping file represents a conversion between base pair and numerical allele encoding.
Each line j in the file represents SNP j. The first symbol in each line contains the base pair for the
major allele, encoded numerically as 1. The second symbol contains the base pair for the minor
allele, encoded numerically as 2. An example allele mapping file for 3 SNPs is shown below:
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AG
GC
TC
The file implies the haplotype mappings AGT ↔ 111, GCC ↔ 222, GGC ↔ 212.

A.2.4

Physical map

A physical map file describes the relative location of some SNP markers. Each line j in the file
specifies the location of SNP j. Since a map file is only used to calculate the relative sizes of the
intervals between adjacent SNPs, any starting point and unit of measurement can be used. An
example physical map file for 4 SNPs is shown below:
148.191060
148.192022
148.193108
148.194345

A.3

Function Reference

The first parameter to haploblock_b or haploblock_n specifies which function to perform. Each
function takes a subset of the additional parameters listed in Table A.3, as explained in the sections
that follow. Each additional parameter is preceded by an identifying prefix, so these parameters
can be specified in any order. Parameters which are omitted receive their default value from Table
A.3. The -r (reporting level) parameter is accepted by all functions, determining the level of detail
with which progress is reported. Within the function descriptions below, the value specified for
each parameter is indicated by that parameter’s alphabetic symbol in this typeface.
If a function is not specified correctly, HaploBlock outputs a list of available function codes
and exits. Similarly, if a function’s parameters are not specified correctly, HaploBlock outputs a
list of possible parameters for the function and exits. Otherwise, HaploBlock displays the function
to be performed and the values taken for each parameter before proceeding. Once a function has
successfully completed, HaploBlock displays its running time.

A.3.1

Generate data

Generate marker data or models by simulation (-P)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -c (population capacity), -d (physical
length), -e (simulation time), -f (number of founders), -h (haplotype file), -j (no Markov chain),
-m (model file), -n (sample size), -p (hotspot density), -s (SNP density), -u (minimum mutation
rate), -v (maximum mutation rate), -w (growth rate), -x (crossover density), -y (map file).
The population simulation begins with a bottleneck event and proceeds to form new generations
based on exponential growth, random mating, no migration, neutral selection and recombination
at hotspots only. Note that the simulation is based on many of the assumptions underlying the
HaploBlock model, so it is clearly not a basis on which to assess its validity!
The simulation distributes SNPs and recombination hotspots within a chromosomal region of
length d by a random Poisson process. SNPs are distributed with average density per nucleotide s
and recombination hotspots are placed independently with density p. The crossover probability per
generation remains fixed throughout the simulation and is selected randomly and independently
for each recombination hotspot from the uniform distribution over 0 . . . 2 · x · d/(t + 1), where t is
the number of hotspots placed.
The population is initiated with f founders whose gender is assigned randomly. The SNP alleles
on these founders’ 2f haplotypes are assigned randomly, where each SNP is biallelic with equal
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probability for each allele. Over e generations, each individual in a new generation is descended
from a random independent union between a male and female from the previous generation, and has
gender assigned randomly. The new individual’s haplotypes are obtained from those of its parents
by simulated meiosis, in which crossover occurs randomly at each hotspot with the probability
calculated above. If the population of generation i is pi , the population of generation i + 1 is
given by pi+1 = (1 + w)(1−pi /c) , representing an initial growth rate of w which tends to zero as the
population reaches capacity.
The simulation’s output is based on the final generation. SNPs with no variation in this generation are removed, to reflect what would be visible in real-world data. For each remaining SNP, the
cumulative mutation rate (over all generations) from each allele to the other is set independently
to u · exp(r · log(v/u)) where r is a random variable distributed uniformly over 0 . . . 1. Note that
these mutation distributions are only used to generate data once the simulation is complete.
Three types of data can be output from the simulation. If parameter y is specified, the SNP
locations are output to physical map file y. If parameter h is specified, n haplotypes are sampled
(with repeats) from the final generation and output with mutations to file h. If parameter m is
specified, a statistical model is inferred from the final generation and output to file m.
When inferring a statistical model from the final generation, the number of ancestors qk for
each block k and their sequences â are determined after uniting any block ancestors with identical
sequences. The parameters θ of the Markov chain are determined simply by counting the frequency
with which ancestors in adjacent blocks appear together. However, if option j is specified, a model
is inferred with independent blocks and no Markov chain. The mutation rates µ in the model are
set according to those randomized at the end of the simulation process.
Generate haplotypes from models (-H)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -k (unknown
rate), -m (model file), -n (sample size). It generates n haplotype samples independently using the
model/s in file m. If file m contains more than one model then each haplotype is based on a model
drawn uniformly and independently. To simulate failed measurements in a laboratory, each marker
allele is converted to an unknown with probability k. The generated haplotype data is output to
file h.
Generate genotypes from models (-G)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -g (genotype file), -k (unknown rate),
-m (model file), -n (sample size). It generates n genotype samples independently using the model/s
in file m. If file m contains more than one model then each genotype is based on a model drawn
uniformly and independently. Each marker allele is converted to an unknown with probability k
before pairing. The generated genotype data is output to file g.
Generate quasi-phenotypes from marker data (-Q)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -d (disease dominance), -g (genotype
file), -h (haplotype file), -o (new haplotype file), -p (disease penetrance), -s (selected SNP), -u
(new genotype file), -y (map file), -z (new map file). Multiple haplotype and/or genotype input
files can be specified using multiple -h or -g parameters, but all must have the same number of
SNPs. The function reads in the haplotypes in files h and/or the genotypes in files g, converts the
alleles at a target SNP into phenotypes, and outputs the resulting haplotype and genotype marker
files with phenotypes (and minus the target SNP) to o and u respectively.
If parameter s is included, it specifies the index (≥ 1) of the target SNP in the marker data,
otherwise a target will be selected randomly. If a map file y is specified, this random selection
takes account of physical distances between SNPs, giving each SNP probability in proportion to
the distance between its neighboring SNPs. If no map file is specified, the random selection will be
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uniform over all but the first and last SNPs. If parameter z is specified, a new physical map file is
written to file z with the target SNP removed, suitable for use with o and u.
For haplotype data, the phenotype for each haplotype is assigned based on its allele for the
target SNP. The most common allele for the target is mapped to phenotype 0. Each additional
allele observed is mapped to a different phenotype, numbered from 1 upwards in descending order
of allele frequency. To simulate penetrance, the phenotype is then set to 0 with probability 1 − p
independently of the allele at the target SNP. If a haplotype’s allele for the target is unknown, that
haplotype is always assigned the unknown phenotype.
For genotype data, the two alleles at the target SNP are converted separately to phenotypes,
which are then combined under the dominance model specified by d. If parameter d is 0 (recessive),
the numerically lower number is set as the overall phenotype. If d is 1 (codominant), every different
(unordered) pair of phenotypes is mapped to a different overall phenotype. If d is 2 (dominant), the
numerically higher number is set as the overall phenotype. If one of the two phenotypes is unknown,
the overall phenotype is set to unknown unless the missing phenotype makes no difference under
the dominance model specified. These rules generalize the standard dominance model for more
than 2 alleles, and will produce the expected results for biallelic data.

A.3.2

Infer models from data

Infer a single model from marker data (-F)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -b (maximum blocks), -c (convergence criterion), -g (genotype file), -h (haplotype file), -i (detect alignments), -j (no Markov
chain), -l (initial block length), -m (model file), -o (genotypes are trios), -q (maximum ancestors),
-u (minimum mutation rate), -v (maximum mutation rate), -z (resume model search). Multiple
haplotype and/or genotype input files can be specified using multiple -h or -g parameters, but all
must have the same number of SNPs. HaploBlock will search for a single model (see RECOMB
2003 paper) for the marker data in h and/or g, constraining mutation rates by u ≤ µj,a→h ≤ v,
the number of blocks by b ≤ b and the number of ancestors by qk ≤ q. If option o is specified, all
genotype input data will be treated as trios (see Section A.2.1). If option j is specified, a model
will be inferred with independent blocks and no Markov chain. If option z is specified, the search
begins from the last model in file m, otherwise it begins from an initial model which contains evenlyspaced hotspots to ensure that the length of each block is no more than l. At the end of each full
search round, the best model seen replaces that in file m, so this function can be interrupted and
later resumed using parameter z. If option c is specified, the search is stopped when the DL score
improved by less than c in the last round – otherwise, the search continues indefinitely until no
more improvements can be found.
Infer a model ensemble from marker data (-W)
This function takes the same parameters as function -F above, with the addition of -n (sample size)
and the removal of -c (convergence criterion). It infers an ensemble of models (see journal version
of RECOMB 2003 paper or ISMB 2004 paper) for the marker data in h and/or g. After each round
of the sampling algorithm, a model is appended to file m, so this function can be interrupted and
later resumed using parameter z.

A.3.3

Haplotype resolution

Join haplotype pairs to form genotypes (-J)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -g (genotype
file), -i (detect alignments). It combines the alleles at each SNP for each haplotype pair in file h,
writing the resulting genotypes to file g.
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Haplotype resolution by models (-S)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -g (genotype file),
-i (detect alignments), -m (model file). It resolves the genotypes in file g by applying the models
in file m (see RECOMB 2003 paper). If file m contains more than one model then the resolution
is performed separately for each model and each site in the final haplotype pair is assigned to the
allele pair which was inferred most often. For heterozygous sites, the pair is oriented relative to
the previous heterozygous site so as to be compatible with the maximum number of the individual
model-based resolutions. The inferred haplotype pairs are written to file h.
Haplotype resolution by Clark’s algorithm (-L)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -g (genotype
file), -i (detect alignments). It splits the genotypes in file g using the Clark algorithm (modified
slightly to work with unknowns) as described in Inference of haplotypes from PCR-amplified samples
of diploid populations (Clark A.G., 1990, Mol Biol Evol. 7:111). Any genotypes which remain
unresolved are divided arbitrarily and the inferred haplotype pairs are written to file h.
Haplotype resolution by Local EM (-I)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -e (number of repeats), -h (haplotype
file), -g (genotype file), -i (detect alignments). It splits the genotypes in file g using a modification
of the standard EM haplotype resolution algorithm which overcomes its exponential complexity
using a divide-and-conquer approach. This approach is similar to that described in Bayesian
Haplotype Inference for Multiple Linked Single-Nucleotide Polymorphisms (Niu et al., 2002, Am J.
Hum. Genet. 70:157). The inference is performed independently e times, after which the set of
inferred haplotype pairs with highest likelihood is written to file h.
Haplotype resolution of trios (-T)
This function takes the following parameter from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -g (genotype file),
-i (detect alignments). It extracts the four parent haplotypes from the trio genotypes in file g.
For loci at which this is not possible, the output haplotypes are assigned as unknown. This could
happen if (a) the trio indicated a Mendelian error, (b) if all three individuals were heterozygous at
the site, or (c) if some genotype data was missing.
Evaluate haplotype resolution (-E)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -i (detect alignments), -t (test file). Files h and t should both contain 2n haplotypes, where n is the number of
individuals, determined automatically from the files. Let hi,1,j and hi,2,j be the respective alleles
of the first and second haplotypes of the true pair (from file h) for individual i = 1 . . . n at site
j = 1 . . . l. Similarly, let h0i,1,j and h0i,2,j be the respective alleles of the first and second haplotypes
of the inferred pair (from file t) for individual i at site j.
Let the function δ(x, y) return 1 if alleles x 6= y and 0 otherwise. The value λi,j indicates
whether the haplotypes in the true and inferred pairs for individual i, oriented as they appear
in the files, are incompatible at site j, where λi,j = δ(hi,1,j , h0i,1,j ) ∨ δ(hi,2,j , h0i,2,j ). Similarly, the
value λ0i,j indicates whether the haplotypes in the true and inferred pairs for individual i, oriented
in reverse, are incompatible at site j, where λ0i,j = δ(hi,1,j , h0i,2,j ) ∨ δ(hi,2,j , h0i,1,j ). Let αi,j denote
whether site j of individual i is heterozygous, where αi,j = δ(hi,1,j , hi,2,j ). Clearly, for all individuals
i and sites j, if αi,j = 1, exactly one of λi,j or λ0i,j is 1, otherwise both λi,j and λ0i,j are 0. Let βi
be the ordered list of heterozygous sites in individual i, so that for all j = 1 . . . l, αi,j = 1 ⇔ j ∈ βi
and for all t = 1 . . . |βi | − 1, βi,t < βi,t+1 .
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HaploBlock provides four metrics for measuring phasing errors, calculated from these values.
The first metric
 W∆I isthe number of individuals who were not phased perfectly, where ∆I =
P W
0
i
j λi,j ∧
j λi,j . This measure is common in the literature but provides little information
on the degree of correctness of the inferred haplotype pairs. The second metric ∆S is the number
of sites whichwere phased incorrectly,
taking the better orientation for each individual, where
P
P
P 0 
∆S = i min
λ
,
λ
.
This
provides
a good overall measure of the degree of correctness
j i,j
j i,j
of the phased haplotype pairs if marker order is unimportant.
The third metric ∆A is the number of adjacent pairs of sites
 which were
 phased incorrectly
P Pl−1
0
0
relative to each other, given by ∆A = i j=1 (λi,j ∨ λi,j+1 ) ∧ λi,j ∨ λi,j+1 . This measures the
local correctness of the phased haplotype pairs and is particularly relevant if the inferred haplotypes
are to be used for disease mapping. The fourth metric ∆H (sometimes called ‘switch rate’) is the
number of pairs of heterozygous sites (in order but not necessarily adjacent) which
were phased

  0
P P|βi |−1
incorrectly relative to each other, given by ∆H = i t=1
λi,βi,t ∨ λi,βi,t+1 ∧ λi,βi,t ∨ λ0i,βi,t+1 .
Note that ∆I = 0 ⇔ ∆S = 0 ⇔ ∆H = 0 ⇒ ∆A = 0, for example if true haplotypes (ACA, T CT )
were inferred as (ACT, T CA), we would obtain the statistics ∆I = 1, ∆S = 1, ∆A = 0, ∆H = 1.
When calculating error rates, unknowns in the true haplotypes (file h) and inferred haplotypes
(file t) are dealt with differently. If site j on either true haplotype for individual i is unknown, we
automatically exclude that site from consideration, setting λi,j = λ0i,j = αi,j = 0. However, if the
inferred haplotype pair contains an unknown which ‘hedges its bets’ against a heterozygous site in
the true haplotype pair, we set λi,j = λ0i,j = 12 , rounding each metric as appropriate.

A.3.4

Linkage disequilibrium mapping

LD mapping by models (-X)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -g (genotype file), -h (haplotype file),
-m (model file), -y (map file). Multiple haplotype and/or genotype input files can be specified using
multiple -h or -g parameters, but all must have the same number of SNPs. The function performs
linkage disequilibrium mapping on the phenotyped haplotypes in file h and/or the phenotyped
genotypes in file g by applying the models in file m (see ISMB 2004 paper). The file y specifies the
physical location of the SNPs in the haplotype and genotype files – if no map file is specified, the
SNPs are assumed to be uniformly spaced. For each interval between adjacent SNPs, the function
outputs the posterior probability that the interval contains the phenotype locus, as well as its
posterior density, with standard deviations over the models in m.
LD mapping by individual SNPs (-Y)
This function takes the same parameters as function -X above, with the exception of -m (model
file). The function performs linkage disequilibrium mapping on the phenotyped haplotypes in file h
and/or the phenotyped genotypes in file g by assuming that the alleles at each SNP are independent
(see ISMB 2004 paper), producing a similar output to function -X above.

A.3.5

Analyze models

Summarize models (-M)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -m (model file), -n (sample size).
Given an input set {M 1 , . . . , M z } of models in file m, the function outputs the description length
DL(M i ) of each model M i , with parameter accuracy in the model descriptions based on a sample
of n haplotypes (see RECOMB 2003 paper). It also outputs the
P proportion of models with a
hotspot between SNPs j − 1 and j for each j = 2 . . . l, given by z1 zi=1 |{k|sik = j}| where i refers
to parameter  for model M i . Similarly, it outputs the average transition conditional entropy
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P P
i
. Let k i (j) be the block in which site j
between SNPs j − 1 and j, given by z1 zi=1 k|si =j ξ(k−1)→k
k
falls in model M i , so that siki (j) ≤ j ≤ eiki (j) . HaploBlock outputs the average number of ancestors
P
for each SNP j = 1 . . . l, given by z1 zi=1 qki i (j) . Lastly, it outputs the average overall site mutation
P
P
P
P
rate for each SNP j, given by z1 zi=1 ρij , where ρij = a∈B ( h6=a µij,a→h · c|a=âi
πki i (j),c ).
ki (j),c,j

Standard deviations over the models for these last two statistics are also displayed.
Evaluate data under models (-D)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -g (genotype file), -h (haplotype
file), -i (detect alignments), -m (model file). Multiple haplotype and/or genotype input files can
be specified using multiple -h or -g parameters, but all must have the same number of SNPs as
the model file. The function outputs the data probability P r(H, G|M i ) of the haplotypes and/or
genotypes in files h and/or g under each model M i in file m, as well as the total description length
DL(H, G, M i ) (see RECOMB 2003 paper).
Compare models (-V)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -m (model file), -n (sample size),
-t (test file). The K-L divergence between the haplotype
distributions of the true model M (in
P
file m) and test model M 0 (in file t) is defined as h P r(h|M ) log (P r(h|M )/P r(h|M 0 )). Since
an exact calculation of this is infeasible (except in the extreme case where all mutation rates
are zero), we generate an unbiased estimate. A list H of n haplotypes is drawn randomly and
independently
from the distribution defined by the true model. The K-L divergence is estimated
1 P
as |H| h∈H log (P r(h|M )/P r(h|M 0 )). Note that HaploBlock’s default value of n is inappropriate
for this function – for a good estimate, it should be set to at least 105 .

A.3.6

Miscellaneous haplotype operations

Randomly reorder haplotypes (-R)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -i (detect alignments), -o (new haplotype file). The function randomly reorders the haplotypes in file h, writing
the resulting haplotype list to file o.
Randomly resample haplotypes (-C)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -i (detect alignments), -n (sample size), -o (new haplotype file). The function randomly and independently
samples n haplotypes (with repeats) from the uniform distribution over the haplotypes in file h,
writing the resulting haplotype list to file o.
Complete haplotypes by models (-A)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -h (haplotype file), -m (model file),
-o (new haplotype file). The function infers the value of any unknown sites in the haplotypes in
file h using the models in file m. This is performed similarly to model-based haplotype resolution
by finding the most likely a posteriori assignment of the unknown variables in the model, given the
value of the known variables (see RECOMB 2003 paper). If file m contains more than one model
then the completion is performed separately for each model and each site in the final haplotypes is
assigned to the allele which was inferred most often. The inferred haplotypes are written to file o.
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A.3.7

Format conversions

Convert marker data to numerical encoding (-N)
This function (available in haploblock_b only) takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -a
(allele file), -h (haplotype file), -g (genotype file), -i (detect alignments), -o (new haplotype file),
-u (new genotype file). Multiple haplotype and/or genotype files can be specified using multiple
-h or -g parameters, but all must have the same number of SNPs. The function converts the
haplotypes in files h and/or the genotypes in files -g into numerical encoding by assigning the
major observed allele to numerical allele 1 and the minor allele to 2. If more than two alleles are
observed for any site, the conversion will fail. The allele mapping obtained is output to file a and
the numerically encoded haplotypes and genotypes are output to files o and/or u respectively.
Convert models to base pair encoding (-B)
This function (available in haploblock_b only) takes the following parameters from Table A.3:
-a (allele file), -m (model file), -t (new model file). It converts the statistical models in file m to
base pair encoding using the allele mapping in file a, and outputs the resulting models in file t.
Reformat models (-O)
This function takes the following parameters from Table A.3: -m (model file), -t (new model file).
It reads in the statistical models in file m and outputs them in file t, using default ordering and
formatting. This function is useful for making a model file more human readable.
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A.4

Version History

The following versions of HaploBlock have been released publicly:
• Version 1.3, March 2005
Added ability to analyze trio genotype data with -o parameter.
Added -T function to resolve trio genotypes into parent haplotypes.
Added -c convergence parameter for model finding function (-F).
Fixed issue with reading some files containing # comments.
• Version 1.2, April 2004
Added -X function for LD mapping based on block models.
Added -Y function for LD mapping based on individual SNPs.
Added -Q function to generate quasi-phenotypes from marker data.
Added -I function to perform haplotype resolution by Local EM.
Added -B function to convert models to base pair encoding.
Added -O function to reformat models for readability.
Added physical map file format for use with mapping and other functions.
Extended model file format to allow a partial Markov chain.
Extended marker data file format for optional phenotypes.
Added -j option to -F, -W and -P functions to generate models with no Markov chain.
Added output of haplotypes and physical map from -P simulation function.
Extended -N function to convert genotype data.
Optimized model inference from unphased genotype data.
Improved convergence testing to reduce EM iterations.
• Version 1.1, March 2003
Added -W function to infer an ensemble of models.
Added -A function to complete haplotypes using models.
Extended model file format to express multiple models in an ensemble.
Extended all functions to work with multiple models.
Extended model file format to allow ancestor labeling.
Added -z option to resume model search from point of interruption.
Added -b and -q options to specify maximum blocks and ancestors for search.
• Version 1.0, December 2002
Added caching of many model calculations to drastically reduce search time.
Fixed underflow issue by extracting common log factors where appropriate.
Added -l option to specify initial block length for search.
Removed prior factor when calculating Tk parameter description length.
Added -i option to detect partial sequences from alignments.
Added new pairwise measure of haplotype resolution accuracy.
• Version 1.0 Beta, October 2002
Initial release
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Table A.1: Base pair allele encoding
Symbol
A
M
R
W
L
E
C
S
Y
O
F
G
K
P
I
T
Q
J
Z
N

Haplotype
A

C

G

T

−
?

Genotype
[A, A]
[A, C]
[A, G]
[A, T ]
[A, −]
[A, ?]
[C, C]
[C, G]
[C, T ]
[C, −]
[C, ?]
[G, G]
[G, T ]
[G, −]
[G, ?]
[T, T ]
[T, −]
[T, ?]
[−, −]
[−, ?]
[?, ?]

Table A.2: Numerical allele encoding
Symbol
1
0
4
2
5
3

Haplotype
A
?
a
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Genotype
[A, A]
[A, a]
[A, ?]
[a, a]
[a, ?]
[?, ?]

Table A.3: HaploBlock parameters
Code
-a
-b
-c
-c
-d
-d
-e
-e
-f
-g
-h
-i
-j
-k
-l
-m
-n
-o
-o
-p
-p
-q
-r
-s
-s
-t
-t
-u
-u
-v
-w
-x
-y
-z
-z

Parameter
Allele mapping file
Maximum blocks
Population capacity
Convergence criterion
Dominance model
Physical length
Number of repeats
Simulation time
Bottleneck founders
Genotype file
Haplotype file
Detect alignments
No Markov chain
Unknown rate
Initial block length
Statistical models file
Sample size
New haplotype file
Genotypes are trios
Disease penetrance
Hotspot density
Maximum ancestors
Reporting level
Selected SNP
SNP density
New model file
Test file
Minimum mutation rate
New genotype file
Maximum mutation rate
Growth rate
Crossover density
Physical map file
New physical map file
Resume model search

Default value
–
none
10,000
0
0
10,000
20
500
20
–
–
off
off
0.0
100
–
100
–
off
1.0
10−4
none
3
none
10−3
–
–
10−6
–
10−3
0.05
10−8
–
–
off
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Range
–
≥1
≥1
≥0
0|1|2
≥1
≥1
≥0
≥1
–
–
–
–
0.0 . . . 1.0
≥0
–
≥1
–
–
0.0 . . . 1.0
≥ 0.0
≥1
0...4
–
≥ 0.0
–
–
0.0 . . . 1.0
–
0.0 . . . 1.0
≥ 0.0
0.0 . . . 1.0
–
–
–

Units
–
blocks (0=no maximum)
individuals
DL bits
recessive|codominant|dominant
nucleotides
iterations
generations
individuals
–
–
–
–
unknowns/SNP
SNPs (0=no blocks)
–
samples
–
–
probability
hotspots/nucleotide
ancestors (0=no maximum)
–
–
SNPs/nucleotide
–
–
mutations/SNP
–
mutations/SNP
rate/generation
crossovers/nucleotide/generation
–
–
–
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